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Chapter 1
Introduction
Tree transducers are formai rnodels of program compilers. Indeed, their theory was sig- 
nificantly motivated by the, so-called, syntax-directed compilation (or syntax-directed 
translation). To demonstrate this, we give a short description of the syntax-directed 
translation in the íirst section. In Section 1.2 we describe two particular tree trans­
ducers, namely top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree transducers, and discuss 
their behavior because these transducers will be in the focus of our interest. In the next 
section we introduce the shape preserving versions of the above transducers. Moreover, 
we point out an important difference between the syntax of shape preserving top-down 
tree transducers and shape preserving bottom-up tree transducers. Namely, we describe 
the reason of that in the bottom-up case the transducers can be deleting, however in 
the top-down case can nőt.
In Section 1.4 we present the main problem solved in the Thesis which consists of 
the following questions. Can we characterize shape preserving top-down and bottom-up 
tree transformations by restrictions on the syntax of these transducers? Is the shape 
preserving property of these transducers decidable? In the Thesis we will give positive 
answers to these questions. The last section describes the outline of the Thesis.
1.1 Syntax Directed Semantics
Compilers are computer programs which transforin an input program written in a higher 
level programúmig language (alsó called the source language) intő an output program 
of another language, called the target or object language [AU77, Joh79, ASU86]. The 
target language can usually be understood and executed by the computer.
The earliest program compilers were large hand-written programs which contained 
the definition (i.e., the syntax) of the source language deeply embedded in the code 
of the programs. This method made the modification of the source language very
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difficult, since it was nőt óbvious how to find those parts of the compiler which might 
be affected by the modifications. Moreover, it was alsó difficult to check whether the 
compiler accepts all those programs which have correct syntax, i.e., which correspond 
to the definition of the source language, and that it accepts only those programs. 
Nevertheless, all compilers before 1960 were of this tvpe, since there was nőt a common 
method fór defining source languages.
In 1956 the linguist Noarn Chomsky invented context-free grammars [Cho56]. His 
intention was to give a formai rnodel which can describe natural languages. It turnéd 
out that these grammars are powerful enough to specify the syntax of most program- 
rning languages. In fact, the syntax of most programming languages is defined by a 
notational variant of context-free grammars, called Backus Naur Form (BNF), which 
was invented, independently from Chomsky, by the computer scientist John W. Backus 
in 1959 [Bac59]. Soon after this, Edgár T. Irons proposed a new method to define a 
compiling system [Iro61] and he called his method as syntax-directed compilation. In 
fact he suggested to separate the definition of the source language and the transla- 
tion of input programs from the source language intő output programs of the target 
language. That part of compilers which checks whether the input program has the 
correct syntax according to the definition of the source language is called parsing. This 
part, as we have mentioned above, can be done using context-free grammars. More­
over, since context free grammars are weak enough, efficient algorithms can be given 
fór the parsing. The second part, i.e., the translation of the input program intő the 
output program, is in fact the semantics of the compilation. By the method of Irons, 
the translation of the input program is given according to the definition of the source 
language, i.e., the semantics is defined in terms of the syntax. This is the idea of the, 
so-called, syntax-directed semantics.
Let us consider now the parsing of an input program. If the program is syntactically 
correct, then the parsing yields a tree, called the derivation tree (or parsing tree) of the 
program, which shows the structure of it according to the definition of the programming 
language (cf. Figure 1.1). A  derivation tree is a finite, directed, ordered, acyclic, labeled 
graph such that each node has at most one ineoming edge, and there is exactly one 
node with no ineoming edges, which is called the root node (or just root). Clearly, 
every node has zero or more, so-called, child nodes. Moreover, every node different 
from the root has exactly one parent node.
After the parsing, the compiler works on the parsing tree (or input tree), and yields 
a program in the output language. Nevertheless, the translation of the input program 
can be done by transforming the input tree intő another tree, called the output tree, 
which represents the structure of the output program in the target language. Then 
the output program is simply the yield of the output tree. Therefore, from theoretica!
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Figure 1.1: The parse tree of the arithmetic expression a* (b +  c).
point of view, the translation of the input program is nothing else bút a transformation 
of the input tree. In this way the compiler transforms a parsing tree intő an other 
tree, i.e., computes a function which associates an output tree with every input tree 
(cf. Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2: A compiler transforms a derivation tree intő an output tree.
Since we want to study abstract mathematical properties of the syntax-directed 
translation, we make the following abstraction steps. First of all, by a tree we mean a 
well-formed term over a ranked alphabet. A  ranked alphabet is a finite nonempty set 
of symbols such that every symbol in it has a ránk (or arity), which is a nonnegative 
integer. Fór instance, £ =  {a ^ ,/ ^ 0) ^ 1) , ^ 2) }  is a ranked alphabet, where the upper 
index of a symbol means its ránk, and a, 7 (a ), and cr(cr(a, /3),i(a)) are trees over £.
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Note that the graph representation of a term will be a tree in the above sense, see 
Figure 1.3, with the additional property that different nodes can have the same label 
only if they have the same number of outgoing edges. However, this latter is just a 
technical matter.
Figure 1.3: The tree representation of the terms a, 7 (a ) and a(cr(a,
Now we abstract from the syntax of botli the source language and of the target 
language and we allow trees over ranked alphabets to be the input tree and the output 
tree. Moreover, we replace the machine-oriented computation paradigm of the compiler 
with a more abstract computation paradigm which is called term rewriting. As a result 
of these big abstractions steps, we obtain an abstract computation device which takes 
an input tree over a ranked alphabet, then, by manipulating on the input tree as a 
term rewrite system, computes an output tree over another ranked alphabet. Such 
an abstract device is called a tree transducer. A more detailed description of this 
abstraction can be found in Section 1 of [FV98].
There are many kinds of tree transducers, however in this Thesis we deal only 
with top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree transducers. We will discuss them 
informally in more detail in the next section. Moreover, we will alsó consider tree 
transducers which compute nondeterministically, which means that they associate a 
(maybe empty) set of output trees with an input tree, hence they compute a binary 
relation over trees. We call a binary relation over trees a tree transformation. Hence 
tree transducers compute tree transformations.
We note that top-down and bottom up tree transducers can model only certain basic 
types of syntax-directed semantics. However, there are tree transducers with greater 
expressive power (e.g. attributed tree transducers [FÜ181] which are formai models of 
Knuth’s attribute grammars [Knu68], and macro tree transducers [EV85]) which can 
model syntax-directed semantics in generál (cf. alsó [FV98]). Moreover, we note alsó 
that many generalizations of the above transducers have been introduced, fór example, 
modular tree transducers [EV91], which are generalizations of macro tree transducers; 
top-down tree-to-graph transducers [EV94]; higher-order attributed tree transducers 
[NVOO]; tree series transducers [Kui99, EFV02, ÉK03, FV03] which transform a tree
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intő a formai tree scries [BR82], rather than a set of trees.
A rather natural generalization of top-down tree transducers, namely top-down tree 
transducers with regular look-ahead, was introduced in [Eng77]. We will discuss these 
latter transducers briefly in Section 1.4.
1.2 Top-Down and Bottom-Up Tree Transducers
In this section we describe top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree transducers. 
Top-down tree transducers were introduced, independently, by Rounds [Rou70] and 
Thatcher [Tha70] (cf. alsó [Rou68, Tha69]). Their intention was to give formai models 
fór parts of mathematical linguistics (in particular, fór the theory of syntax-directed 
translation). Bottom-up tree transducers were invented by Thatcher [Tha73]. These 
transducers were further investigated in many works (see e.g. [Eng75, Bak78, Bak79, 
Ési80, Eng82, Ési83, GS84, FV92, FV98], and [GS97]). In the Thesis we follow the 
terminology of [Eng75]. The reader can find a deep introduction to the theory of top- 
down and bottom-up tree transducers in [GS84, GS97], where these transducers arc 
called root-to-frontier and frontier-to-root tree transducers, respectively.
A tree transducer M  is a finite State machine which processes a tree s, called input 
tree, over the input ranked alphabet E and computes a finite set tm (s) of trees, called 
output trees, over the output ranked alphabet A. Top-down tree transducers process 
an input tree s from its root towards its leaves. Bottom-up tree transducers work in 
the opposite direction, i.e., they process an input tree s from its leaves towards its root. 
The tree transforination tm  computed by M, i.e., the semantics of M, is the set of 
pairs (s, t) such that s € Te  and t e t m (s ), where Tv denotes the set of trees over E. 
To give an intuition of the behavior of top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree 
transducers we consider their definition (or syntax) in more detail.
First we deal with top-down tree transducers. Formally, a top-down tree transducer 
is a systein M  =  (Q, E, A, Qo, R), where Q is the finite and nonempty set of States; E 
and A  are the input and the output ranked alphabets, respectively, and Qo Q Q is the 
set of initial States. States are considered to be unary symbols. Moreover, R is a finite 
set of (rewriting) rules of the form q(a(xi, . . .  ,Xk)) —> r, where q € Q, a is an input 
Symbol of ránk k from E, x\,... ,Xk are variables, and r is a tree over A  which may 
contain alsó subtrees as p(xi), where p is a state and 1 <  i < k. Variables are zero-ary 
symbols.
In fact. M  is a term rewrite system which rewrites an input tree starting at the 
root of the tree and proceeding towards its leafs. In more detail, a generál step of the 
rewriting by M  can be described as follows. Assume that u is an intermediate tree over 
Q u E l l A  such that. above the States in u there are only symbols from A  while below
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them only symbols from E. Assume alsó that there is a subtree q(a(u\,.. . ,  Uk)) of u, 
where q € Q, k > 0, cr € E with ránk k, and ui,...,Uk  G Te (see Figure 1.4, where 
the gray and white parts of u are consisting of symbols from A  and E respectively, 
and in-between the two parts States are from Q). If there is a rule in R of the form 
q(a(xi , ... ,xQ) —> r, then M  rewrites u intő another tree v, which fact we denote by 
u v, where v is the tree obtained by replacing the subtree q(a(ui, . . . ,  uQ) of u by 
r [ i i i , . . . ,  Uk]- Here r [u i , . . . ,  Uk] is the tree yielded by replacing the variables x\,...,Xk 
in r by the trees u\,...,Uk, respectively.
Figure 1.4: Application of a rewriting rule of a top-down tree transducer.
If r does nőt contain a variable x* fór somé 1 <  i <  k, then the tree Ui will nőt show 
up in the tree v. In this case we say that M  deletes Uj.
Now take an input tree s € Te . Applying rules in R to the tree qo(s) as far as 
possible, where qo € Qo is an initial state, the rewriting process may terminate in an 
output tree í 6 T^. If this is the case, then we write qo(s) =>*M t. In this way M  
computes the tree transformation tmi9o =  {(s , t) E x T& \ qo(s) t} in state 
qo- Then the tree transformation tm computed by M  is the relation [JqeQ0TM,q- A 
tree transformation computed by a top-down tree transducer is called a top-down tree 
transformation.
Now we describe the behavior of bottom-up tree transducers. A bottom-up tree 
transducer is a System M  =  (Q, E, A, Qo, R), where Q, E and A  are the same as in the 
top-down case, and Qo is the set of final States. Moreover, R is a finite set of rules of 
the form ^ ( ^ ( x i ) , . . . ,  qk(^k)) g(r), where q,q\,... ,qk £ Q, o is an input symbol of
ránk k from E, and r is a tree over A  which may contain alsó variables as its leaves 
from the set { x i , . . . ,  x*,}.
Bottom-up tree transducers alsó can be regarded as term rewrite Systems. However, 
M  starts to rewrite an input tree at the leaves and proceeds towards the root of the 
tree. A generál step of a rewriting process of an input tree can be described as follows.
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Assume that u is an intermediate tree over Q U E U A  sucli that above the States in u 
there are only symbols from E while below them only symbols from A. Assume alsó 
that there is a subtree cr(<7i(fi), • • •, qk(vk)) of u, where k >  0, a G E with ránk k, 
qi, • • • > Qk € Q, and v\,. . . ,  Vk € 1a  (see Figure 1.5, where the gray and white parts of u 
are consisting of symbols from A  and E respectively, and between the two parts States 
are from Q). If M  has a rule of the form cr(gi (xi ), . . . ,  qk(xk)) —* q(r), then M  can 
apply it to rewrite u intő a tree v, which we denote by u =>m v . In fact, M  replaces 
the subtree cr(gi (m),... ,qk(vk)) of u by q(r[vi , ... ,Ufc]), where r [v i , ... ,v*.] is the tree 
resulted by replacing the variables x\,.. . ,  Xk in r to the trees vi, .. . ,Vk, respectively.
Figure 1.5: Application of a rewriting rule of a bottom-up tree transducer.
Again, as in the top-down case, r may nőt contain a variable Xi, i.e., M  deletes the 
tree Uj. However, in contrast to the top-down case, before the deletion M  rewrites ux 
to a tree qi(vi).
Applying rewriting steps as far as possible, M  may rewrite an input tree s € Tg intő 
a tree qo(t), where qo G Qo and t G 7a - If this is the case, then we write s 9o(í)- 
Similarly as in the top-down case, M  computes the tree transformation tm ,9o =  { ( s) 0  € 
7e x Ta  | s =>*M qo(t)} in State qo- Then the tree transformation tm computed by M  
is U96q0taíi(?. The concept of a bottom-up tree transformation is defined analogously 
with the top-down one.
In [Eng75] it was pointed out that there are important differences between the 
behavior of top-down and bottom-up tree transducers. One of them concerns the 
problem of deleting. In fact, as we have seen above, a top-down tree transducer can 
nőt inspect a subtree before deleting it, while a bottom-up tree transducer can. A 
consequence of this difference is that there are bottom-up tree transformations which 
can nőt be computed by any top-down tree transducer. (Note that the analogous 
statement, which we obtain by exchanging bottom-up and top-down, alsó holds because 
of other differences.) In the next section we discuss how the above difference in deleting 
affects the syntax of shape preserving top-down and bottom-up tree transducers.
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1.3 Shape Preserving Tree Transducers
We say that two trees have the same shape, if they are isomorphic modulo labeling, 
i.e., they differ only in the labels of their nodes (cf. Figure 1.6).
Figure 1.6: Trees which have the same shape.
A tree transformation r  C x T& is shape preserving if, fór every (s, t) € r, the 
trees s and t have the same shape. Now, a tree transducer M  is shape preserving if the 
tree transformation tm computed by it is shape preserving. Thus, the shape preserving 
property of a tree transducer M  is a property of the tree transformation tm computed 
by M, hence it is a dynamic property in the following sense. Assume, that M  is a 
shape preserving (top-down or bottom-up) tree transducer and consider an input tree 
s of M . Assume alsó that s has a subtree s' and during the rewriting process of s intő 
an output tree t, s1 is rewritten intő a tree t' . Then it can be very well that the shapes 
of s' and t! are nőt the same, however, since M  is shape preserving, s and t have the 
same shape.
We can give examples of shape preserving tree transducers easily. Fór this, we recall 
the concept of finite state relabelings from [Eng75]. However, in this Thesis, fór the sake 
of brevity, we drop the attribute “finite state” from the name of finite state relabelings, 
and write just relabeling instead. (We note that in [Eng75] the name “relabeling” refers 
to a simpler eláss of transducers.) A top-down tree transducer is a top-down relabeling 
if each of its rules has the form q(cr(xi, . . . ,  Xk)) —> S(qi(x\),. . . ,  qk(xk)), where a 
and J are input and output symbols, respectively, of the same ránk k. Similarly, a 
bottom-up tree transducer is a bottom-up relabeling if each of its rules has the form 
o{q\{x\),... ,qk{xk)) —► q(S(xi,... ,x/c))- It was shown in [Eng75] (cf. the discussion 
after Definition 3.14) that both bottom-up and top-down relabeling tree transducers 
compute the same tree transformation eláss, which we denote by QREL.
Now it can be seen that both top-down and bottom-up relabeling tree transducers 
are shape preserving. This is because, in both the top-down and the bottom-up case,
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a statical property, the syntax, assures that the dynamic property holds, i.e., that the 
shape of the input tree and the output tree are the same. In fact, scanning an input 
Symbol a € £, a relabeling tree transducer writes out exactly one output symbol 5 6 A  
such that a and ő liave the same ránk. Moreover, both tree transducers keep the order 
of the subtrees symbolized by the variables arj,. . . ,  Sfe.
On the other hand, it is easy to give top-down and bottom-up shape preserving 
tree transducers which are nőt relabeling tree transducers. Nevertheless, the shape 
preserving property causes a rather strong restriction on the syntax of top-down tree 
transducers, while in the bottom-up case this does nőt hold. We discuss this in more 
detail in the rest of this section.
As we liave seen in the previous section, top-down tree transducers do nőt have the 
ability of inspecting a subtree before deleting it. Therefore, it is nőt difficult to see that 
a shape preserving top-down tree transducer M  can nőt delete subtrees of the input 
tree. We will see in the Thesis that this property easily implies that M  alsó can nőt 
copy the subtrees. Then, using that M  can nőt delete or copy the subtrees, we will 
show that scanning an input symbol a with ránk different to one, M  writes out exactly 
one output symbol S with the same ránk and maybe somé more unary symbols. This 
is clearly a strong restriction on the syntax of M.
Now let M  =  (Q , S, A, Q0, R ) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer and 
let s £ Tj] such that s =>*M qo(t), where qo € Qo and t G T±. Assume that there is 
a subtree a(s\,... ,Sk) of s where k > 1 and a 6 £ with ránk k. Moreover, assume 
that sí, fór somé 1 <  i < k has been rewritten intő the term where g, G Q and
ti € Ta - During the rewriting process of s;, M  can alsó collect information about, it 
and can store this information in the State gp Fór example, this information can be 
the shape of sí. Therefore, even if M  deletes the subtree sp it can reproduce its shape 
in the output tree using the information stored in the State gj. This clearly implies 
that a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer can delete, and therefore alsó copy, 
subtrees of the input tree.
1.4 Characterizing Semantical Properties by the Syntax
In this Section first we describe a problem eláss concerning tree transducers as follows. 
Take a tree transformation eláss C computed by tree transducers of a certain kind. 
Moreover, let us consider a (natural) subclass C  of C. Now we ask whether a (natural) 
syntactic restriction of the model can be given such that a tree transformation r  belongs 
to C' if and only if there is a tree transducer M  which obeys that syntactic restriction 
and fór which tm =  t . If such a syntactic restriction can be given, then we have 
characterized a semantic restriction made on C by a syntactic restriction made on the
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tree transducer model. Moreover, we ask whether the following problem is decidable: 
given a tree transducer M  of that certain kind, is the tree transformation tm in C 'l
In the rest of the section we give three “positive” instances of tliis problem eláss: fór 
each instance, the semantic restriction can be characterized by a syntaetic restriction 
and the elementship problem is decidable. Finally we present the main problem whicli 
we have solved in the thesis as a fourth positive instance of that problem eláss.
The first example concerns top-down tree transducers with regulát look-ahead. In 
order to present it, we need somé preparation.
A subset L of Tv, fór a ranked alphabet E, is called a tree language. Tree au­
tomata [Don65, Don70] and [TW65, T W 68] are finite State devices which recognize 
tree languages (cf. alsó [GS84, GS97]). If a tree language L is recognizable by a tree 
automaton, then we sav that L is a recognizable tree language.
A top-down tree transducer with regular look-ahead [Eng77] is a five-tuple M  — 
(Q, E, A, Qo, /?), where Q, E, A  and Qq are the same as fór top-down tree transducers, 
and R is a finite set of the rules of the form (q(a(xi,... ,Xk)) —► r, L\,.. . ,  L\*.), where 
q(a(xi , . . . ,  Xk)) —> r is a top-down tree transducer rule, and L \,. . . ,  L the look-ahead, 
are recognizable tree languages. The above rule can be used to rewrite a subtree 
q(a(si, . . . ,  Sfc)) of the input tree only if the inclusion s* e L* holds fór every 1 < 
i < k. In tliis way the transducer has the ability of inspecting a subtree of a node 
before deleting it (note that bottom-up tree transducers alsó have this property, cf. the 
discussion at the end of Section 1.2).
We say that M  is deterministic, if Qo is a singleton, and if (q(a(xi, . . . ,  x^)) —> 
T'], L i , . . . ,  Lk) and (q(cr(x\,. . . ,  x^)) —* r2, L\,. . . ,  L'k) are two different rules in R with 
the same left-hand side, then there is an 1 <  i <  k, such that Li D L[ =  0 . It is 
clear that “being deterministic” is a restriction on the syntax of the transducer and 
that deterministic top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead compute tree 
transformations which are partiul mappings.
Now we consider the first example. Let us denote the eláss T O P R of tree transfor­
mations which can be computed by top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead. 
Let T O P r be the subclass of T O P R whicli consists of transformations which are par- 
tial mappings. (As we have mentioned, a deterministic top-down tree transducer with 
regular look-ahead computes a tree transformation which is in T O P R.) On the other 
hand, it was shown in [Eng78] (cf. Theorein on page 171) that a tree transformation r 
is in T O P r if and only if it can be computed by a deterministic top-down tree trans­
ducer with regular look-ahead. Therefore a restriction on the sernantics (i.e, on the set 
T O P r ) is characterized by a restriction on the syntax.
Moreover, it is decidable if a tree transformation computed by a top-down tree 
transducer with regular look-ahead is in T O P R or nőt. This can be seen as follows.
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Let M  be a top-down tree transducer with regular look-ahead. Then, by Theorem 2.6 
of [Eng77], tm =  tmx 0 TM2> where M\ is a deterministic bottom-up relabeling tree 
transducer, i.e M\ does nőt have different rules with the same left-hand side, M 2 is 
a top-down tree transducer, and o is the composition of the relations rMi and tMi . 
Now, since tM i is a partial mapping (note that Mi is deterministic), tm  is a partial 
mapping if and only if the restriction of t m 2 to the tree language TMl{dom{TM)), where 
dom(TM) denotes the domain of rM, is a partial mapping. By Corollary 2.7 of [Eng77], 
tMi (dom(rM)) is a recognizable language. Then, by Theorem 8 of [Esi80], it is decidable 
if the restriction of t m 2 to the tree language TMl(dorri(TM)) is a partial mapping or nőt. 
This implies that it is alsó decidable whether tm is a partial mapping.
Now we prepare our second example. A  deterministic top-down tree transducer 
M  =  (Q, £, A. Qq, R) with regular look-ahead has the single-use restriction if the 
following holds. Let a be an input Symbol in £ with ránk k >  0 and let m — 
{ q i { a ( x X k ) )  r i ,L u . . . , L k) and p2 =  <92(<r(*i» • • •, * * ) )  -* r2, L u . . . ,  Lk) be 
rules in R. Then, fór every term q(xi) where q € Q and 1 <  i <  k, if q(xi) occurs in both 
rí and j'2, then =  p2. This means that fór this Symbol a and look-ahead L\,.. . .  Lk, 
no q(xi) occurs more than once in the right-hand sides of those rules which scan a and 
have the look-ahead L i , . . . , L k. Clearly, the single-use restriction is a restriction on 
the syntax of the model.
On the other hand, a tree transformation r  has linear size increase if there is a 
constant c sucli that, fór every (s, t) € r, size(t) is bounded by c • size(s) (by the size 
of a tree we mean the number of its nodes).
The second, more recent example is the following. Let T O P jj in denote the subclass 
of TOPjí consisting of tree transformations which have linear size increase. It, was 
sliown that TOP^lin is exactly the set of tree transformation which can be computed 
by deterministic top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead and single-use re­
striction (see Theorems 7.4 and 7.2 in [EM03] and Theorem 7.4 in [EM99]). Tlierefore, 
again, a semantic restriction on the tree transformation eláss is charaeterized by a 
syntactic restriction on the model itself. Moreover, by Theorem 2 of [Man03], it is 
decidable, whether a given deterministic top-down tree transducer with regular look- 
ahead computes a tree transformation of linear size increase or nőt.
The third example concerns recognizable tree languages and bottom-up tree trans­
ducers. We say that a bottom-up tree transducer M  = (Q , £, A , Qq. R) is linear if, fór 
every rule cr(qi(xi),... ,qk(%k)) —* q(r ) in R and 1 < i < k, Xi occurs at most once in 
r. Clearly, being linear is a restriction on the syntax of tree transducers. Moreover, a 
tree transformation r  C Ts x T& preserves recognizability if, fór every recognizable tree 
language L  C T j,  the tree language r (L )  =  UseLT(s) is alsó recognizable. Let BOT  
denote the eláss of bottom-up tree transformations and BOTpr denote the subclass of
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BOT consisting of tree transformations which preserve recognizability.
By Corollary 3.11 of [Eng75], linear bottom-up tree transformations preserve recog- 
nizability. On the otlier hand, by Theorem 1 of [Géc81 ], a bottom up tree transforma- 
tion preserves recognizability, if and only if it can be computed by a linear bottom-up 
tree transducer. By these results, again, a seinantical property is characterized by a 
restriction on the syntax of the transducers. Moreover, by Theorem 2 of [Géc81], it is 
decidable whether an arbitrary bottom-up tree transducer computes a tree transforma- 
tion which is in BOTpr.
In the Thesis wc show a result of similar type. In fact, we characterize shape 
preserving top-down and bottom-up tree transformations by relabeling tree transducers. 
Let SHAPE  be the set of the tree transformations computed by shape preserving 
(top-down or bottom-up) tree transducers. Certainly, SHAPE  C TO PD  BOT, where 
TO P  is the eláss of top-down tree transformations. We have seen that a relabeling tree 
transducer computes a shape preserving tree transformation, thus QREL  C SHAPE. 
As the main results of the Thesis, we will show that every top-down tree transformation 
r e SHAPE  can be computed by a relabeling tree transducer (Theorem 3.64), and 
that every bottom-up tree transformation r  € SHAPE  can alsó be computed by 
a relabeling tree transducer (Theorem 3.70). Thus a top-down or bottom-up tree 
transformation r  is in SHAPE  if and only if it can be computed by a relabeling 
tree transducer. Therefore, we characterize the semantical restriction “being shape 
preserving” by the syntactic restriction “being relabeling” . Moreover, we alsó show 
that the shape preserving property is decidable fór top-down tree transducers (Theorem 
4.4) as well as fór bottom-up tree transducers (Theorem 4.19).
We should mention that our result, namely that SHAPE  =  QREL, is a natural 
generalization of a result concerning generalized sequential machines. We discuss this 
result in the following. A generalized sequential machine (gsm, cf. [Gin66], see alsó 
[Eil74, Ber79]) is a system M  =  (Q, E, A, go, ő), where Q is the set of States; E and A  
are the input and the output alphabets, respectively; qo is the initial State; and S, the 
transition function, is a mapping from Q x E to Q x A*. Then S extends from Q x E* 
to the Q x A* in a standard way and the translation defined by M  is the set tm =  
{ (x, y) € E* x A* | (q,y) E <5(g0,a:)}. In generál the lengtli of an input string x G E* 
and of the output string y = t m (x ) is nőt the same, however if tm has this property 
then M  is called a length preserving gsm. Fór instanee if M  is a Mealy automaton 
[Mea55], i.e., 5 maps to Q x A, then M  is length preserving. On the other hand, it was 
shown that if a gsm is length preserving then it is equivalent to a Mealy automaton 
(cf. Propositions XI.3.1 and IX.6.2 in [Eil74] and see alsó Theorem 3 in [Leg81]). One 
can easily observe that top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree transducers are 
both, in fact, generalizations of gsm’s from strings to trees. Thus, the shape preserving
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property of tree transducers corresponds to the length preserving property of gsm’s, and 
the characterization of shape preserving tree transducers by relabeling tree transducers 
is the generalization of the above result, namely the characterization of gsm’s by Mealy 
automata.
1.5 The Outline of the Thesis
The Thesis has the following structure. In Chapter 2 the necessary definitions and 
preliminary residts are given. Here we alsó provide examples of shape preserving top- 
down and bottom-up tree transducers. We will use these examples many times in the 
Thesis as running examples.
In Chapter 3 we show the above discussed characterization of shape preserving tree 
transducers, namely that SHAPE =  QREL. The results of this chapter are from 
[FG03] whicli paper discusses the top-down case and from [GazOöb] which deals with 
the bottom-up one.
In Section 3.1 we give somé useful properties of shape preserving tree transducers. 
In the top-down case (Subsection 3.1.1) we show that every shape preserving top-down 
tree transducer is necessarily a, so-called, permutation quasirelabeling (Lemma 3.5). 
Permutation quasirelabelings have the property that scanning an input symbol with 
ránk k ^  1 tliey write out exactly one output symbol with ránk k and rnaybe somé 
more unary symbols. Moreover, they can permutate the order of the subtrees of an 
input tree during the computation of an output tree.
In Subsection 3.2.1 we give an algorithm which eliminates the permutation rules 
from shape preserving permutation quasirelabelings. In this way we show that every 
shape preserving top-down tree transducer is equivalent to a, so-called, quasirelabeling 
(Lemma 3.31).
In Subsection 3.3.1 we give an equivalent relabeling to a shape preserving quasire­
labeling. Summarizing the above results we can show that shape preserving top-down 
tree transducers are equivalent to relabelings (Theorem 3.64)
On the other hand, in Subsection 3.1.2 we show useful properties of shape preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer. Using these properties, in Subsection 3.2.2, we show that 
every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer, provided that it computes an infi- 
nite tree transformation, is a, so-called, transformable tree transducer (Lemma 3.36). 
Then we introduce the concept of frame transducers of transformable tree transducers 
(Definition 3.38). In Corollary 3.44 we show that, fór a transformable bottom-up tree 
transducer M  and its frame transducer fr (M ),  a strong connection holds, namely that 
TM — 9~l 0 Tfr(M) 0 h, where g and h are special functions, called tree homomorphisms 
(cf. e.g. Definition II.4.13 in [GS84]).
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In Subsection 3.2.3 we show that the frame transducer fr (M )  of a shape preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer M  is alsó shape preserving (Lemma 3.52). Then, in Subsec­
tion 3.3.2, using Theorem 3.64, we define the relabeling frame transducer rfr(M ) of M  
which is a relabeling equivalent to f r (M )  (Definition 3.65). Finally, we give an equiva- 
lent relabeling to a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  using its relabeling 
frame transducer rfr(M ) (Theorem 3.70).
In Chapter 4 we show that it is decidable whether a given (top-down or bottom-up) 
tree transducer computes a shape preserving tree transformation or nőt. Subsection
4.1.1 deals with the top-down case. Here we show that the shape preserving property 
of top-down tree transducers is decidable (Theorem 4.4).
In Subsection 4.1.2, we show that it is decidable whether a transformable tree 
transducer is shape preserving (Lemma 4.5). Moreover, we show that it is alsó decidable 
if a bottom-up tree transducer M  is transformable, provided that M  satisfies certain 
decidable conditions (Lemma 4.18). Using these results we can prove that the shape 
preserving property of bottom-up tree transducers is decidable (Theorem 4.19).
In this chapter we alsó show that, fór every shape preserving (top-down or bottom- 
up) tree transducer, an equivalent relabeling can be effectively given. It was shown in 
[AB93] that the equivalence problem fór relabeling tree transducers is decidable. Now 
using these results we can easily show tliat the equivalence of shape preserving tree 
transducers is alsó decidable (Corollary 4.20).
The corresponding papers in this chapter are [FG03] and [Gaz06a]. In [FG03] it was 
shown that the shape preserving property fór top-down tree transducers is decidable. 
In [GazOGa] the analogous result was given fór bottom-up tree transducers.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we draw somé conclusions.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Definitions, Notations, and Preliminary Results
Let A and B be sets. A C B denotes that A is a subset of B. Proper inclusion is 
denoted by A C B, the cardinality of A by ||Aj|, and the empty set by 0 . The set of 
nonnegative integers is denoted by N, and fór every k £ N, [k] is the set {1,..., k}. A 
subset p of A x B is called a ( binary) relation from A to B. In case B = A we alsó 
say that p is a relation over A. Sometimes we express that (a, b) 6 p by writing apb. 
We define the doniam and the rangé of p, denoted by dorn(p) and ran(p), respectively, 
by d,orn(p) =  {o  £ A | 3b £ B such that (a, b) £ p) and ran(p) =  {b £ B | 3a 6 
A such tliat (a, b) £ p}.
Fór every a £ A, p{a) denotes the set {b | (a, b) £ p). If p(a) =  {b}, fór somé b £ B, 
then sometimes p(a) denotes the element b rather than the set { 6}. If, fór every a £ A, 
||p(a)|| =  1 (resp. ||p(a)|| <  1), then p is a mapping (resp. partial mapping) from A to 
B. As usual, we alsó write p : A —» B to denote that p is a (partial) mapping from A 
to B. Let p : A —> A be a mapping. We say that p is a permutation (of the set A) if 
dom(p) =  ran(p) = A and, fór every o, b € A such that a /  b, the condition p(a) ^  p{b) 
holds.
Let p be a relation over A. The inverse of p. denoted by p~l , is the set { ( 6, a) | 
(a, b) £ p). Let C be a set and pi C A x B, p2 Q B x C relations. The composition of 
Pl and p2 is denoted by p\ o p2 and defined by
Pl o p2 =  {(a, c)\3be B : (a, b) £ p\ and (b, c) € p2}.
Moreover, if R\ and /?2 are classes of relations, then R\o/?2 denotes the eláss of relations 
{p\ o p2 | pi e R\ and p2 e i?2>-
Let p be a relation over A. We say that p is reflexíve (resp. irreflexive) if, fór every 
a € A, (a, a) € p (resp. (a, a) £ p). We say that p is symmetric if, fór every (a, b) £ p,
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(b,a) E io. Finally, p is called transitive if, fór every (a,b),(b,c) € p, (a, c) E p alsó 
hokis. A relation ovcr A is called an equivalence relation (resp. a strici parttal order) 
on A , if it is reflexíve, symmetric. and transitive (resp. irreflexive and transitive).
An alphabet A is a finite, nonempty set of symbols. We denote by A* the set of 
strings (or words) ovcr A, we let A + = A* — {e}, where s is the empty string. A string 
u € A* is the prefix of a w E A* if there is a v E A* such that uv = w. We say that u is 
a proper prefix of w if u is a prefix of w and u ^  w. Moreover u and w are comparable if 
u is a prefix of w or w is a prefix of u. If u and v are nőt comparable, then we call them 
incomparable. The length of a string w E A* is defined in the usual way and is denoted 
by length(w). Moreover, fór every k E N, we pút A*'k =  {w € A* | length(w) <  k}. 
The ?'th letter of a string w is denoted by w(i).
A ranked alphabet is a pair (E ,rank), where E is an alphabet and ránk is a mapping 
from E to N. Fór every k > 0, we denote by E ^  the set of symbols a E E with 
rankfa) =  k and, fór a Symbol a E E we write o (k) to denote that a E .
Let A be a set disjoint with E. The set of (finite, labeled and ordered) trees ovcr E 
indexed by A, denoted by TS(A ), is the smallest subset T  of (EU AU  { ( , ) }  U {, } )* , such 
that ( i ) A C T  and (ii) if a E E^fc) with k >  0 and s í , . . . ,  sk E T, then (7 (5 ! , . . . ,  sk) € T. 
In case k =  0, we identify a ( ) with a. Moreover, 7 ^ (0 ) is denoted by Tg. It should be 
clear that Td =  0  if and only if E ^  =  0 .
A  tree language is a subset of Ts and a tree transformation is a subset of TV x TA , 
i.e., a tree transformation is a relation from to TA , where E and A  are ranked 
alpliabets.
We will need the set X  =  { x i , x 2, . . . }  of variable symbols. Fór every k >  0, we 
define Xk =  {x\,. . . ,  x^}, thus A"0 =  0 . We use the variables to occur in trees, so 
we will frequently consider the sets TS(A ),  TE(X k), etc. of trees where E is a ranked 
alphabet. We identify Ts<d (A i ) with (E ^ )* .
We distinguish a subset Tv(A\.) of Tz(Xk) as follows. A tree t E T s (A ’fc) is in 
Tr,{Xk) if fór every 1  <  i <  k, the variable Xj occurs exactly once in t and, reading the 
leaves of t from left to right, the variables occur in the order X] < x2 < ... <  x^. Note 
that f s(1) (X 1) =  Ts(i) (X 1) (=  (E W)*).
The tree substitution is defined as follows. Let t E T^(Xk) and let be
alsó trees over (maybe other) ranked alphabets. Then <[fi,. . . ,  tk] stands fór the tree 
which is obtained from t by substituting, fór every 1 <  i < k, the tree tx fór every 
occurrence of Xj. If 7  € (E-1^ )*, then y[t] is alsó denoted by 7 1 in order to avoid too 
many parentheses. Now let t e T z (X x) and n >  0. Then tn is defined as follows.
(i) If n =  0, then tn — x\.
(ii) If n > 0, then tn =  tn~l [t\-
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If Q is a unary ranked alpliabet, i.e., the ránk of all symbols in Q is 1 , and A is a 
set, then Q(A) stands fór the set { q(a) | q £ Q and a £ Á}.
Now we introduce somé characteristics of trees, namely we define the height and 
the set of occurrences of a tree.
Let E be a ranked alpliabet and A be a set. Fór an arbitrary s £ Tv,(A) the height 
of s (height(s)) and the set of occurrence of s (occ(s)) are defined as follows.
(i) If s £ U A, then height(s) =  1, occ(s) =  {e} .
(ii) If s = a(s\,... ,Sk) fór somé a £ k >  1 and s í , . . . ,  e T%(A), then
-  height(s) =  1 +  max{height(sj) | 1 <  i < k},
-  occ(s) -  {s }  U {w | w = iv, 1 <  i < k, v £ occ(sj)}.
Obviously, height(s) £ N, while occ(s) C N*, where in this latter case numbers are 
considered as symbols.
Now, fór s 6 Te (A ), and w £ occ(s), we can define the subtree of s at w (stree(s, w)) 
as follows.
(i) If s £ £(°) U A (and thus w =  e), then stree(s, ív) = s.
(ii) If s = cr(si, . . . ,  Sk) fór somé a £ with k > 1 and s í , . . . ,  Sk £ Te (A), then
-  if w = e, then síree(s,w ) =  s, otherwise,
-  if w = iv fór somé 1 <  i < k, then stree(s,w) =  stree(si,v).
Hence stree(s,w) £ Te {A).
Fór trees s, t £ Te , we say that t is a subtree of s if there is a w £ occ(s) with 
st,ree(s, w) =  t. Moreover t is a proper subtree of s if t is a subtree of s and t /  s.
Let s £ Ts(Xfc), fór somé k > 1 and let i £ [k] such that the variable xt occurs 
exactly once in s. Then we denote by occ(s, X{) the unique occurrence w £ occ(s) fór 
which stree(s,w) =  Xi.
Let E and A  be a ranked alphabets. Two trees s £ Ty i^Xk) and t £ T^(Xk), 
where k > 0, have the same shape, denoted by s «  t, if occ(s) =  occ(t), and, fór 
every i £ [fc], we have occ(s,Xi) =  occ(t,Xi). Certainly A  =  E and k =  0 is possible, 
in which case «  is an equivalence relation over Te - We note that, fór a given s £ 
f s (X fc), there are only finitely many t £ Ts (X fc) such that s «  t. Fór instance, if 
E =  a1^  A  =  E, then a ~  (3, a(a,7 (/?)) ~  S(/3,'y(a)) and
a(xi,ő(0 ,'y(x2 ) ) ) ~  S(xi,a(a,~f{x2))). If s and t do nőt have the same shape, then 
we write s t. A  tree transformation r  C Te x Ta  is shape preserving if, fór every 
(s, t) € r, we have s «  t.
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Next we introduce the concept of tree homomorphisms. Let E and A  be ranked 
alphabets and let h : E —> TA(X )  be a mapping with the propertv that if a € E ^  fór 
somé k >  0, then h(a) E TA(X k) holds. The tree homomorphism induced by h is the 
mapping h : T-^(X) —> TA(X )  defined by induction as follows.
(i) If s E X, then h(s) — s.
(ii) If s = a(si, . . . ,  sk) fór somé k > 0, a € E ^  and s i, . . . ,sk € T%(X), then 
h(s) =  h(a)[h (si),...,h (sk)}.
We say that the tree homomorphism h is linear (resp. nondeleting) , if, fór every k > 1 
and a € üSk\ the condition that h(a) contains every variable x E Xk at most once 
(resp. at least once) holds.
A tree transducer [Rou70, Tha70, Tha73, Eng75] is a System M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R), 
where Q is a unary ranked alphabet, called the set of states; E and A  are ranked 
alphabets called the input and the output ranked alphabet, respectively, satisfying that 
Q f l ( E u A )  =  0 ; qo E Q is the designated State; and R is a finite set of rewriting 
rules such that either (i) every rule in R is of the form q(a(x\,...,xk)) —► r with 
k >  0, a E T,(k\  q E Q and r  E T^(Q (Xk)) or (ii) every rule in R is of the form 
c r ( q i ( x i ) , . . . ,qk( x k)) q(r) with k > 0, a E E(fc\ q,qi,...,qk € Q and r E TA(X k). 
In Case (i) M  is called a top-down tree transducer and qo is the initial state while in Case 
(ii) M  is a bottom-up tree transducer and qo is the final state. Now, let Ihs —> rhs be a 
rule of a tree transducer. We say that Ihs and rhs are the left-hand side and the right- 
hand side of this rule, respectively. We note, that this definition of tree transducers 
differs írom the one we gave in the introduction, since there tree transducers have a 
set of designated states, rather than one designated state. However, we can define tree 
transducers as above without loss of generality, since in this Thesis we consider only 
nondeterministic tree transducers (i.e., tree transducers whieh can have different rules 
with the same left-hand side), and to a nondeterministic tree transducer with a set of 
designated states, an equivalent one can be constructed, which has only one designated 
state.
The derivation relation induced by a tree transducer M  is a binary relation =>at 
over the set Tqu-£\j a (X )  defined as follows. I f  M  is a top-down tree transducer, then fór 
s,t E TquzuA(X), we write s =>m  t if and only if there is a rule q(a{x\,. . . ,  a;*)) —* r in 
R and t is obtained from s by replacing an occurrence of a subtree q(a(si, . . . ,  sk)) 
of s by 7-[.S], . . . , sk], where s i, . . . ,sk € T%:(X). If M  is a bottom-up tree trans­
ducer, then fór s,t E TqudjaÍAT), we write s =>m  t if and only if there is a rule 
a(qi(x\),... ,qk(xk)) —> q(r) in R and t is obtained from s by replacing an occurrence 
of a subtree cr(q\(ti) , . . . ,  qk(tk)) of s by q ( r [ t \ , , tk]), where t\,... ,tk E TA(X). The
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reflexíve, transitive closure of =>m  is denoted by Then the tree transforrriation
computed by M  in a State q G Q is the relation
{{ 0, t) G Te X Ta I q(s) =>lf £}, if M  is a top-down tree transducer {  (s, t) 6 Tj: x T/\ | s q{t)}, if M  is a bottom-up tree transducer.
The tree transformation computed by M  is ry/ =  r ^ >90. Note that, fór every state 
q e Q, dom(TM,q) is finite if and only if TM,q is finite. Two tree transducers M  and AT 
are equivalent if t\j =  tm ' .
In the rest of the Thesis we will frequently investigate the decomposition of a deriva- 
tion (or: computation) of tree transducers. In fact, we will use the following, slightly 
modified versions of decomposition lemmas of [Eng75].
Proposition 2.1 (cf. Lemrna 1.2 of [Eng75]) Let M  =  (Q, E, A , qo, R) be a top- 
down tree transducer. Then the following holds.
1. Fór every a € T,(°\q G Q and t G Ta , if q{cr) =>*M t, then the rule q(a) —> t is in
R.
2. Fór every k >  1, t G TA(X k) such that every x G Xk occurs exactly once in í, 
qi,...,qk e Q ,S i , . . . ,s k e Tz(X), and t' G TA(Q (X )), i ít [q i(s i),... ,qk(sk)} 
t', then there are trees t i , . . . , t k € TA(Q (X ))  such that t! =  t[t\,. . . , tk], and, fór 
every 1  <  i < k, qi(si) =>*M U.
3. Fór every k > 1, í € TA(X k), « i , . • •, sk G TS(X ), qu . . . ,  qk e Q and t i , . . . , t k e 
Ta (Q (X )), if, fór every 1 <  i <  k, qi(si) =>*M tu then t[qi(sx) , ... ,qk(sk)} =>*M 
t[tu . . . , t k}. u
Proposition 2.2 (cf. Lemma 1.1 of [Eng75]) Let M  =  (Q, E, A , q0, R) be a bottom- 
up tree transducer. Then the following holds.
1. Fór every a G E(0\g € Q and t G Ta , if a =>*M q(t), then the rule a —> q(t) is in
R.
2. Fór every k >  1, a € £ (fc), s\,...,sk G T^(Q(X)), q e Q and t G TA(X), if 
cr(si,. . . ,  sk) =>*M q(t), then there are States qu . . . ,  qk g Q and trees h , . . . , t k e 
Ta (X )  such that <r(Sl, . . . ,  sk) =>*M cr(,q\{ti),. . . ,  qk(tk)) =>M q(t) and, fór every
1 < i <  fc, Sj qi(U)-
3. Fór every k >  1, a G E (fc), sh . . . ,s k G TS(Q (X )),  qU ---,qk € Q and 
t\i • • • ,tk G Ta (X ), if, fór every 1 <  * <  k, =»*, $<(*<), then a (s i, . . . ,s k) =>*M 
ör(9l ( í i ) » - - - ! 9fc(ífc))- ■
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Now, let M  = (Q. E, A, q0, R) be a top-down (resp. bottom-up) tree transducer. A 
rule q(a (x i,.. . ,x k)) —> r (resp. a(ql (xx) , ... ,qk(xk)) -> q(r)) in R is useful if it takes 
part in a successful derivation. More exactly, the mentioned rule is useful, if there are
u £ f E(X i), V £ Ta {X i ), sk £ Te , tu ■ ■ ■, tk € Ta  and t £ Ta  such that
®)(u[a(«i,... ,«*,)]) w[9(ö-(si,...,sfc))] =»m v[r fai(si)»--->&(«*)]] 1
(resp. u [a (s i , . . . , s fc)] “ K f t ( * i ) i  •■• ,% (**))] =*Af “ [9(r[*i, • • • >ífc])] =>*M Qo{t))-
The useless rules can be eliminated frorn M  by a standard construction. A State q E Q 
is useful if it is on the right-hand side (resp. on the left-hand side) of a useful rule. Note 
that if q is useful, then dom(TMiq) /  0  and ran(TM,q) 7^  0- Throughout the Thesis all 
tree transducers we consider are assumed to have only useful rules and States.
A tree s £ Ts is called an input tree to M  or just an input tree. A tree t £ 
satisfying s =>*M q(t) (resp. q(s) =>*u t) fór somé s E Ts and q E Q is called an output 
tree. Hence input trees and output trees are trees over the input and the output ranked 
alphabet, respectively.
Next we define somé restrictions on tree transducers. Therefore first let M  =  
(Q, E, A, qo, R ) be a top-down tree transducer. We say that M  is
(a) linear (resp. nondeleting) if fór every rule q(a(xu ... ,xk)) -> r in R and index 
i E [A;], X{ occurs at most once (resp. at least once) in r;
(b) a permutation top-down quasjrelabeling tree transducer (or a permutation quasire- 
labeling to be sliort) if every rule in R has either of the following forms
( 1 ) q ( a ( x x k)) — 7Í(7líl(*w (i)),.-.,7fc9fc(*,(fc))), where k ^  1 , q,qu ... , 
qk £ Q, a £ E ^ ,  ő £ A (k\ 7 ,7 1 ,. -., 7*. € (A ^ ) *  and n : [A:] —+ [A:] is a 
permutation, and
(2 ) q(a(x 1 )) - »  7 p(a?i), where p,q€Q , a E E «  and 7  € (A (1) 2)*;
(c) a top-down quasirelabeling tree transducer if it is a permutation top-down quasire- 
labeling tree transducer and, fór every rule
q(a(xu xk)) - »  7 í (7 i9 i(^ ( i ) ) ,  •.., 7 fc9fc(*w(fc))) 
in R , 7T is the identity permutation, i.e., 7r( l)  =  l ; . ^(fc) —
(d) a top-down relabeling tree transducer if every rule in R is of the form
<7 (91(07) , . . . ,  qk{xk)) -> 9( í ( Xl>... |Xfc)),
where S £
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(e) shape preserving if tm is shape preserving.
Now let M  =  (Q , E, A, qo, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer. We say that M  is
(a) linear (resp. nondeleting) if fór every rule a(q\(x\),... ,qk(xk)) q(r ) in R and 
index i G [k], xt occurs at most once (resp. at least once) in r;
(b) a bottom-up quasirelabeling tree transducer if every rule in R has eitlier of the 
following forms.
( 1 ) cr(qi(xi),...,qk(xk)) - »  q(~/ő('yix1,...,~/kxk)), where k ^ 1 , 6 e and 
7i7i*---»7fc € (A (1))*, and
(2) a(p(xi)) —► q(7 (xi)), where p,q G Q, a G E ^  and 7  G (A^1))*;
(c) a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer if every rule in R is of the form
o (q i (x i ) , . . . ,qk(xk)) -> q (S (x i,...,xk)),
where ő G
(d) shape preserving if tm is shape preserving.
Clearly, both top-down and bottom-up (quasi) relabeling tree transducers are linear 
and nondeleting. It is known (Theorem 2.9 in [Eng75]) that linear and nondeleting 
top-down tree transducers compute the same tree transformation eláss as the one corri- 
puted by linear and nondeleting bottom-up tree transducers. Moreover, by the proof 
of Theorem 2.9 of [Eng75], fór every (quasi)relabeling M, a (quasi)relabeling M ' can 
be effectively constructed, such that M' is equivalent to M  and the following holds. 
If M  is a top-down tree transducer then M ' is a bottom-up tree transducer and vice 
versa. Therefore, if there is no danger of confusion, we will drop the attribute top-down 
(resp. bottom-up) from the name top-down (resp. bottom-up) (quasi)relabeling tree 
transducer, and we will simply write (quasi)relabeling instead.
The eláss of tree transformations computed by relabelings and shape preserving top- 
down or bottom-up tree transducers is denoted by QREL  and SHAPE, respectively.
We introduee top-down tree automata as special top-down relabeling tree trans­
ducers because this will be convenient in what follows. A  top-down tree automaton is 
a top-down relabeling tree transducer T  =  (Q, E, A, q$, R) such that E =  A  and each 
rule in R  has the form q(cr(x 1 , . . . ,  xk)) —► a(q\(x 1 ) , . . . ,  qk(xk) ) .  Since the input and 
the output ranked alphabets are the same we can alsó write T  =  (Q, E, qo, R). The tree 
transformation tt  is a partiul mapping from Ts to Ts . The tree language recognized by 
T, denoted by L(T), is the domain (and hence the rangé) of tT- A tree language L is 
recognizable if there is a top-down tree automaton which recognizes L.
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2.2 Two Examples of Shape Preserving Tree Transducers
Now we demonstrate the behavior of shape preserving tree transducers by giving two 
examples. First we present a shape preserving top-down tree transducer.
Example 2.3 Let Mt = (Q,E,A,qo,R)  be a top-down tree transducer, where
• Q =  {go, 91, •••,95},
• £  =  { a ^ a ^ a j 0^ 1) , ^ 3)},
. A = {A (0),A(0),A(0W ) } ,
•  R is the set of the rules
Ml = 9 0 ( 7 ( 2 7 ) )
P2 = q i(a(x i , x2 , x3))
P'A = 9 2 ( 7 ( 2 : 1 ) )
PA = 9 3 ( 7 ( 2 : 1 ) )
Pb = 9 4 (0 2 )
P6 = 9 5 ( 0 1 )
P l — 9 0 (0 3 )
gi(x i),
uj(ő(uj(q2(x2)), 93(27), go(x3))), 
► 94(27),
-> ^(95(27)),
-  A,
-  A ,
-  A-
It is easy to see that Mt is a permutation quasirelabeling. To see that Mt is alsó 
shape preserving, let u =  7(<x(70 i , 702,27)) and v — wí(w/32,wft,a:i). Clearly, 77/, =  
{ (tin [03], i>"[A]) | n > 0} and, fór every n >  0, un [03] «  vn[A], which means that Mt 
is shape preserving. Let us consider now the derivation 90(11(03]) =>*Mt w[A] in more 
detail.
qo(u[a3)) =  90(7(0(701,702,03)))
=>M gi(o'(7Q;l, 7a 2, 0 3 ))
=>M u5(uq2( 'ya2), 93(701), 90(03))
=>1/ w<5(w94(a2),a;95(oi),9o(Q3))
=>M UŐ(<jjPi,wP2,/h)
=  ü[o3].
It can be seen that p\ and /43 both scan the input symbol 7 , bút nőne of them write 
out any output symbol. The application of p2 compensates the deletion made by p\ 
and p3 since it writes out more than one output symbols. Actually, /i2 scans the input 
symbol a which has ránk three, and writes out the output symbol ó, which alsó has 
ránk three, and two additional unary symbols.
This example alsó demonstrates that a shape preserving top-down tree transducer 
can have a rule such that a reál (i.e. nőt the identity) permutation of the variables 
occurs in the right-hand side of the rule (cf. the rule P2). □
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Next we give an example of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer. 
Example 2.4 Let =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer, where
•  Q =  {go, 91,92, 93, 9a},
• R =  ÍMi,M2, • • •, A*s}, where
Ml =  <r(gi(3l),9a(Z2),92(^3))
M2 =  ^ i (9o(íci),9o(x2))
M3 =  ^ l(9a (*l),9a (*2 ))
M4 =  7(93(x i ))
M5 =  7(93^1))
M6 =  7l(9a(3:i))
M7 =  a
Ms =  a
We leave the proof, that Mj, is shape preserving to the reader, however we provide 
somé help by giving eertain subsets of TMb,qo and TMb,q2■ Let a -  cr(eri(c*, xi ) ,  a, 7 7 1a) 
and b = ö(ői(/3,X\), /32,u)uj/3i ). Moreover let, fór every n >  0, an = an[a], bn =  bn\J3\], 
cn =  7 n7 ia and dn = üJn+1 (32- It is easy to see that, fór every n > 0, (an,bn) 6 tm6)9o, 
(Cnidn) G TMb,q2i an ~  bn and cn ~  dn.
Next we examine a derivation of M(, in detail in order to analyze the shape preserving 
property of Let s =  er(<7 i(a , sí), a, s2) and t — <5(<5i(/3, íi),/?2, 2^), where « i  =  
a(ai(a,a),a,S2), S2 =  7 7 1a, h =  <5(<5i(/3, /?i) , /?2, *2) and t2 = uuj(3 1. Since s2 ~  t2, we 
have that sí «  íi, and thus s «  t alsó holds. It is easy to see that there is a derivation 
of Mb of the following form.
( t )
s =  a{ai(a,si),a,s2)
=>M b <7(crl(9a(/?l),9o(4)),o:,S2)
=>Mb 0 {qi(tl),a,S2)
=>*Mb cr(9l(*l), 9a(/92), 92(Í2))
=>M6 9o(<K<Sl(/Ml),/?2,*2))
=  9o(í)-
When p2 scans the input Symbol cri, it does nőt write out any output symbol, only 
keeps the tree t\ and deletes the subtree f3\. This behavior of p2 does nőt impact the
(rule p2) 
(rule p i)
- »  qo(ő(ö i((3 , x i),x 2 , x3)),
-*  91(3:2),
-*■ 91(3:2),
-*• 92(3:1 ),
“ ♦ 93(w(3Ji)),
-> g3 (u;(a;(xi))),
- »  9a (A ),
“ ♦ 9a(/?2Í-
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shape preserving property of Mf,, since later Mf, applies the rule //| which writes out 
more than one output syrnbols compensating the deletion of f3\ by R2 and the fact that 
fj,2 did nőt write out any output Symbol.
Now let us consider the derivation s qo(t) in another fönn. Let u =
a(ai(a, s i) ,a , 27) and v =  J ( í i (/?, t i), fa, xi). Then there is a derivation of Mf, of 
the following forrn.
( í )
u[77ia]
=^ A/(, «[77 l9a (A )]
=>Mb U [793(^0;/?!)] (rule fi6)
u[q2(u!uj/3i)} (rule f.14)
—K*^ M b q0(v[uiujfa])
=
In this derivation the rule f.iQ writes out two unary syrnbols, bút in the next deriva­
tion step R4 does nőt write out any output symbol, preserving the shape of the input 
subtree. □
Chapter 3
Characterizing of Shape 
Preserving Tree Transducers
In this chapter we give a characterization of shape preserving top-down tree transducers 
as well as of shape preserving bottom-up tree transducers. In fact we show that a (top- 
down or bottom-up) tree transducer is shape preserving if and only if it is equivalent 
to a relabeling.
3.1 Useful Properties of Shape Preserving Tree Transduc­
ers
In this section we show properties of shape preserving tree transducers which we will 
use in the forthcoming sections. The shape preserving property is a strong restriction 
fór both bottom-up and top-down tree transducers. As we will see in this section, 
shape preserving tree transducers can have only rather restricted rules. However, there 
is an important difference between the rules of these two types of shape preserving tree 
transducers as follows (cf. alsó Section 1.3). A  rule of a shape preserving top-down tree 
transducer can nőt be deleting or copying, i.e. every variable occurring on the left-hand 
side of the rule, must occur exactly once on the right-hand side. On the other hand, 
a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer can be deleting and copying as well. 
However, certain restrictions on rules of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer 
alsó can be given.
3.1.1 The Top -D ow n  Case
Here we show that every shape preserving top-down tree transducer is a permutation 
top-down quasirelabeling tree transducer. By definition a permutation quasirelabeling 
differs írom a relabeling in that the right-hand sides of its rules may contain somé
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extra unary output symbols and a permutation of the variables is alsó allowed in the 
right-hand sides.
We begin our work by proving that every shape preserving top-down tree transducer 
is nondeleting.
Lernrna 3.1 Let M  = (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving top-down tree transducer. 
Then M  is nondeleting.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Let us assume that there is a rule q(a(xi , . . . ,  xk)) —> 
r in R such that k > 1 and, say, xt does nőt occur in r. This rule is alsó useful, so 
there are u 6 T%(Xi), s\, . . . ,s k € Tg, v € T&(X i)  and t E 7a  such that
g ö (u K «i, • • •, « * )] )  =>*m v[q(a(si, . . . ,  »* ))] =>M v[r[si , . . . ,  s*]] =>*M t.
Since M  is shape preserving, u\a{si, . . . ,  s*,)] «  t holds. Now let us change the in- 
volved occurrence of s* to a s\ such that Sí fjh s'. Then certainly n[cr(si,. . . ,  a*,)] 96 
u[a(s i, . . . ,  s'i, . . . ,  a*,)]. On the other hand, since xl does nőt, occur in r, we have
r [s i , . sk] =  r[.si,. . . ,  sk] and thus
qo(u[cr{si,.. ■, s ' , . . . ,  sk)}) =>*M v[g(cr(si,. . . ,  s\,. . . ,  sk))] 
u[r [s i , . . . ,s • , . . . , sfc]] =  v[r[s í , . . . ,**] ]  =>*M t.
Since M  is shape preserving, n[<r(si,. . . ,  s ' , . . . ,  s*,)] a contradiction. ■
The above lemrna is the key in showing that every shape preserving top-down tree 
transducer is a permutation quasirelabeling. However, we need somé further prepa- 
rations. First we define the branch number and the weighted branch number of a 
tree.
Definition 3.2 Let E be a ranked alphabet. A symbol a € E is called a branch symbol 
provided that its ránk is greater than 1 . The branch number bn(s) and the weighted 
branch number wbn(s) of a tree s 6 T^(X) are defined by induction as follows.
(i) If s 6 E ^  or s E X, then bn(s) =  0 and wbn(s) =  0.
(ii) If s =  a($i,.. •, sk) fór somé a € E (k\k >  1 and Sí , . . . ,  sk G Tz(X), then
-  if k =  1 , then bn(s) =  bn(si) and wbn(s) =  wbn(si),
-  if k > 1 , then bn(s) =  1 +  ]Ci=i bn(sj) and wbn(s) = k + Yli=i wbn(sj).
□
Hence the branch number of a tree s is the sum of the number of the occurrences of 
the branch symbols in s. Certainly, if s «  £, then bn(s) =  bn(<) and wbn(s) =  wbn(f).
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Lemma 3.3 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, r/(), R) be a shape preserving top-down tree transducer. 
Then, fór every rule q(a(xi, . . . ,  x&)) —► r in R , we have bn(r) <  1.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Assume that, there is a rule q(a(x\,. . . ,  Xk)) —* r € 
R with bn(r) >  1. This rule can be applied in a successful derivation qo{s) =>*M t fór 
somé s € Ts and t <E 7'a - Since M  is shape preserving, bn(.s) =  bn(t). The application 
of the above rule increases the branch number of the output with respect to the input, 
hence another rule is needed to compensate the increase. The only chance to decrease 
the branch number is to apply a rule of the form p(á(a;i,. . . ,  xi)) —> r, where l > 1 and 
r does nőt contain somé of the variables x j . ...,  X[. However, by Lemma 3.1, there are 
no such rules in R. Thus bn(s) >  bn(t), which is a contradiction. Hence our statement 
follows. ■
^Frorn Lernmas 3.1 and 3.3 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4 Let M  = (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving top-down tree trans­
ducer. Then every rule in R has either of the following forms.
1 . q (a (x i, . . . ,xk)) -* 'yő('yiqi(xi l ) , ... ,jmqm(xim)), where k ±  1 , m > k, q ,qi,...,
qm 6 Q, a G 6 € A (m\ € (A^1^ )* and {xh , . . . ,  xim) =  X k.
(Note that somé Xj may occur more than once in the right-hand side.)
2 . q{a(xi ) )  —y 'yp(xi), where q,p € Q, cr € and 7  <5 (A (1))*.
Next we are going to show that in 1. of the above corollary even k =  m holds, which 
means that a shape preserving top-down tree transducer is a permutation quasirelabel-
ing-
Lem m a 3.5 Let M  = (Q, S, A, qq, R) be a shape preserving top-down tree transducer. 
Then M  is a permutation quasirelabeling.
Proof. Each rule in R is as in 1. or 2. in Corollary 3.4. It is enough to prove that 
in Case 1. only m =  k is possible. This can be shown easily in the following way. If 
m > k, then the application of that rule increases the weighted branch number, which 
increase cannot be compensated somewhere else, cf. the proof of Lemma 3.3. ■
Note, that we have seen in Example 2.3 that Mt is shape preserving and a permu­
tation quasirelabeling íís well.
Now, we State an important property of shape preserving top-down tree transducers 
which we will use later.
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Lem m a 3.6 Let M  — (Q , E, A, qo, R ) be a shape preserving top-down tree transducer, 
q G Q, and let us consider a derivation qo(u) =>*M v [g (x i)] of M, where u G T^(X i) 
and v € T^(X\). If occ(u,xi )  and occ(v,xi)  are incomparable, then dom(rM^q) and 
ran{TM>q) are uniform.
P roof. Let a =  occ(u,x\) and (3 = occ(v,xi)  and assume that a and (3 are incompara­
ble. We prove that dom(rM,q) and ran(TM,q) are uniform by contradiction. Therefore 
assume that dom(TM,q) or ran(rM,q) is nőt uniform. We treat the two possible cases 
together.
Let us suppose that dom{rM,q) (respectively ran(TM}q)) is nőt uniform. Then there 
are trees u\,U2 £ dom(TM,q) and Vi,V2 € ran(jM,q) such that u\ 96 112 (resp. v\ 96 V2), 
q(u\) =>*M v\, and q(u2) =>*M V2- Then, clearly, there are derivations qo(u[iii]) =>*M 
u[f/(ui)] =>*M u[wi] and qo(u[u2\) =>*m  ^[9(^2)] ^ 2] of M  and, since M  is shape
preserving, u[u{\ & u[ui] and u[u2\ ~  v[v2] (cf. Figure 3.1). Now, since ui 96 U2 (resp. 
v\ 96 V2) and a and 0  are incomparable, we have that
stree(u[ui], a) 96 stree(u[u2\, a) «  stree(v[v2], a ) =  stree{y[v\\, a)
(resp. stree{u[u\],(3) — stree(u[u2],/3) ~  stree(v[v2],/?) 7^  stree(v[vi],/3)). 
However, this implies that 96 v[ui], which is a contradiction. ■
Figure 3.1: If a and (3 are incomparable, then dom(rM,q) and ran{rM,q) are uniform.
The next lemma is a consequence of the previous one. We will use it when we con- 
struct a quasirelabeling equivalent to a shape preserving permutation quasirelabeling.
Lem m a 3.7 Let M  — (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving permutation quasirela­
beling. Then fór every k > 1, permutation rule
q(°(x  1 , • • •, xk)) -> 7<5(7l9i(®*(l)). • • • ,7fc<?fc(zTr(fc)))
in R, where q, q i, ... ,qk e Q, a e E (fc), 6 G A (fc), 7 ,7 1 , . . .  ,7 fc 6 (A (1))* and 7r : [fc] -> [k] 
is a permutation, and i G [fc], if 7r(f) 9^  i , then both dom(TM,qi) and ran(rA/,gi) are 
uniform.
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Proof. Let //, =  q{a{xi , ... ,xk)) -> 7 Ó(7 i<h(ahr(i)),. . . ,  7 fc<7fc(abr(fc))) be a permutation 
rule in R with k >  1 and assume that fór somé i G [As], 7r(i) ^  i holds.
Since the rule is useful, there are u G T g (X i), s, s í , . . . ,  s*. G Te , i> G T&(X\) and 
t, í j , . . . ,  tfc 6 Ta  such that
(t)
<7o(*’) =  9 o («k (» l,  •••,»*:)])
=>M u [g(a (si,...,sfc))]
=>M w[7 <5(7 i 9i (5w(1) ) , . . . , 7 fcgfc(sw(fe)))] (rule//)
=>*M v [7 (5 (7 iíi,...,7 fetfc)]
=  t.
Let a =  occ(u,xi) and /3 =  occ(v,xi). Now we distinguish three cases.
Case 1: a  and 3 are incomparable. Then, by Lemma 3.6, dom(T\j,q) and ran(rJv/,9) 
are uniform. Clearly this implies that the sets dom{T^ qi) and ran (r^ i9!) are alsó 
uniform.
Case 2: (5 is a prefix of a. Now a =  occ(v{7 x 1 ], x i)  because M  is a shape pre- 
serving permutation quasirelabeling and thus the symbol 5 written by the applica- 
tion of the rule /i matches the a being at a in s. Since ir(i) ^ i, the occurrences 
arr(i) and ai are incomparable. Let u' =  it[<r(si,. . . ,  «*■(,•)_!, x j, st (í)+ i , . . . ,  s*.)] and 
v' =  n[7 ^(7 i í i , .. • • • • ,7***]- Clearly, ott(i) = occ(u',x 1 ), ai is
a prefix of occ(v',x 1 ). Then occ(u',x 1 ) and occ(v',x1 ) are incomparable. Moreover, 
there is a derivation qo(u') =>*M t/[ft(xi)] of M , which, by Lemma 3.6, implies that 
dom(TM,qi) and ran{jM,qi) are uniform.
Case 3: a is a proper prefix of /3. Then a is alsó a proper prefix of occ(u[7 Xi], x i). 
On the other hand, similarly as in Case 2, it can be seen that a =  occ(u[7 X i],x i), which 
is a contradiction. ■
3.1.2 T h e  B o tto m -U p  Case
As we have showed in the previous subsection, a shape preserving top-down tree 
transducer is nondeleting and linear. Although we can nőt prove a similar result 
fór shape preserving bottom-up tree transducers, we can show the following. Let 
M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer and consider 
a rule <r(f/i(xi),. . . ,  qk(xk)) —» (l ir ) in R- If, for somé i € [A;], rA/>(;t is infinite, then x* 
occurs exactly once in r. Moreover, for every i , j  € [As] such that i < j  and TM,qi and 
TM,(ij are infinite, the variables x, and xj occur in r in the order x,; <  Xj.
Purthermore, we define the concept of the matching paths and show somé of their 
important properties. These matching paths will be very useful in the forthcoming 
sections when we show that M  is equivalent to a relabeling.
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We bogin our work by defining the deleting statcs and the copying States of a 
bottom-up tree transducer.
Defin ition 3.8 Let M  =  (Q,T,, A.qo, R.) be a bottom-up tree transducer and let q be 
a State in Q. The State q is deleting (resp. copying) if there are trees u 6 Te (X i) and 
v e 7 a (A"i ) such that there is a derivation u[g(xi)] =>*M qo(v), and the variable x\ does 
nőt occur (resp. x\ occurs more than once) in the tree v. Otherwise q is nondeleting 
(resp. noncopying). □
Now, consider a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  =  (Q ,£ , A,qo,R) 
and a state q in Q. We show that if T\j,q is infinite tlien q is nondeleting.
Lem m a 3.9 Let M  — (Q, £, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer 
and let q be a state in Q such that is infinite. Tlien q is nondeleting.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that q is deleting. Then 
by Definition 3.8 there are trees u € T^(X i)  and v 6 Ta  and there is a derivation 
u[g(xx)] =>*M qo(v). Then, since q is useful, there is a derivation u[iti] =>*M u[g(t>i)] =>*M 
qo(v[v\)) =  qo(v), wliere u\ € Te and v\ € T/\. Since TM,q is infinite, there is a tree 
üi € dom(rM,q) such that U\ fi ü\. Let öj € ran{rM,q) such that üi =>*M q(v 1 ). 
Then there is a derivation u[üi] =>*M u[g(üi)] =>*M go(^[^i]) =  Qo(v)- Since M  is shape 
preserving, u [«i] V % On the other hand, clearly, u[u\] 56 u[üi], which is a
contradiction. ■
Next we are going to show that if is infinite then q is alsó noncopying. The 
proof of this result is more complicated than showing that q is nondeleting. First we 
show that if the set ta/ (; is infinite then the set ran(TMiQ) is alsó infinite.
Lemma 3.10 Let M  =  (Q, £, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer and q be a state in Q. If TM,q is infinite, then the set ran(jM,q) is infinite. 
Proof. We prove the statement by contradiction. Therefore let us suppose that TM,q 
is infinite, bút the set ran(TM,q) is finite.
Then it is easy to see that there are trees u\, ü\ € dom(TM,q) and f i , ír 6 ran{jM,q) 
such that u\ fi « i ,  u\ =>*M q(v 1 ), üi =>*M q(v\) and v\ «  v\. Since q is useful, there are 
derivations of M  of the form
n[ni] =>*M «[g (u i)] =>m  9o(^bi]) and u[öi] =>*M u[q(v 1 )] =>*M go(v[üi]),
where u e  %{X\) and v 6 T&(X{). Clearly, fi u[üi]. Moreover, since M  is
shape preserving, w[ui] ~  v[v\] and u[üi] «  Then, since v «  v\, we have that
u[ui] fa u[ü\), which is a contradiction proving the lemma. ■
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We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11 Let M  = (Q, £, A. r/0, II) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer and let q be a State in Q such that tm q is infinite. Let s =  u[ui] =>M « [? ( « 0 ] 
</o(v[t>i]) =  q0{t) be a derivation of M, where u G T^(X i), s, u\ G Ts , v G 7a (X i ) such 
that the variable X\ occurs in the tree v. and t,v\ G Moreover, let a = occ(u,xi)  
and (3 € occ(v) such that stree(v,/3) =  x\. Then a and (3 are comparable.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that a and (3 are in- 
comparable. Since T\.j,q is infinite, by Lemma 3.10, ran(rM,q) is alsó infinite. Then 
there is a tree v \  € r a n ( T M , q )  such that Vj ^  v\. Let ü i  € d o m ( T \ j i9) such that 
ül =>*M q(vi). Let us form the input tree s = u[ü\}. Then there is a derivation 
s =  u[üi] =>*M u[<?(üi)] =>*M g0(f [v i]) =  qo(t), where t € T&. Since M  is shape 
preserving s »  t and s & t. Then, since a and (3 are incomparable, we liave that 
=  stree(t,,/3) ~  stree(s,p) =  stree(s,f3) «  stree(t,/3) =  v\, whicli contradicts that 
v\ tftvx- ■
Now we can show that q is noncopying.
Lemma 3.12 Let M  — (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer and let q be a State in Q such that tm ,<7 is infinite. Then q is noncopying. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that q is copying. Then 
by Definition 3.8 there are trees u G T^(X\) and v G T&{X\) such that there is a 
derivation «[g (x i)] Qo(v) and the variable x\ occurs more than once in the tree 
v. Let a — occ(u,xi )  and 3i, (h G occ(v) such that fii /  p2 and stree(v,f3i) =  
stree(v,p2) =  x \• Then clearly f3i and p2 are incomparable and, by Lemma 3.11, a 
and Pi are comparable, and a and p2 are alsó comparable. This clearly implies that 
a is a proper prefix of the occurrences Pi and 02. Since TM,q is infinite, there is a tree 
ü G dom(rM,q) such that ü =  ui[it2[ «3]], where ui, u2 G Ts(X i), «2 ^ i ,  ^3 G T>2 and 
there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
« i [ « 2M ]  =>*m ui[u2\p(v3)]] =**M ui\p{v2 {v3])] =>*M 9(ni[-U2b 3]]),
where p G Q, vi,v2 G T&(Xi) and v3 G T/\. Let, fór every i G N, — Ul
=  «[«(*)], vW =  r;i[u2 [u3]], fW =  u[t/d] an(j Qi =  occ(u[ui[u2]],Xi). Clearly, fór 
every i G N, there is a derivation uW =>*M q(v^), and therefore
S(l) =  «[«<*>] U[9(VW)] go(i;[V« ] )  =  t «
Moreover, since u2 ^  x i, at is a proper prefix of al+i.
It is easy to see that vi and v2 contain the variable x\. Indeed, if one of them does 
nőt contain x\, then fór a sufficiently large m G N, height(s^) >  height(t(m') ). On 
the other hand, since M  is shape preserving, «  t^ m\ a contradiction.
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It is alsó nőt difficult to see that there is a number n G N such that either (i) an 
and /3\ are incomparable, or (ii) an and /32 are incomparable. Let us suppose that the 
case (i) holds (see Figure 3.2, the case (ii) can be considered similarly).
Now, let (3[ e occ(v[v\ [v%[xi]]]) such that stree{t^n\/3[) =  x\ and f3\ is a prefix of 
(3[. Then, clearly, and /3[ are incomparable. On the other hand, since u2 /  x i, 
it follows that tm,p is infinite. Moreover, it is easy to see, that there is a derivation 
S(n) =  u[ui[ug[u3]]] u[ni[u2[p(v3)]]] 9o(vfai['y2 M ]] )  =  *(n)- Then, by Lemma
3.11, we get that a^  and (3[ are comparable, which is a contradiction proving the 
lemma. ■
9o
Figure 3.2: If TM,q is infinite, then q is noncopying.
Let us consider now the shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer Mt, appearing 
in Example 2.4. It is easy to see that {qt | i € [3]} U { 90}  is the set of those States 
in which Mt, computes infinite tree transformations. One can alsó easily observe that 
these states are both nondeleting and noncopying.
We will use the next corollary frequently when we consider certain derivations of a 
shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer.
Corollary 3.13 Let M — (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer and let q be a State in Q such that TM,q is infinite. Then in every derivation 
u[ui] “ [ 9 ( ^ 1 ) ]  = > m  9o(v[v i])> where u e T^(X  1 ), i q  G  T e , v G T a ( A i ) and 
vi G Ta , the condition v 6 T&(X\) holds.
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Proof. Since tm i(/ is infinite, by Lermnas 3.9 and 3.12, the state q is nondeleting and 
noncopying. Then, by Definition 3.8, in every derivation of M  of the forrn u[q(xi)] =>*M 
qo(v), the variable x\ occnrs exactly once in the tree v, whicli proves the statement. ■
In the following definition we associate a set of indexes to every rule of a bottom-up 
tree transducer.
Definition 3.14 Let M  =  (Q, £ ,  A, qo, R)  be a bottom-up tree transducer and let 
R  =  cr(qi(xi),... ,qk(xk)) —> q(r) be a rule in R. We define
in/(r ) = {i G [fc] | TM,qi is infinite}.
□
We will alsó use the following corollary.
Corollary 3.15 Let M  =  (Q , S ,  A, qo, R)  be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer and let r  =  cr(qi(xi) , . . . ,  q^{xk)) —* q(r)  be a rule in R. Fór every i G m / ( / x ) ,  
the variable X{ occurs exactly once in the tree r.
Proof. Let i G in/(/i). By Definition 3.14, ta/,9, is infinite, hence tm ,<j is alsó infinite. 
Then the statement can be proved easily, using Corollary 3.13. ■
In Subsection 3.2.2 we will construct a so-called frame transducer of a special 
bottom-up tree transducer, called transformable tree transducer. Later we will show 
that every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  is transformable, provided 
that tm is infinite. The frame transducer computes a tree transforination from whicli, 
roughly speaking, we can get back the tree transformation computed by the original 
transformable tree transducer. Moreover, it has certain good properties which will 
make the proof of that every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer is equivalent 
to a relabeling much easier. One of these properties is that if the original transformable 
tree transducer is shape preserving, then the frame transducer is alsó shape preserving. 
During the construction of the frame transducer and later, when we prove that a shape 
preserving bottom-up tree transducer has a shape preserving frame transducer, we will 
need the concept of matching paths. Before the formai definition of the matching paths, 
we give somé intuition with the help of the tree transducer Mi, and its derivations ( f )  
and ( } )  appcaring in Example 2.4.
First we consider the derivation (f )  and the application of the rule r \  . It is easy to 
see that the symbol ő  written out by r \ occurs at the same occurrence in the tree t as 
the occurrence of a  scanned by r \ in the tree s. One can alsó show that this is true in 
generál, i.e. the following holds. In every derivation s' =>*Mb qo(t') of M&, where s1 G Te
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and t! G T a , such that fi\ is applied in this derivation, the symbols a and 8 , scanned 
and written out by //1 , occur at the same occurrence in the trees s' and t', respectively.
We can observe the following. Let r =  8(8\(f3,xi),X2,xz), i.e. r is the tree which 
is written out by fi\. The longest common prefix of the occurrences { occ(r, x , ) | i G 
inf  is e and the Sym bol S is exactly the symbol which occurs at e in r . This is
the intuition of that e will be called a matching path of fi\ ■
Next we consider the derivation (J) and the application of //(;. It can be seen that 
the second u written out by fis occurs at the same occurrence in the tree t as the 
occurrence of 71 scanned by fis in the tree s. This is alsó true in generál. Fór every 
derivation s' =>%jb qo(t') of Mf,, where s' G Ty. and t! G 7a , such that fis is applied in 
this derivation, the following holds. The symbol 7 1  scanned by fis, and the second uj 
symbol written out by the same rule, occur at the same occurrence in the trees s' and 
t!, respectively.
Now, let Aj =  occ(«[7(11)],x i), A2 =  occ(v,x 1) and r' =  uju}(x \), i.e. Ai is the 
occurrence of 7 j scanned by f i s in the tree s ,  A2 is the occurrence of the first u  written 
out by the same rule in the tree t, and r '  is the tree which is written out by fis. Since 
A1 =31  and A2 =  3, we have that Ai =  A2I. This path 1 is exactly the occurrence of 
the second u> symbol written out by fis in the tree r ' . This is the intuition of that 1 
will be called a matching path of fis-
In these examples we gave the matching paths of certain rules of a shape preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer. The exact definition of matching paths is given below.
Definition 3.16 Let M  — (Q, E, A, qs, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer and let 
fi = a(q\(xi) , . . . ,  qk(x*.)) —* q(r) be a rule in R  such that ||m/(/i)|| 7^  1, tm ,9 is infinite 
and, fór every i g  in f(f i ) ,  the variable .x, occurs exactly once in r. The set of matching 
paths of fi, denoted by mp(fi), is defined by case distinction according to the cardinality 
of the set in f (f i )  in the following way.
Case 1: ||m/(/z)|| =  0. Let mp(fi) be the smallest subset of N* satisfying the 
following condition. If there exists a derivation
s =  u [ír (s i,...,s fc)]
u [a (q i ( t i ) , . . . ,qk(tk))]
=>m  u[g(r[íi,...,tfc])] (rule fi)
=^ ’m  9o(t,[?’ [íi, • • •; ífc]])
qo(t),
of M , where s G Tz , u G % ( X  1 ), v G T^Xx), sx, . . . ,  sk G TE, í i , . . . ,  tk e T A, t €  Tj\ 
(cf. Figure 3.3), and, fór a string 7  G N*, the condition a =  /?7 or (3 =  0 7  holds, where 
a  =  occ(u,x  1 ), /3 — occ(v,X\), then let 7  G mp(fi). Moreover, if the condition a =  /?7
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liolds, then 7  is called a right matching path of p, otherwise (3 = a7  and 7  /  e, when 
7  is called a left matching path of //. Note that in generál, 7  can be both right and left 
matching path of //,.
Case 2: ||m/(/t)|| >  1. Let mp(p) =  {7}, where 7 is the longest coinmon prefix of 
the strings occ(r,xt) fór every i G inf(p). □
One can observe that we did nőt define the matching path of a rnle p of a bottom-up 
tree transducer M  in case \\inf(p)\\ =  1. The reason of this is that we will nőt need 
to use a matching path of such a rnle, neither in the definition of the frame transducer 
nor in those lemmas which we will use to show that the frame transducer of a shape 
preserving bottom-up tree transducer is alsó shape preserving.
In the next example we determine those rules of Mg which have matching path, and 
we give one matching path fór every such a rule.
Exam ple 3.17 Let Mg be the tree transducer we gave in Example 2.4. Fór every state 
q G { 90) 91) 92) 93}  the set, ta/i9 is infinite and the set TM^ qa is finite. Then in f(p  1 ) =  
{1 ,3 }, in f (p2) =  {2 }, m/(/r3) =  0 , m/(/t4) = {1 }, m/(/í5) =  {1 } and m/(/t6) =  
in f (p 7) =  in f(p$) =  0 . By Definition 3.16, the set of matching paths is defined fór 
the rules /ti, /t3 and /tg and is nőt defined fór the remaining rules in R. (Note that the 
rules /Í7 and /tg have the State qa on their right-hand side and ta/)9q is finite.)
We have already seen in the discussion given before Definition 3.16 that e G mp(p 1 ) 
and 1 G mp(pg). Moreover it is easy to see that, by Case 1 of Definition 3.16, 1 is a 
right matching path of /tg. To compute a matching path of /tg, let u =  a (x\,« ,  771 o ) 
and v =  <5(<5i (/?, x i), (3\, uu/32). Clearly there is a derivation of Mg of the following form.
(t)
s =  ií[cri(a,a)]
=>*Mb u[°dQ*(P\),qa(p2))}
=>Mb u[qi((h)} (rule /t3)
^A/j, 9o(a[/?2])
= 9o(í).
where s G TsMfe and t G Let Ai =  occ(u,x 1 ) and Xo =  occ(v,x 1 ). Then Ai =  1,
A2 =  12 and A2 =  Ai2 . Now, since ||m/(/t3)|| =  0 and tm i9i is infinite, by Case 1 of 
Definition 3.16, 2 G m p (/ i3 ) and 2 is a left matching path of /t3. □
We showed in the discussion before Definition 3.16 that fór the rule /tg G R, 1 G 
mp(pL6). Moreover, it follows from the same discussion and from Case 1 of Definition 
3.16 that even mp(/tg) =  {1 } holds. We are going to generalize this observation, i.e. we 
will show the following.
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Let us consider a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  and a rule p of 
M. If p is such that ||in/(/i)|| =  0 and is infinite, where q is the State occurring 
on the right-hand side of p, then ||mp(/i)|| =  1 (note that pe satisfies the conditions 
of this statement). To prove this we will need the following lemma which implies that 
either every matching path 7  € mp(p) is a right matching path of p or every matching 
path 7  € rnp(ji) is a left matching path of p.
Lem m a 3.18 Let M  = (Q, £, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer and let p =  a(q\( x i ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) -> QÍr ) be a nile in R such that TM,q is infinite. 
Assume there are two derivations ( 1 ) and its “prímed version” (2 ) of M  as follows.
( 1 ) (2 )
s = n[cr(si, • •■ I  sfc)] s' = 4 ) ]
ii[a(qi(tx)»•••>«*(**)) u'[(T{qi(t[),
^  M u[q{r[tu =>AÍ u’[q{r[t[,... , í'J)] (rule m)
=>*M 9o(u[>*[íi, • ■ • ,tk]])
__ V *
=>M qo(v'{r{t[,.. •.«*]])
= % (í). = qo(f),
where s, s' € Ts , u, u' € Te (X i ), v, v ' e f A(X x), su s [ , . . . ,s k,s'k G Te , f i , f i , . . . , tk A
G Ta  and t,t' e Ta . Let a  =  occ(u,Xi), a' = occ(u',x 1 ), 0  =  occ(v,x 1 ) and 0 ' =
occ(v', X’ l). 
Then either
-  (3 is a prefix of a and 0' is a prefix of a' or
-  a is a proper prefix of 0  and a' is a proper prefix of 0 '.
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, a and 0 are comparable and a1 and 0' are alsó comparable. 
Now we prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume, 011 the contrary, that
-  a is a proper prefix of 0  or a ' is a proper prefix of 0 ' and
-  0  is a prefix of a or 0 ' is a prefix of a'.
Without loss of generality, assume that a is a proper prefix of 0 and 0' is a prefix of 
a'. Let 0 =  0 7  and a' =  ff-y', where 7  € N+ and 7 ' € N*. Since M  is shape preserving, 
s' «  f7, which implies that (t(s7i , . . . ,  s'k) «  stree(r[t[ , . . . ,  t'k],7 7)- Moreover there is a 
derivation of M  of the following forrn.
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Figure 3.3: The derivation appearing in Case 1 of Definition 3.16 in the case when 
0  =  cry.
s = u[cr(s'i,..., 4 ) ]
••• >%(**))]
=>M u[q{r[t’v ... ,41)] (rule r )
-* 9o(v[r[íi,..
— qo(t),
where s e and t 6 T&. Since M  is shape preserving, s ~  t. Furthermore, since 
0  =  cry, it follows that r[t[ , . . . ,  t'k] «  s t r e e (a (s [ , s 'k), 7 ), which clearly contradicts 
that cr(s[,. . . , s'k) «  stree(r[t[ , . . . ,  í* ],7 ')» since 7 ^ '  ■
The following two lemmas will imply that even the condition \\mp(jj)\\ =  1 holds.
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Let us consider a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  and a rule p of 
M. If /í is such that \\inf(p)\\ =  0 and rjv/,9 is infinite, where q is the State occurring 
on the right-hand side of p, then ||mp(p)|| =  1 (note that p6 satisfies the conditions 
of this statement). To prove this we will need the following lemma which implies that 
either every matching path 7  € rnp(p) is a right matching path of p or every rnatching 
path 7  € mp(p) is a left matching path of p.
Lem m a 3.18 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, (jq, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer and let p = a (q i(x i) , ... ,qk{xk)) —> q(r) be a rule in R such that TM,q is infinite. 
Assume there arc two derivations ( 1 ) and its “prímed version” (2) of M  as follows.
( 1 ) (2 )
s = íí[cr(s'j,.. ■ 5 *‘fe)] a' =
^*M =>*M u 'M qi(t 'i ) , . . . ,qk(t'k))]
=>M u[q(r[t\, =>M u'[q(r[t[,...,t 'k])] (rule p)
=>*M (lo(v[r[h, qo(vl{r{t,1 , . . . J ,k}})
= Qo(t), =
where s, s' e Ts, u, v! € % ( X x), v, v1 e TA(X x), i • • • > £ TS, 1 1 , í i , . . . ,  tic, tk
6 Ta  and t, t' € T&. Let a =  occ(u, 27 ), a' = occ(u',x 1 ), (3 =  occ(v,x 1 ) and f3' =  
occ(v' , xx).
Then either
-  (3 is a prefix of a and /?' is a prefix of a' or
-  a is a proper prefix of (3 and a' is a proper prefix of f3'.
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, a and (3 are comparable and a' and 3' are alsó comparable. 
Now we prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume, on the contrary, that
-  a is a proper prefix of (3 or a' is a proper prefix of (3' and
-  (3 is a prefix of a or (3' is a prefix of af.
Without loss of generality, assume that a  is a proper prefix of (3 and (3' is a prefix of
a '. Let (3 =  a7  and a' =  /T7 ', where 7  € N+ and 7 ' € W*. Since M  is shape preserving, 
s' ks t', which implies that ct(sj, . . . ,  s'k) «  stree(r[t[,. . . ,  t'k\ ,i).  Moreover there is a 
derivation of M  of the following forrn.
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Figure 3.3: The derivation appearing in Case 1 of Definition 3.16 in the case when 
0  =  cry.
= sk)\
-<*
=>M u[q(r[t[,...
qo(v[r[t[,.. ■.**]])
= Qo(t),
(rule /lí)
where s £ and t £ T&. Since M  is shape preserving, s ~  t. Furthermore, since 
0  =  <*7 , it follows that r[t[, ...,t 'k] «  stree(a(s[ , . . . ,  s'k), 7 ), which clearly contradicts 
that a(s[, ...,s'k) «  stree(r[t[ , . . . ,  t'k ], 7 '), since 7  7  ^e. ■
The following two lemmas will imply that even the condition \\mp(p)\\ =  1 holds.
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Lem m a 3.19 Let M  =  (Q, £, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottorn-up tree trans- 
ducer and let p =  cr(q\(xi) , . . . ,  qk{xk)) —> q(r) be a rule in R such that T\pq is infinite 
and \\inf(p)\\ =  0. Assurne there are two derivations (1) and (2) of M  as in Lemma
3.18. If a  =  /?7 , fór somé 7  G N*, then a ' =  0'7 .
P roo f. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that there is a derivation 
of M  of the form (2) such that a1 /  01'). Since, by Lemma 3.18, the string 0' is a prefix 
of a', we have that a' =  0 '^ ' where 7 ' € N* such that 7  ^  7 '. Now we distinguish two 
cases.
Case 1 : a' and 0'7  are comparable. Clearly there is a derivation of M  of the 
following form.
= u ' [ a ( s u . . . , sk)]
u ' W ( q i ( t i ) , • • • , q k ( tk ))]
=>M u ' [ q ( r [ t u . . . >^fc])]
^  M q o ( v ' [ r [ t u .. • 1 í*:]])
= qo( t ) ,
where s G Tg, t G T& (cf. derivations (1) and (2) in Lemma 3.18). Then, since a' 
and 0 ,ry are comparable, it follows that 7  is a proper prefix of 7 ' or 7 ' is a proper 
prefix of 7 . Assume that 7  is a proper prefix of 7 ', the other case can be han- 
dled similarly. Since M  is shape preserving, s «  t and s «  t. Then stree(s,a) =  
cr(si, . . . ,  Sk) ~  stree(r[ti, . . . ,  í* ],7 ) =  stree(t,a) and stree(s,a') = a(s\,... ,Sk) ~  
stree(r[t\,. . . ,  £*.], 7 ')  =  stree{i,a'). Then we get that stree(r[ti, . . . ,  í*.], 7 ) ~  
stree{r[t\,... ,tk ]il ')i which is clearly a contradiction because stree(r[t\,... ,íjt],7 ') 
is a proper subtree of stree(r[t\,. . . ,  t*.],7 ).
Case 2: a' and 0'y are incomparable. Since a' and 0' are comparable, it follows 
that 7  and 7 ' are incomparable. Moreover, since TM,q is infinite and \\inf(p)\\ — 0, 
there is a rule p =  ö-(pi(xi),... ,pi(xi)) —► q(f) in R such that \\inf(p)\\ > 0. Then 
there are derivations of M  of the following forms.
s = ,*f)]
—*.* u[d(Pi (h) ,
u[q(r[tU -.
*5ti 9o(«[r[íi,.. ■ M )
-- qo(í),
= u ' [ á ( s i , . . . :, s i ) ]
— u ' [ a ( p i ( t i ) ,
u ’ [ q ( f [ i u .. ■ > tl})\
q o ( v ' [ r [ t u .. ■ > í/]D
= qo (F ) ,
(rule p)
where s, sx, . . . ,  sp s' G Ts, tp F G T& and u, u', v, v' are the same as in deriva­
tions (1) and (2). Since' M  is shape preserving, s «  t and s' «  F. Let i G inf(p). Since 
t m ,p í  is infinite, there is a tree s* G dom{TM,Pi) such that Sí 96 S{. Let U G ran(TM,Pi) 
such that sí =>*M PiiU)- Let us form the input tree s =  u[d{s\,. s/)]. Then
there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
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s and s
9o
Figure 3.4: stree(r[ti, . . . ,  U, . . . ,  «  s íre e (r [íi,... ,ti],y i).
s =  u [á (si,...,s i,...,s i)]
u[&(Pl (^l)> • ■ • ) ■  ■ ■ iPl(Ü))]
=>M (rule/2)
• • • j t i , .. ■, £/]])
=  *>(í).
where t 6 TA . Since M  is shape preserving, s sa i. Moreover, since 7  and 7 ' are 
incomparable, we get the following condition (cf. Figure 3.4)
stree(r[t\, . . . , U =  stree(t,^ 'i) fa stree(s, ft'y'i)
=  stree(s, /?7 '*) ~  stree(t, fi-y'i) = s t r e e ( r [ t i , t i ] ,  7  '*),
hence
« ír c e (f [t i>...,É i,.. . , íi],7 '* ) ~  * íre e (f[ i i>. . . , í i ] ,7 ,i). ( f )
Now let s' = u'[á(si, 5j)]- Then there is a derivation of M  of the following
form.
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Figure 3.5: stree(r[t\,... ... , í/],7 ' í ) fi stree(r[tu...
s' =  u'[a(su ... ,s i, . . . ,s i ) ]
=►*m u'[° (P i(h ), ■ ■ ■,Pi{ű), • • • ,Pi(ti))]
=>M u'[q(f[tu . . . , Í i , . . . , i i ] )}  (rul ep )
=>M 9ü(w/[ f [ í i , . . . , í t , . . . , í i ] ] )
= ?o(í')»
where t' € 7a . Since M  is shape preserving, s' «  t'. Then we get the following 
condition (cf. Figure 3.5)
stree(r[ti, . . . ,  ű , . . . ,  í/], 7 ’i) =  stree(t', ff 'i 'i) ~  stree(s', =  s,
56 =  stree(s', «  stree(F, ff'y'i) = stree(f[ti,. .. , íj] ,7 ' í ),
hence
s íree (f [ í i , . . . ,  t*,. . . ,  íj],7 'i) 9^  stree(f [ t i , . . . ,  íj],7 '*)- 
This contradicts to (f), which proves our lemma. ■
The statement and the proof of the next lemma is similar to that of the previous 
one.
Lem m a 3.20 Let M  =  (Q ,L ,A ,q0,R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer and let n =  a(qi(xi ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) -+ q{r) be a rule in R such that tm ,q is infinite
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and \\inf(p)\\ =  0. Assume there are two derivations (1) and (2) of M  as in Lemma
3.18. If (3 — cry , fór somé 7  € N+ , then /?' =  a'7 .
P roo f. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that there is a derivation 
of M  of the form (2 ) such that (3' ^  a '7 . Since, by Lemma 3.18, the string ol is a proper 
prefix of (3', we have that (3’ =  a ' j 1 where 7 ' € N+ such that 7  7^  7 '. Now we distinguish 
two cases.
Case 1: a ' j  and f3' are comparable. Clearly there is a derivation of M  of the 
following form.
(rule p)
where s € Tg, t € 7a  (cf. derivations (1) and (2) in Lemma 3.18). Then, since a '7  
and /3' are comparable, it follows that 7  is a proper prefix of 7 ' or 7 ' is a proper 
prefix of 7 . Assume that 7  is a proper prefix of 7 ', the other case can be han- 
dled similarly. Since M  is shape preserving, s ~  t and s «  t. Then stree(t,(3) — 
r[íi, .. .,i fc]  ~  stree(a(si,... ,Sk),j) =  stree(s,/3) and stree(t,f3') =  r [ t i , . . . ,  t*] «  
stree(cr(sx,... ,Sk),~f') = stree(s, /?'). Then we get that stree(o(s\,.. . ,  «fc),7 ) ~  
stree(a(si, . . . ,  Sk),7 '), which is clearly a contradiction because stree(a(s 1 , . . . ,  Sk), 7 ') 
is a proper subtree of stree(a(si, . . . ,  s*,), 7 ).
Ca.se 2: a '7  and (3' are incomparable. Since a' and (3' are comparable, it follows 
that 7  and 7 ' are incomparable. Moreover, since tm ,9 is infinite and ||m/(p)|| =  0, 
there is a rule p =  ... ,pi(x{)) —* q(r) in R such that ||m/(/2)|| >  0. Now let
us consider the following derivations of M.
= Sk)}
•••,qk(tk))]
=>M u ' [q { r [ tu . . .■ 5 ^ fc])]
qo (v ' [ r [ t u .. ■ M )
= Qo(í),
= .Sí)] s ' = v ' [ d ( s x, . . . >*<)]
= > M u [ v ( P i ( h ) , u ' [ ö ( p l ( t l )
u [ q { f [ t i , . . ■ M ) ^  M u ' [ q { f [ t x, . . •>*í])]
f/o(u[f[7i,.. ■ M ) q o ( v ' [ f [ t u - ■ ■ M )
= 9o(í), = %  { ? ) ,
(rule p)
where ,5, .sí,. . . ,  sp s' G Tg, t,i\,... ,tpF € 7a  and u, u', v, v' are the same as in deriva­
tions ( 1 ) and (2). Since M  is shape preserving, we have that s «  t and s' ~  F. 
Let i € inf(p). Then tm,Pí is infinite, and by Lemma 3.10, ran{rM,Pi) is alsó in­
finite. Moreover, it follows from Corollary 3.15, that the variable x, occurs in the 
tree r. Let U € ran(TMtPi) such that U 76 íj. Then clearly f [ í i , . . . ,  tp . . . ,  íj] 76 
r[űi,. . . ,  í/]. Let st £ dom(TMjPi) such that «j =>*M Pi(U). Let us form the input 
tree s =  n [a (s i , . . . ,  Jj ,. . . ,  s/)]. Then there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
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-- u[á(5i, ... ., Sj, . . . , S;)]
4 u[^(p l(*l), ■ ■ ■ ,Pi(ti), . .. ,pi(ti))}
=>M u[q(f[tu .. (rule p)
—s. *
*-Q
 
hQ
O 
O
r+->
 ~ '"
'Í7
where i € T/\. Since M  is shape preserving, s «  t. Moreover, since 7  and 7 ' are 
incomparable, we obtain that
stree(a(si, . . . ,  s*,. . . , s/),7 ')  =  stree(s, cry') rs stree(t, 0 7 ')
=  stree(t, a7 ') «s stree(s, 0 7 ') =  stree(a(si , . . . ,  s;), 7 ').
Now let I ' =  , Sj,. . . ,  «j)]. Then there is a derivation
=  u'[ö(si,...,s i,...,s i)}
=>M u '[á (p i(ii),... ,Pi(ti),.. •, Pi(íi))]
=>M u'[g(f [íi, • • •, U , . . . ,  íj])] (rule p)
=  qo(t'),
of M, where t' G Ta - Since M  is shape preserving, s1 «  t'. Then
stree(a(s 1 , . . .  ,á j , .. . ,s/), 7 ') =  stree(s' , <*'7 ') ~  stree(t',a1'/) =  r[t1 ,. . ,íj]
96 f  [ í j , . . . ,  í/] =  stree(F, a 'j ' )  «  stree(s , ot')') =  s free (a (s i,. . . ,  s/), 7 ').
This is a contradiction, which proves our lemma. ■
Now, we can state the following.
Corollary  3.21 Let M  =  (Q, S, A, q0. # ) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer and let p =  a(gi (a: i ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) <i(r ) be a rule in R such that is infinite 
and ||m/(p)|| 9^  1 . Then ||mp(/i)|| =  1.
P roo f. If ||in/(p)|| =  0, then the statement holds by Lenunas 3.19 and 3.20. Otherwise, 
the statement holds by Case 2 of Definition 3.16. ■
In the rest of the Thesis, if, fór a rule p of a bottom-up tree transducer M, the 
condition ||mp(p)|| =  1 holds, we write 7  =  mp(p;) instead of 7  € mp(p).
Now let us consider a rule p of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer such 
that ||m/(p)|| >  1. In the next two lemmas we give certain properties of p which we 
will use later. First we show an important role of the matching path of p.
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Lem m a 3.22 Let M  = (Q, £, A, r/o, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer and let p =  o(q\ (xi),  . . . ,  qk{%k)) (l {r ) be a rule in R such that \\inf(R)\\ > 1 . 
Let 7  =  mp(fi) and í  6 A  be the root of the tree stree(r, 7 ). (Note, that, by Corollary 
3.15, stree(r, 7 ) contains at least one output Symbol, i.e., stree(r, 7 ) 0 A V ) Assume 
that there is a derivation (1) of M  as in Lemma 3.18. Then the Symbol a in s and 
the Symbol 6 in t match eacli other. More formally, the condition a — (37  hokis, where 
a — occ(u,x 1 )  and j3 =  occ(v,x 1 ) .
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that a ^ /I7 . It follows 
froin Corollary 3.15 that, fór every i E inf(p), the variable x* occurs exactly once in 
the tree r .  Let, fór every i E inf(p), % — occ(r,Xi). Then, by Definition 3.16, fór every 
i € inf(p), 7  is a prefix of 7 ,-. Moreover, rjvf,g. is infinite which, by Lemma 3.11, implies 
that ai and fi-p are comparable. Now we distinguish the following three cases.
Case 1: The occurrences a and (3-f are incomparable. Let i E inf(p). Since ai and 
/?7i are comparable and 7  is a prefix of 7 j, it follows that a and (3j are comparable, 
which is a contradiction.
Case 2: The occurrence a is a proper prefix of the occurrence (3j. Let /3j =  « « ' ,  
fór somé a' E N+ , and let j  =  a '( l ) .  Since \\inf(p)\\ > 1, there is an index i E inf{p) 
such that i 7  ^ j. Then clearly ai and /3-y are incomparable. On the other hand, the 
occurrences ai and /?7 j are comparable. This is again a contradiction, since 7  is a prefix
of 7 i.
Case 3: The occurrence (3^  is a proper prefix of the occurrence a. Let i , j  E in f (p ) 
such that 7 i and 7j are nőt comparable, and 7  is the longest occurrence in N* such that 
7  is a prefix of 7* and 7j. Since /?7 is a proper prefix of a , it follows that either (i) a 
and /?7 j are incomparable or (ii) a and (3jj are incomparable. In both cases we liave a 
contradiction to the fact that, fór every k E inf(p), a and are comparable. ■
Next we show that the following alsó holds. Fór every i E inf(p), the variable Xj 
occurs in the subtree stree(r,yi), where 7  =  mp(p) and r is the tree which occurs 011 
the right-hand side of p.
Lem m a 3.23 Let M  =  (Q, S, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer, p =  a(q\(x\) , . . . , qk(xk)) —> q(r) a rule in R such that ||m/(/Lt)|| >  1, and 
7  =  mp(p). Then, fór every i E inf(p), 7 i is a prefix of 7*, where 7* =  occ(r, xl ) (by 
Corollary 3.15, fór every i E inf(p), Xi occurs exactly once in r).
Proof. Let i E inf(p). Since p is useful, there is a derivation (1) of M  as in Lemma
3.18. Note that, by Lemma 3.13, we can assume that v E T&(X\). Let a =  occ(u,x\) 
and f3 =  occ(v,x 1 ). By Lemma 3.22, a — (3~/. We show that 7 i is a prefix of 7 ,, by 
contradiction. Clearly 7< is nőt a proper prefix of 7 * (cf. Case 2 of Definition 3.16), so 
let us suppose that 7< and -fi are incomparable. Since TM,qi is infinite, it follows from
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Lein ma 3.10, that rém (r  ) is alsó iníinite. Tlien there is a tree f, € ran(TMm) such
that ti fjé ti. Let s* € dom(rM,,n) such that sf =>*M qi(ü). Let us form the input tree
u [ a ( s i , . . . , s i , . . ., gfc)]. Then there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
s —
u{a(qi(t l ) , . . . , q i ( t i ) , . . . , q k(tk))}
u[q(r[t i , . . .  , í j , .. .,<*,])] (rule fi)
qo{v[r[h, .. • . . .  ,ífc]])
=  qo(t),
where t € TA . Since M  is shape preserving, s «  t. Moreover, since 7 i and 7* are 
incomparable and ai =  f3yi, we have that ai and /?7< are incompaxable. Then we 
get that ü = stree(t,f3'yi) «  stree(s, ftji) ~ st.ree($, «  stree(t,/37*) =  U, which 
contradicts that ti ^  íj. Therefore we have proved that 7 ?' is a prefix of 7*. ■
We close this subsection with summarizing our results concerning the matching 
path of certain rules of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transdueer. Therefore let 
M  =  (Q,E, A,qo,R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transdueer, and let us 
consider a rule fi =  cr(gi(a:i)#... ,qk(xk)) ~ > <l(r ) in R such that ||m/(p)|| jí 1 and TM,g 
is iníinite. Moreover, let us given a derivation
a =  u[a{si,...,sk)} =>* u[a (q i(ti),...,qk(tk))] =>
u[q(r[h,... ,tk])] =>* ío (u [r [íi,. . . ,  tk]]) =  í
of M , where s € TV;, u € T^(X  1 ), u € Ta (X i ), s\,...,sk € Ts, t\ ,...,tk € TA and 
i g  ^  (cf. Figure 3.3). Since M  is shape preserving, s ss í. Let ct =  occ(u, 27 ) 
and (3 — occ(v,x 1 ). Now, if 7  =  mp(fi), then, roughly speaking, the following holds. 
According to the cardinality of ||m/(ja)|| there are the following two eases.
Case 1 : \\inf(u)\\ > 1. Then, by Lemma 3.22, a =  f3y and thus the trees stree(s, a) 
= <t ( s i , . . . ,  sk) and stree(t, (3y) =  stree(r[t\,. . . ,  tk], 7 ) have the saine shape and occur 
at the same occurrence in the trees s and í, respectively. Moreover, by Corollary 3.15 
and Lemma 3.23, fór every i € inf(p ),  the variable £j occurs once in r, namely in the 
fth subtree of the root of síree(r,7 ).
Case 2: ||m/(p)|| =  0. Then by Lemma 3.18, (i) either 7  is a right matching path 
of p. or (ii) 7  is a left matching path of fi. Moreover, by Case 1 of Definition 3.16 
and by Lemmas 3.19 and 3.20 the following holds. In Case (i) a =  $7 , while in Case
(ii) 0 7  =  (3. Thus in Case (i) the trees stree(s, a) =  e r ( s i , . ,sk) and stree(t,í37 ) =  
s íre e (r [íi,... ,ífc],7 ), while in Case (ii) the trees stree(s,ay) =  síree(cr(si,. . . ,  sk),'y) 
and stree(t,f3) — r[t\,... ,tk] have the same shape and occur at the same occurrence 
in s and t, respectively.
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3.2 Transforming Tree Transducers intő Quasirelabelings
Here we transform tree transducers intő quasirelabelings. With these quasirelabelings 
our work will be easier since shape preserving quasirelabelings have the following nice 
property. Let M  = (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving top-down quasirelabeling tree 
transducer and consider a rule r  =  q(<r(xi , . . . ,  Xk)) —* 7 <H7 i <?i(a:i)> ... ,7kqk{xk)))  in 
R such that k ^ 1 and a derivation qo(s) =>*M t, where s E TV; and t E T&, in which 
the rule r is applied. If a E occ(s) and (i E occ(t) are the occurrences of the non-unary 
symbols a and 6 scanned and written out by r , respectively, then a =  (3. Of course, a 
similar discussion is alsó true when M  is a shape preserving bottorri-up quasirelabeling 
tree transducer.
First we consider top-down tree transducers.
3.2.1 Transform ing Shape Preserving Top -D ow n  Tree Transducers  
intő Equivalent Quasirelabelings
In this subsection we develop a procedure which eliminates the permutations from the 
rules of a shape preserving top-down tree transducer M  = (Q,E,£,qo,R). As we 
have seen in Subsection 3.1.1, M  is a permutation quasirelabeling. To construct an 
equivalent quasirelabeling to M, we need the following preparation.
Deflnition 3.24 Let M  = (Q,T,,A,qo,R) be a permutation quasirelabeling and let
r =  q (a (x i,. . . ,xk)) -*• jS('nqi(xnW),..., 'ykqk(x^k)))
be a rule in f?, where k > 1, ő E A^k\ 7 ,7 i , . . . ,7k € (A^1^ )* and 7r : [/c] —>■ [k] is a 
permutation. The permutation degree of r  is the number of indexes 1 <  i <  k fór which 
ir(i) ^  i. A rule with permutation degree greater than one is called a permutation rule. 
Moreover, a State q E Q is a permutation state if there is a permutation rule of the 
above form. The permutation degree of M  is the sum of the permutation degrees of its 
rules of the above form. (Note that the permutation degree of a quasirelabeling and 
thus of a relabeling is zero.)
Finally we define the binary relation -7 over Q in the following way: fór every 
p, q E Q, let q -< p if and only if there exist u, u' E T^(X i )  and v, v' E T&(X i), such 
that the following conditions hold:
-  9o( « K ] )  =>m  v [p ( « ') ]  =>m  ^ K [? (x i )]],
-  occ(u,xi )  and occ(v,xi)  are comparable,
-  occ(u[u'],xi) and occ(v[v'],xi)  are incomparable.
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Note that u may be xi, however u! cannot be x\ in this definition of -<. □
Intuitively, fór two States p, q G Q, the condition q -< p holds if there are u, u' G 
Tz (X i) and v, v' G T&(X i)  and a derivation q0(u) =>*M v\p(xi)] such that no piece of 
the path a =  occ(u,xi )  takes part in a permutation during that derivation, moreover, 
there is a derivation p{u') v '[g (x i)] such that a piece of the path /? = occ(u',X\)
takes part in a permutation during that derivation. (Note that in qo(u) =>*A[ v\p(xi)] 
a permutation rule might be applied on a, which however did nőt move the involved 
piece of a. Moreover, a permutation rule was applied in p(u') r/ ^ x i)] on the path
P which did move the involved piece of /?.)
Let us see now how the relation -< looks like in the case of the top-down tree 
transducer Mt of Example 2.3.
Exam ple 3.25 Let Mt be the top-down tree transducer appearing in Example 2.3. As 
we have seen M t is a permutation quasirelabeling. Fór instance q3 -< qi because with 
u =  7 (xi ), u' =  a(xi, 7 0 2 ,0:3), v =  xi, and v' -  uj8{u P\,x\,f33) we get the derivation
9o ( « [ « ' ] ) =  9o(7(or(^i, 7 «2 »a3)))
=>M 9l (^ (^ l,7a2,a3))
=^M w í (w/3i ,9s(®i ) , ^ )
=  ^ b 'b ^ i ) ] ] -
It is nőt hard to see that the full Hasse diagram of the relation -< on Q is the one 
in Figure 3.6. The <1 indicates that q\ is a permutation State.
Figure 3.6: The Hasse diagram of -< fór Mt in Example 3.25.
Now, we define periodic top-down tree transducers. Later we will see that -< is 
computable fór periodic permutation quasirelabelings. Moreover, we will show that a 
shape preserving top-down tree transducer is periodic.
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Definition 3.26 Let M — (Q , £, A, qo, R) be a top-down tree transducer. We say that 
M  is periodic if, fór every derivation q(u) =>*M v[<7(x j)], where q in Q, u 6 T-^(X\) such 
that length(occ(u,xi)) <  ||Q||, and v 6 7a ( A i ), we have that length(occ(u,x\)) =  
length(occ(v, xi)).
Now we show that -< is computable fór every periodic permutation quasirelabeling.
Lemma 3.27 Fór every periodic permutation quasirelabeling M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R), 
the relation -< is computable.
Proof. Let n — ||Q|| and p, q € Q. In order to verify whether there are u 6 Í e (A 'i ) 
and v € Ta (A 'i ) such that qo{u) ^*M üb ( x i)l an(l that no permutation happens on the 
patli a =  occ(u,x\), it is sufficient to consider trees u of height at most 2n. In fact, 
we may assume without loss of generality that if there is such an u, then the lengtli 
of a is at most n, otherwise we can apply standard pumping arguments (cf. Lemma
10.1 in Chapter II. of [GS84], alsó Proposition 5.2 in [GS97]) and use the fact that M  
is a periodic permutation quasirelabeling. Moreover, we can assume that the lengtli of 
any patli which leads from a node being in a to an arbitrary leaf of u is at most n, 
otherwise we can apply again standard pumping arguments. Hence the height of u is 
at most 2n.
In order to verify whether there are u' € ÍX{X\) and v' € 7a (A"i ) such that 
p(u') =>h v'[q(x\)] and that a permutation happens on the path (3 =  occ(u',xi), it is 
sufficient to consider trees u' of height at most 3n. Indeed, we may assume without 
loss of generality that if there is such an u', then the length of the path from the root 
of v! to the node where the permutation rule was applied is at most n, otherwise we 
can apply again standard pumping arguments and use the fact that M  is a periodic 
permutation quasirelabeling. Similarly, we can assume alsó that the length of the path 
from the node where the permutation rule was applied to xi is again at most n and 
that the length of any path which leads from a node being in (3 to an arbitrary leaf of 
v! is at most n. Hence the height of u' is at most 3n.
Thus it is decidable if q -< p holds. ■
Next we show that shape preserving top-down tree transducers are periodic.
Lem m a 3.28 Let M  =  (Q, E, A. qo, R) be a shape preserving top-down tree trans­
ducer. Then M  is a periodic top-down tree transducer.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Therefore assume that M  is nőt pe­
riodic. Then, by Definition 3.26, there is a State q in Q and a derivation q{u) =>*M 
y[r/(xi)], where u €  T e (A 'i ) witli length(occ(u, x i ) )  <  ||Q|| and v €  T a ( A i ) , such that 
length(a) ^  length({3), where a =  occ(u,xi )  and (3 =  occ(v, X\).
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Since q is useful, there are trees u\ E T%(Xi), uo € Te such that qo(u\) =>*M 
1^ 1 [g(a?i)] and q(u2) v2, wliere v\ E T&{X\), v2 € T/\. Moreover, since length(a) ^
length(P), it is easy to see that there is a number n € N such that height(s) ^  height(t), 
wliere s = u\[un[u,2]] and t = v\ Then there is a derivation of M  of the following
forrn.
= qo(ui[un[u2]])
vi [g («nM ) ]
« l K [ # 2)]l
« i K N ] ]
= qo(t).
Since M  is shape preserving, s f s í ,  which clearly implies that height(s) =  height(t). 
However, this is a contradiction which proves the lernma. ■
By Lemma 3.28, a shape preserving permutation quasirelabeling M  is periodic. 
Then, by Lemma 3.27, the relation X  is computable fór M. Next we prove that in this 
case X is a strict partial order.
Lemma 3.29 The relation x is a strict partial order fór any shape preserving permu­
tation quasirelabeling M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R).
Proof. We show that X  is irreflexive and transitive. In fact, the transitivity can be 
proved easily by using standard arguments, hence we leave this part of the proof.
We prove the irreflexivity by contradiction. Let us suppose there is a p E C? such 
that p x p holds. Then there exist u, v! e 7 s (X i) and v,v' e T&(Xi) such that
qo(u[u}) =>*M v[p(u')} =>%, u[n'[p(xi)]]
and, moreover, occ(u,x\) and occ(v,x\) are comparable bút occ(u[u'},x\) and 
occ(v[v'], x i )  are incomparable. Since p{u') =>* i/[p(xi)] and v! /  x\, dom{T\pp) is infi- 
nite, hence nőt uniform. On the other liand, since clearly occ(u[u'}, x\) and occ(v[v'], x i) 
are incomparable, by Lemma 3.6, dom(TM,P) is uniform, which is a contradiction. ■
A s  the last p reparation  step we State the fo llow ing  rather obvious fact coneern ing 
finite tree transform ations.
Lemma 3.30 Let p =  { (s í,  t i ) , . . . ,  {sn, tn)}  C Tg x Ta  be finite relation and 7  e 
(A ^ )* ,  wliere E and A  are ranked alphabets such that the set { s i , 7 í i , . . . ,  sn, 7 Ín}  is 
uniform. Then there is a quasirelabeling M  =  (Q, E, A , q0, R) such that tm =  P-
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Proof. In case 7  =  e the statement is clear because we can construct M  as the disjoint 
unión of the relabelings Mj which compute the relations { (s j,t j)} . Hence, in this 
particular case M  is a relabeling.
Now let us assume that 7  € ( A ^ ) + with length(7 ) =  m. Then, fór every j  G [n], 
there are 7 j € (E ^ )+  and uj € Tv such that length(jj) — ni and 7jUj =  Sj. Obviously 
{ui, f i , . . . ,  un, tn} is uniform, so, by the discussion of the case 7  =  e, there is a relabeling 
M ' = (Q', E, A, q'Q, R ') such that tm> =  { ( « i ,  t i ) , . . . ,  (un, tn)}.
Let qo and, fór every j  e [n], Pji, ■ ■ ■ ,Pj(rn- i )  be new States. Moreover, construct the 
rules
® (7 j( l ) (* l ) ) P j l ( x l ) ,
P ji(7 j(2 )(x i)) —  Pj 2 ÍX \ ) ,
P j ( m - l ) { T / j ( ™ ) ( x i ) ) - »  90(^1)-
(Recall that 7j ( i )  is the zth letter of j j .  In case m =  1, we have the only rule
9o( j jW ix i ) )  clo(x i)-)
Now, let M  =  (Q , E, A, qo, R), where Q — Q1 U { 90}  U {pji | j  € [n], i e [rn — 1]} 
and let R be the set of the rules constructed above and of the rules in R'. It sliould be 
clear that M  is a quasirelabeling and tm — p. ■
Now we can show that every shape preserving permutation quasirelabeling is effec- 
tively equivalent to a quasirelabeling.
Lem m a 3.31 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving permutation quasirela­
beling. Then a quasirelabeling M ' =  (Q', E, A, q'0, R!) can be constructed such that 
tm =  tm ’-
Proo f. If the permutation degree of M  is zero, then M  is a quasirelabeling thus we 
are ready. Otherwise, it is sufficient to show that a permutation quasirelabeling N  =  
(Q, E, A, qo, R) can be constructed such that tm =  tn and the permutation degree of 
N  is less than that of M.
To see this, let us take a permutation rule
p =  q{a{xx, ... ,xk)) -*• 7 ^(7 l9 i(*ir(i))» • • • ,TkQk(xn(k)))
in R, where k > 1, q,qx, ... ,qk € Q, a € E (fc), S € A 7 » 7 i » - - - . 7 f c  € (A (1))* and 
7r : [fc] —> [fe] is a permutation, such that q is maximai among the permutation States,
i.e., there is no permutation State p with q < p. (Note that by Lemmas 3.27 and 3.28 
-< is computable, and by Lemma 3.29, -< is a strict partial order.)
Since p is a permutation rule, there exist n > 1, a sequence 1 <  f i , . . . , in < k 
of different indexes such that Í2 =  n ( i i ) , . . . , in =  ?r(*n-1 ) and i\ =  ix(in). Moreover,
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since q is maximai among the permutation States and M  is shape preserving, there 
is a derivation such that the occurrence of ő which is added to the output by the 
application of fi matches the occurrence of a to which fi was applied. More formally, 
M  has a derivation (f )  as in Lemma 3.7 such that occ(u,x\) =  occ(v,xi ) l m, where 
m =  length(7 ). Then the following statement holds.
(* ) Fór every j  € [n], a tree in dom(TM,q _ 1( () has the same shape as a tree 
in 7úraniTMa.), see Figure 3.7. Hence dom(TM,q _ lr ,) U 'yii ran(TM,qi .) isJ j ír \tj) J
uniform.
Figure 3.7: Sij «  7 hence the set dom(rA/,gjr_1(. U 'yij ran(TM,qi.) is uniform.
Now let, fór every j  G [n], M ^  = (Q^\ S, R ^ )  be the quasirelabeling
which computes the relation dom(TM,q _lt. ,) x ran{jM,qi.)• Such a quasirelabeling 
exists by Lemmas 3.7 and 3.30. Assume that the State sets are disjoint.
Moreover, let fi be the rule obtained from fi as follows. Fór every j  E [n], we 
substitute the construct ql} (x7r(Ij.)) by (xq ) in the right-hand side of fi. Then the 
permutation degree of fi is less than that of fi.
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Now construct the top-down tree transducer (Q, S, A. r/o, R), where
-  90 =  <?o,
- Q =  Q u Q ( 1) u . . . u g w ,
R =  ( R -  {//,}) U {p }  U U ... U f l K
Then eliminate the useless rules of the top-down tree transducer (Q, £, A,gő, R) 
and let the resulting top-down tree transducer be N  =  (Q, £, A, %, /?). Then it should 
be clear that the permutation degree of N  is less than that of M.
Now we show that tm =  r#. Let us denote by =4- mun the derivation relation over 
TquQuEuA ^  which both the rules in R and in R, can be applied.
First we show tm C tat. To see this, it is sufficient to show the following (we freely 
reuse the notations of the trees we liave already used up to this point because this 
will nőt cause any confusion). Let s € TV and t € 7a  with qo(s) í  and let
a derivation sequence of t from qo(s) be given such that the rule p is applied I< > 1 
times in the sequence. Then we can construct another derivation sequence from <70(6') 
to t such that the rule p is applied K  -  1 times in the steps of the second derivation
sequence.
Indeed, if q0(s) =>*v/ t such that the rule p is applied K  times in the steps of that 
derivation, then applying K  times the construction we obtain that q0(s) =>^ t.
Let us take a derivation q0(s) =>*MoN t, in which the rule p is applied K  times. Let 
P : [n] —> [n] be a permutation such that ip( 1) <  ... <  *p(n). Then qo(s) =>*m un t can
be written as
9o(s) = • • • )sfc)D
^MUJV v[q(a(s\, • • •) sk))]
^  M ü[7<5(. . • i7ipv)<kpw(s*(ip(i)))' ‘ * * 5 ^ p(n) ^ V(n) (^ 7r(ip(n))),•••)]
(rule p)
. 0 ]^*MUN u[7 <í(.. . ,7«pi)ílj • ■ • sT W jLd •
where u e
*1 ^
si,...,s/c € Te , v e T&(Xi) and € 7a . Then we liave
that
<Zo(n[<r(si, ■ • - , sk)])Qo{s) =
MUN u[g(<7(si, ■ ■ • 1
>7ip(n)P(P(n))( \ (n)h=>N u[7<5(. .., 7 v (i)^ ^  ^ (SV(p) ’ ' ' ' ...)]
(rule p)
^*MUN ?;[7 $(. . . ,  Tv(i)^1' ' ' '  ’ Tv(n)^n> •
— 1
because, fór every j  e [n], tj e  ron(rM,giptj.) ) and SipU) € d orn ^ M ^ ^ ^ .^ ) and
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p(p(j)) is the initial State of the quasirelabeling which computes the tree transformation
d o m ( r M , q „ - Hip{j))) *  r a n ( T M ,QipU)).
The above argumentation is clearly reversible, so r.v C tm alsó holds. Thus, we 
have shown that a quasirelabeling M '  can be constructed such that M ' is equivalent to 
M. m
3.2.2 Constructing Frame Transducers o f Transform able B o ttom -U p  
Tree Transducers
In this subsection we define the concept of transformable bottom-up tree transducers 
and show that every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  is transformable, 
provided that tm is infinite. Moreover we define the frame transducer f r (M )  of a 
transformable bottom-up tree transducer M. The transducer /r(M ) will work on trees 
over special ranked alphabets, called tree alphabets. These tree alphabets contain 
certain parts of trees from the sets domljM) and ran(Thi). Formally, a part of a tree 
can be defined as follows. Let £ be a ranked alphabet, s £ Tv and u £ T^{Xk) fór 
somé k £ N. Then we say that u is a pari of s if tliere arc trees v! £ and
u\,... ,Uk £ Tv such that s = u'[u[u\,. . . , u ]^}. O f course in the tree alphabets these 
parts are considered as input and output symbols of the frame transducer. The benefit 
of constructing the transducer f r (M ) is that it computes a tree transformation which 
is closely related to tm in the sense that we can get back tm easily from Tfr^  with 
the help of certain tree homomorphisms. Moreover, f r (M ) has certain nice properties. 
Fór example, f r (M )  is a bottom-up quasirelabeling tree transducer, and if M  is shape 
preserving, then f r (M )  is alsó shape preserving. These properties will make the proof 
of that every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer is equivalent to a relabeling 
much easier.
First we define formally the tree alphabet mentioned above and a tree homomor- 
phism.
Definition 3.32 Let £  be a ranked alphabet and S be a finite subset of Uf=o ^s(Xi) 
fór somé k > 0, such that the following conditions hold:
-  xi & S,
-  fór every s £ S with s £ T^(Xi), if s =  <r(si,. . . ,  sm) fór somé m > 0, then, fór 
every i £ [m], either s; £ Xi or st £ Tv;.
(Note that the above conditions assure that, fór every l £ [fc], xi S and that, fór 
every s £ S with s £ T^iXi) and s — cr(si,. . . ,  sm), m > l holds.)
We define the ranked alphabet, called tree alphabet and denoted alsó by S, such that, 
fór every / 6 [Ar], S® =  S n T^(Xi). We alsó define the mapping hs : S U X  —► T^(Xk)
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such that, fór every s E S U X, hs{s) = s. Then hs extends to a tree hornomorphisrn 
hs : Ts(X ) —> T^(X) in a usual way. □
Let us consider now a ranked alphabet E and a number / >  1. Next, we define the 
decomposition of an element of T^(Xi) satisfying certain conditions intő subtrees such 
that the set of these subtrees forms a tree alphabet. This decomposition will be used 
when we define the rules and the sets of input and output symbols of fr (M ).
D efin ition 3.33 Let E be a ranked alphabet and let s E T^(Xi), where / >  1. Let 7 
be the longest path in occ(s) such that stree(s,7 ) E T^(Xi).
Assume that if / >  1, then the following additional condition holds. Fór every i , j  E 
[/] witli i 7  ^j,  the longest common prefix of occ(stree(s, 7 ), xt) and occ(stree(s, 7 ), Xj) 
ÍS £.
Then the decomposition of s, denoted by dec(s), is defined, by case distinction 
according to l, as follows.
Case 1: l =  1. (Note that in this case 7  =  occ(s, xi) . )  I f s =  xp  then let d.ec(s) =  0 . 
Otherwise, let n =  length(7 ). Then there are trees u i, . . . ,u n E T^{X  1) such that, 
fór every 1 <  m <  n, occ(um,x  1 ) =  7  (m) and s =  « i [ .  ..[un]]. Then let dec(s) = 
{ « i ,  • • -,un}.
Case 2: l >  1. Let stree(s, 7 ) =  < 7 ( 7 7 ,. . . ,  rjt). (Note that k > l holds.)
Let s =  u^ [^<7( r i , . . . ,  77.)] fór somé 6 T%(X’i )  such tliat stree(u^\ 7 ) =  x\. 
Let, fór every j  E [/], ij  be the index in [fc] such that xj  occurs in r ^ .
Let u ^  =  c r ( f j , . . . ,  77), where fór every i E [fc], f j  =  Xj if i =  ij  (i.e. xj  occurs in 
rt) fór somé j  E [/], and fj =  r, otherwise. Then let
dec(s) =  dec(u^) U dec(nx) U dec(ri2 [x2 a?i]) U  . . .  U  dec(rit [xi <— x j )  U { u^ } .
□
Next we give an example to demonstrate how this decomposition works.
Example 3. 34 Let E =  The decomposition of the
trees sp s2 6 f z (X i )  and s3, s4 E T^(X2) can be seen in Figure 3.8. □
In the following we define transformable bottom-up tree transducers. As we have 
already mentioned, if a bottom-up tree transducer M  is transformable, then we can 
associate another bottom-up tree transducer to M  which is called the frame transducer 
of M.
Definition 3.35 Let M  =  (Q, E, A , qo, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer. We say 
that M  is transformable, if tm is infinite and fór every rule p =  cr(<7i ( x i ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) —> 
q(r) in R such that tm,(, is infinite and \\inf(p)\\ ^  1, the following conditions hold.
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(i) Fór every i £ inf(p), the variable Xj occurs exactly once in r.
(ii) \\mp(p)\\ =  1 .
(iii) If ||m/(/i)|| =  0, then the following holds. Let 7 =  mp(p). Then either 7 is a left 
matching path of p and, fór every s £ {cr(si,. . . ,  Sk) | Vi £ [A:] : s* £ dom(TM,qi)}, 
we have that 7 6 occ(s), or 7 is a right matching path of p and, fór every 
t e { r [ í i , . . . ,  tk] | Vi £ [A:] : íj £ ran^M^)}, the condition 7 £ occ(f) holds.
(iv) If ||m/(/i)|| >  1, then the following holds. Let 7 =  mp(p). Then, fór every i , j  £ 
in f(p )  with i < j , we have that occ(stree(r, 7), Xj) ( l )  <  occ(stree(r, 7), Xj) ( l ) .  
(Note that, by Case 2 of Definition 3.16, fór every i € inf(p ), length(7 ) < 
length(occ(r, Xj)).)
□
Now, using the results of Subsection 3.1.2, we can easily show that every shape 
preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  is transformable, provided that tm is infinite.
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Lem m a 3.36 Let M  = (Q. 51 A, qo, íl) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer. If tm is infinite, then M  is transformable.
P roo f. Let fi =  <r(q\(xi), ■ ■ ■ ,qk(%k)) —*■ q(r) be a rule in R such that tm,q is infinite 
and j|m/(p)|| ^  1 . We show that the conditions (i)-(iv) of Definition 3.35 arc fulfilled 
as follows.
Conditions (i) and (ii) hold by Corollaries 3.15 and 3.21, respectively.
We prove that Condition (iií) alsó holds by contradiction. Assume that \\inf(fi)\\ =  
0 and Condition (iii) does nőt, hold. Let 7  =  rnp(ji). By Lemma 3.18, 7  is either left 
matching path or riglrt matching path of fi. Then either (1) 7  is a left matching patli 
of fi, and there is a tree s € {cr(si, . . . ,  sk) | Vz € [k} : sí € such that
7  ^ occ(s), or (2 ) 7  is a riglrt matching path of fi and there is a tree t e { r [ f i , --- tk] j
Vz 6 [A;] : ti 6 ran(TM (^h)} such that 7  ^ occ(t). Without loss of generality, assume that 
Case (1) holds (the other case can be handled similarly). Then s = a(si, . . . ,  Sf.) fór 
somé sh .. . ,s k 6 Ts . Furthermore, there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
= U[<T(S;1 , . . . ,Sk)\
=>h u[a{qx{ti), • ••,qk(tk))
=>M u[q(r[tu ... 5 A*-])]
=$>*M qo(v[r[h,.. • ) Aa-]])
= qo(t),
(rule fi)
where s e Ts, u € T%(Xi), v 6 T&(X 1 ) and € T^. By Corollary 3.13,
v € T&(X 1 ). Moreover, since 7  is a left matching path, it follows from Definition 3.16 
and Lemma 3.20, that (3 — ery, where a — occ(u,x 1 ) and (3 = occ(v,x 1 ). Since M  is 
shape preserving, s «  t, which implies that (3 — a j  e occ(.s). Then, clearly 7  e occ(s), 
a contradiction.
Finally, that fi satisfies Condition (iv) can be seen easily with the help of Lemma 
3.23. ■
Before we define formally how to construct the frame transducer of a transformable 
bottora-up tree transducer, we give somé intuition fór that construction.
Therefore let M  =  (Q, L, A, r/0, R) be a transformable bottom-up tree transducer. 
The frame transducer fr (M )  of M  is a bottom-up tree transducer such that its rules 
scan and write out parts of those trees which are in the domain and rangé of t m , 
respectively. Of course these parts are considered by f r (M ) as input and output symbols 
from certain tree alphabets. This means that r/r(M) C T%M x T/\M, where S m  and A m  
are tree alphabets, which contain certain parts of trees from dom(T,\i) and ran(rM ), 
respectively, i.e. fór every ö € Em and S € A m , hzM(á) € T fcpf) and h&M(S) € T&(X). 
During the construction of f r (M ), fór every rule fi =  a { q \ { x i ) , q k{xk)) -*  q(r) in R
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such that tMq is infinite, we will define a set of rules of fr (M ).  Let in f(p ) =  { z j , . . . ,  z;}, 
where 0 < l < k and í i  <  *2 <  ■ • • <  */• Moreover let us consider a derivation
5 =  a(si, . . . ,s k) =>*M cr(qi(ti),.. .,qk(tk)) =>m  q{r[t\,. • •, tk]) -  q(t)
of M, where s,s\,... ,sk E Te and t , t i , . . . ,  tk E T& (note that at the last derivation 
step M  applies the rule /z.) Instead of performing the derivations st =>*M qi(ti) of 
M , where i $ in f(n ), and the application of /z (i.e. scanning a and writing out r), 
f r (M )  will do the following. It will process a tree s E T^M{X{) fór which =
cr(si,... ,sk), where if i g inf(p ), then Sj =  else §{ is an appropriate variable such 
that cr(si,. . . ,  sk) E T-z(Xi). Moreover, fr (M )  will write out a tree i  E T&m (X i ) such 
that h&M (t) =  r [h , . . . ,  ik], where if i & inf{p), then U = t, else ti is a suitable variable 
such that r[t\,... ,tk] E T&(Xi) (note that since M  is transformable, by Condition (i) 
of Definition 3.35, fór every i E inf(n), :rj occurs exactly once in the tree r). Clearly, 
h?,M (s) and Ha m (i) are parts of the input and output trees s and f, respectively.
Now we give the intuition behind the definitions of <r(si,. . . ,  sk) and r[Fi,. . . ,  tk], 
i.e. the intuition of that the condition s; =  .st and ü = ti holds, only if i vn f(ji). 
Therefore let Sfl be the set of all trees o f the form a(ui , . . . ,  uk), where if z ^ inf(n), then 
Ui E dom{TM,qi) else u, is an appropriate variable such that Sfl C T^(Xi). Furthermore, 
fór every u =  cr(u,i,. . . ,  uk) E 5/4, T^u is defined to be the set of all trees of the form 
r[ui, . . . ,  Cfe]) where if i £ inf(ji), then Vi E ran(TM,qi(ui)) else Vi is a suitable variable 
such that Tfi:a C Ta {X[). Assume that |!?'«/(//,)j| >  1. Fór every pair of trees (u,v), 
where u E S  ^ and v E Tfl<u, f r (M )  will have a rule fi = ü(qil (x i ) , ... ^ ^ (x ;)) —* q(v), 
where ü E and v E T&m (X i ), such that hvAÍ (u) = u and /ia a/ (v) — v. Clearly 
the set of rules of f r (M )  must be finite, thus and Tfl =  Y2u<=St, 7//.h must alsó be 
finite. On the other hand, if we defined in the definition of S/t and T^u, fór an index 
i E in f(n ), that Ui E dorn(TM,qi) and Vi E ran(TM,qi{ui)), then and 7), would be 
infinite (note that by Lernma 3.10, if fór a State q E Q, TM,q is infinite, then ran(TM,q) 
is alsó infinite).
In this way, trees frorn dom(jM,qi) and ran(TM,qi), where i $ in/(//.), are, so to 
speak, coded in the symbols of £ m and A m , respectively. This is the reason of that 
when we will construct fr (M ),  we will consider a rule /< in R only if r.v/,q is infinite, 
where q is the State occurring on the right-hand side of p. (Note that since M  is 
transformable, ta/)9o is infinite and since every State in M  is useful, there is a rule /./ in 
R such that qo occurs on the right-hand side of /z.)
In the following we give somé examples to demonstrate the discussion above and 
to help the better understanding of the eomplex definition of the frame transducer 
appearing in Definition 3.38.
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Exam ple 3.37 Let. us consider the sliape preserving bottom-up tree transducer Mb of 
Example 2.4. By Lemma 3.36, Mb is transformable. Now we construct somé rules of 
the frame transducer f r (Mb) of Mb. According to the discussion given above, f r (M b) 
will scan and write out symbols frorn somé tree alphabets £ m6 and A mví respectively. 
This means that, fór every a 6 T,Mb and 6 € A Mb, there are trees s 6 dorn{TMb) and 
t € ran(rMb) such that h^Mb(á) and h&Mb(S) are parts of the trees s and t, respectively. 
The formai construction of f r (Mb) will be given in Example 3.39. In the following we 
consider the rules m, /i3 and /i6 of Mb (note that, fór every state q from the ríght-hand 
sides of these rules, TMb,q is infinite). Now we have the following three cases.
Case 1. Let us consider the derivation (f ) in Example 3.17 and the application of p3 
in (f). While Mb performs the derivations a =*Mb Qaifa) and a =>Mb qa(fa) and scans 
the input syinbol crj, the frame transducer f r (Mb) will do the following. It will process 
a tree where G e JJ? and ctM3,2 € s j j  such that =  cri(a ,x i)
and h%M (<7/13i2) =  « .  Moreover it will write out a Symbol fór which
h&M (őp3) = fa- According to this, f r (Mb) will have the rules crw ,i (p i(z i ) )  —> qi(xy). 
and all3t2 —> p i ( ^ 3), where p\ is a new state nőt in Q. Clearly, with these rules f r (M b) 
can perform the derivation áM3,1^ 3,2 =>}r(Mb) 9i ( ^ s í ­
it can be seen easily that the trees hvMb{öm .i.d,13,2) =  -
cri(a, 37) [a] =  CTj (a , a) and h<\Mb(őm)  =  fa  are parts of the input and output trees 
s and t, respectively. The trees cri(a, a) and fa were resulted by the substitutions 
fa(xi,X2)[a, a] and xy[fa], respectively (note that m/(/x3) =  0  and cf. the discussion 
before this example.)
Now we use the matching path of to explain how the trees /isAfj) (ö>3,i) =  <yy(a, xy) 
and (ö1/í3,2) =  oc can be determined from the tree 01 (a, a). By Example 3.17 and 
Corollary 3.21, mp(p,3) —2 and 2 is a left matching path of //3. Therefore we split the 
tree cri(a,a:) intő trees <7i(a ,X i) and a as follows. a = stree(cry(a, a) ,2 ) and ay(a,xy) 
is the tree which we get by replacing in o\ (a, a ) the subtree at the occurrence 2 with 
the variable xy. This splitting of the tree éti (a, a) is necessary because we want f r (M b) 
to be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer.
Case 2. Let us consider now the derivation ( } )  in Example 2.4 and the application 
of /í(i in (t). Instead of the subderivation a =>Mb Qa(fa) and the application of Re, 
which scans the input Symbol 71 and writes out the tree uiu(x 1 ), the frame transducer 
f r (Mb) will do the following. It will scan a Symbol fór which h-£M (aM6) =
7 i «  and write out a tree where <5p6ti 6 A ^  and <5M6|2 € A ^  such that
h ^ S ^ y )  =  w (x i) and (Í/i6,2) =  ufa. According to this, f r (Mb) will have the 
rule Gfle ♦ 93( ^ 6,1 )•
Clearly the trees hnMb{ö^) =  71 a and 1^ , 2) =  u)(xy)[ujfa) =  uiufa are
parts of the input and output trees s and t respectively. The trees 7 1a and louj(3i
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were resulted by the substitutions 7 i(xi)[ct] and ujuj(x i )[/?i ], respectively (note that
W ÍM ö) =  0 )-
Now we use the matching path of pe to explain how the trees =  oj(x\)
and =  ajfii can be deterrriined from the tree ujoj(3\. By Example 3.17 and
Corollary 3.21, mp{p§) =  1, moreover 1 is a right matching path of p%. Therefore we 
split the tree uu/3\ intő trees <j (x i ) and u(3i as follows. u(3\ = stree(u)u/3i,l) and 
cj(x i ) is the tree wliicli we get by replacing in lüuj/3i the subtree at the occurrence 1 
with the variable xi. Again, this splitting of the tree luuj/3i is necessary in order to 
ensure fr(M^) to be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer.
Case 3. Finally, let us consider the derivation ( f )  in Example 2.4 and the application 
of pi in (f). Instead of the subderivation a =>Mb Qaifi'i) of ( f )  and the application of the 
rule p i , which scans the Symbol a and writes out the tree <5(<$i (/?, x i), X2, X3), fr(Mb) will 
do the following. It will scan a Symbol afll € Tpm' fór which (ö^,) = a(xi,a, x2), 
and write out a tree óllui(Sllu2(x i ) ,x%), where w «  * 2 1  and ^ 1,2 S A^Jb such that 
/'a M6(<W i ) =  6(xi,02,x2) and /iAMt( íw ,2) =  Si(p,xi). Consequently f r (Mb) will have 
a rule d^(qi(x i) ,q2 (x2)) -*  9 o (^ i,1 ( ^ 1 ,2(^ 1 ) ,^ 2))-
One can easily see that the trees /isA,,6 ) =  a(xi ,a,x2) and
hAMb{Sfíl,i(^lu2(x i ) ,x2)) = hAMb (áw ,i) [h&Mb{5^ 2) ,x2] =
S(x i,/32,x2)[ői(/3,xi),x2] =  ő{ői((3,xi),(32,x2)
are parts of the input and output trees s and t, respectively. Let us denote the tree 
S(Si((i,xi),f32,x2) by íMl. The trees a(xi ,a,x2) and f/(, were resulted by the substitu­
tions a{x\, x2, x;i)[x i, a, x2] = a(xi ,a,x2) mdő(ői{(3,xi),x2,xii)[xi,f32,x2] =  (note 
that in f (p i )  =  {1 ,3 }).
The trees 6(x i ,(32, x2) and ői((3, x i)  were resulted by the decomposition of tm . This 
decomposition is necessary in order to ensure /r(A'4) to be a shape preserving bottom- 
up tree transducer. □
Next we define formally the frame transducer of a transformable bottom-up tree 
transducer.
Definition 3.38 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R ) be a transformable bottom-up tree trans­
ducer. We define the bottom-up tree transducer f r (M )  =  (Qm , S a/, A m i <Z(h Rm ), 
called the frame transducer of M  in the following way.
First, fór every rule p = a(qi(xi ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) —* q(r) in ^  such that TM,q is infinite, 
we define the tree alphabets EM, A^, the set of rules Rv and the set of States Qfl as 
follows. Let inf(p ) =  ( i j , . . . ,  i/}, where 0 < l < k  and i\ < i2 < ... < ip Let
Sfl =  {<7 (5 ! , . . . ,  sk) | V? € [/] : Sy =  Xj and V* € [fc],i g inf{p ) : s, € dom(rM,9í) }
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and, fór every s =  a(si , . . . ,  s*,) G 5M, let
T^s = {r[tu ■ ■ • ,tk] I Vj G [/] : tij = Xj and Vt € [fc],i $ inf(n)  : ti G TM>9i (s j)}.
Moreover let 7jt =  U sesM 7^.,. Clearly and 7)t are finite. According to the cardinality 
of the set m /(p), we distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1 : ||m/(p)|| =  0. Let 7  =  Then we distinguish the following two sub
cases.
Case l.a: 7  is a left matching path of //,. Let n = length(y). Since M  is trans- 
formable, fór every s G S';t, we have 7  G occ(.s). Let A M =  7), and
=  y  ({s tree (s ,7 ) }  U dec(s)),
SdSf,
where s G T g (A" 1 ) such that s = s[stree(s, 7 )]. Moreover, let
R,l)S =  (A l(pt(.X l)) -+ Po(xi), . . .,Ön(pn(x ] ) )  -+ Pn -l(® l)}U
{ö -+ Pn(ó) I (5 € A M,hAfl(Ó) G Tfj's},
where po =  q, p i , . . . ,p n are new States and d i,...,c rn G Ej/\ A G E ^  such that 
h^ (a \ ... ána) =  s. Furthermore, let Q^s =  {po, • • • >Pn}, A/t =  U seSM aud
Fór example, if we consider Case 1 in Example 3.37, then 0^3,1 ,07^,2 G EM3, € 
and {őp3, i (p i(x i)) -+• qi(x i) ,ct/J3,2 -> P i (<W i ) }  £  Rna,<n(a,a)-
Case l.b: 7  is a right matching path of p. Since M  is transformable, fór every 
t G Tp, we have 7  € occ(t). Let EM =  and A M =  \JteTfi({stree(t, 7 ) }  Udec(i)), where 
t € TA (X  1 ) such that í =  í[stree(f, 7 )].
Let, fór every s G Sfl, s G e |,0) such that h ^ (ö )  =  s and let, fór every t G TM, 
t =  yS, where 7  G (a £°)* and j  G A^0), such that /iAfl(í) =  t and hA)i(ő) =  stree(t,7 ).
Let =  lU s ^ te T ^ is  -  í ( * ) }  and let =  {? }•
Fór instance, if we consider Case 2 in Example 3.37, then oM6 G EM6, áM6,i, <5#t6,2 G
and öptí * 93( ^ 6,1^ 6,2) ^
Case J8; ||m/(p)|| > 1 . Let EM be the tree alphabet S„. Since M  is transformable, 
7], C  Ta (X i ) and, if l >  1, then, fór every t G Tfl, the conditions required by Definition 
3.33 hold. If ^  { x 1 }, then let A M =  \JteTfl dec(t). Moreover, let, fór every s G SM, 
5 G E^P such that, h^(s )  =  s .  Furthermore, if ||m/(p)|| =  1, then let, fór every t G TM, 
í G (A ^ ) * ,  such that /iA„ ( f )  =  *• If ||in/(p)|| >  1, then let 7 =  mp(p) and let, fór 
every t G T,( , t € f A(Xi) such that t =  t[stree(t, 7)] and t =  76(71 x i , ...,7 1* 1) , where 
7 ,7 ! , . . .  ,71 G (A ^ ) *  and 6 G Aj?, such that fcA (i( í)  =  t and ^ ( 7 ) =  1
Now, let Rtl =  U,seSfl,teTM,3{®(©i (x i); • • • * % ixl))  9(Ö ) and =  Í9> 9*n • • • > % }•
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As in the previous cases, we give an example. If we consider Case 3 in Example 3.37,
then dw 6 ^ n , i » ^  Í Q i 92( ^ ) )  * 9o(^ /i i ,i (^mj.2(^1 X  ^ 2))  €
•
Finally, we define the sets Qm , ^ m , A m  and as follows. Let A ' be the smallest 
subset of R such that, fór every rule p = cr{q\(x\),.. .,qk{xk)) q(r ) >n R, if TM,q is 
infinite, then p  € R '. Moreover, let Qm =  U /(e/f' Qn, E aí =  { J ^ r> a a/ =  U^eR1 
and Rm  =  -R/i- Clearly these sets are finite, qo e Qm and the sets and A m
are tree alphabets. □
Using Definition 3.38, we can construct the frame transducer of the bottom-up tree 
transducer Mb appearing in Example 2.4.
Exam ple 3.39 Let Mb be the bottom-up tree transducer appearing in Example 2.4. 
Since Mb is shape preserving and rMb is infinite, it; follows frorn Lemma 3.36 that Mb 
is transformable. Now we give the frame transducer f r (Mb) of Mb.
Let p be a rule in R. We gave the set inf (p)  in Example 3.17. Moreover, if 
\\inf(p)\\ ^  1 and ta/6)9 is infinite, where q is the State occurring on the right-hand side 
of p, then a matching path 7  e rnp(p) was alsó given, which by Corollary 3.21 implies 
that mp(p) =  7 .
In Table 3.1 we show the sets which are necessary to define f r (Mb) (cf. alsó Example
3.37). Let f r (Mb) =  (Qi\rh, Ea4 > A A/6,g0>-RmJ , where
• Qm„ =  {qo, 91, <72, 93, P l}
• EAít =  {cri,. . . ,  d-,}. where
di =  a(x\,a ,x  2), d3 =  a, <75 =  71 (ar)-.
d2 =  07 (a, Xl), d4 =  7(xi),
{ í i , . . . , í 8}, where
5i = S(xu P i ,x 2), £" II h  =  a>(A),
ö2 = ő(x i ,(32,x2), 
S3 =  í i ( ftx i) , 1! 
II
£
 
5*
H 
-
1—*
ő$ =  oj{32).
• RMb =  {pl, ■ ■ ■, A io}) where
pi =  <xi(qi(xi),q2 (x2)) -* qo(ói(ö3 (x i ) ,x2)),
1*2 = ö’i (91 (xi), q2(x2)) qo(Ö2( h ( x i ) ,X 2))i
A a =  ^ (flb fxx )) -> qiixi),
R4 =  ° 2ÍPl(xi)) -»
1*5 =  <73 -+ pi(Ő.i),
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R in f  (r ) m p ( p ) s , T , E * A ,
R l 1 ,3 £ a(xi ,a,x2)
6 (6 i ( 0 ,Xi),
0 \,x2) 
6(6i (0 ,xx), 
0 2 , X 2 )
a(x\,a,x2)
6(x i , 0 i ,x2) 
6(x i , 0 2 , x 2 )  
600,x i )
R 2 2
nőt
de-
fined
X \ ai (a,xx) nőt defined
R 3 0 2 (left 
m.p.)
(a, a) 010 2
<J\(ot,xi)
a
01
0 2
R 4 1
nőt
de-
fined
7 (^ l) Xl 7 ( x i ) nőt defined
RG 1
nőt
de-
fined
7 (^ i) u(xi) 7 (^0 u (xx)
RG 0
1
(right
m.p.)
7 1 (0 ) w(u(0 1 ) )  
lü(u (02)) 7i (a )
u j ( x i )
u ( 0 i )
“ ( 0 2 )
Table 3.1: The sets whidi are necessary to define the frame transducer in Example 
3.39.
RG = d -3 - 7 P l ( h ) ,
R 7 = < 7 4 (9 3 (3 :1 ) ) - 7 9 2 ( 3: i ) ,
R8  = < 7 4 (9 3 (3 :1 ) ) - 7 93  (^ 6  ( 3 : 1 ) ) ,
R 9 = <75 ---> 4 3 ( 6 0 ( 6 7 ) ) ,
A 10  = <7 5 ---> 4 3 ( 6 5 ( 6 8 ) ) -
Note that in Example 3.37, the symbols ö\,a2, <73 and <75 were denoted by crMl, <7M3j , 
on:i 2 and áIMi, respectively. Moreover, 62, 63,65,60 and 67 were denoted by JWi2, 
and ^ , 2, respectively. □
It turns out easily írom Definition 3.38 that the frame transducer f r (M )  of a trans- 
formable bottom-up tree transducer M  is a bottom-up quasirelabeling tree transducer. 
We will show in Subsection 3.2.3 that if M  is shape preserving, then f r (M )  is alsó 
shape preserving.
We will need the following observation in what follows.
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Observation 3.40 Let M  — (Q , E, A, qo, R) be a transformable bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer, and let f r (M ) =  {Qm , A m , go, Rm ) be the frame transducer of M. Then 
the following statements hold.
(i) f r (M ) is a bottom-up quasirelabeling tree transducer.
(ii) Let /í =  cr(qi(xx),... ,qk(xk)) —► q(r) be a rule in Rm  such that k >  1. Then 
q,qi,. . . ,qk E Q-
(iii) Let p =  a(p(xi)) —> q{7 (2:1 )) be a rule in Rm , where 7  E (A ^ )* .  If p E Q, then 
alsó q 6 Q.
(iv) Fór every State q € Q the condition q E Qm  holds if and only if the set is 
infinite.
(v) Let u E Ts m(X i ), v E Ta m (X\) and p,q E Qm  such that there is a derivation 
«[p (x i)] =*>(M) ? (v)- Then v 6 TasÁXQ-
Proof. Tlie statements (i)-(iv) easily follow from Definition 3.38, while Statement (v) 
follows from the fact that, alsó by Definition 3.38, f r (M )  is linear and nondeleting. ■
We will need alsó the following observation.
Observation 3.41 Let E and A  be ranked alphabets, let h be a linear and nondeleting 
tree homomorphism from Tz(X )  to T&(X) and let u E T%(X 1 ). Then h(u) E T&{X\). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward and thus it is left to the reader. ■
In the rest of the Thesis, if we consider a tree u in T%(X 1 ) and a linear and nondelet­
ing tree homomorphism h : Tv (A )  —> Ta (X),  where E and A  are ranked alphabets, 
then we will assume that h(u) E T&(X\) without referring to Observation 3.41. Note 
that the tree homomorphisms h^M and h&M, appearing in Definition 3.38, are linear 
and nondeleting.
In the following we show that the frame transducer of a transformable bottom-up 
tree transducer M , broadly speaking, preserves the tree transformation computed by 
M.  The reason of this, as we have already seen in Example 3.37 and in the discussion 
before it, is that the frame transducer does nothing else bút performs more derivation 
steps of M  in one derivation step. To demonstrate this we recall the derivations of 
the transducer M& appearing in Examples 2.4 and 3.17, and give the corresponding 
derivations of fr{MQ,
Exam ple 3.42 Let us consider again the shape preserving bottom-up transducer AR 
of Example 2.4, the derivations ( f )  and (f )  appearing in the same example, moreover
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the derivation (|) in Example 3.17. Let f r (Mb) be the frame transducer of Mb deíined 
in Example 3.39. In the present example, fór every of these derivations of Mb, we 
associate a derivation of f r (Mb) which, roughly speaking, simulates the corresponding 
one of Mb. According to the derivations of M b we consider the following three cases.
Case 1 : The derivation (f )  of Mb in Example 3.17. We can associate to this deriva­
tion the following one of f r (Mb).
S =  Öl (ct2<73,
=>fr(Mb) d],(Ö2P1 (Ö5), 0-4175)
=>/r(M6) <di (qr1 ((55) ? ct4ct5)
=> fr(M b) 90(öl (Ö3Ö5 , Ő eSs))
= Qo(t).
It is easy to see that if s and t are the trees deíined in Example 3.17, then (.?) =  
s and (t) =  í- We note that s rs i.
Case 2: The derivation ( í )  of Mb in Example 2.4. Now, we give the corresponding 
derivation of f r (Mb).
(rule p6) 
(rule /Í4)
S =  Ű[ö-4cr5]
= > fr(M b) fi[d4<?3 (Ö6Ö7)] (rule /79)
=>fr(M b) d[g2(ö6ö7)] (rule /i7)
=^*fr(Mb) 9o(u[Ö6Ö7])
=  Qo(i),
where ü =  ái(&i(5i),xi), v =  Ö2(Ö3(fi)»*i), Sí =  ő\(d2ö-3, s2), =  Ö2 (<S3Ö4, í2), h  =
<740-5 and t‘2 =  öeö7. It can be seen that nk/ofx])] g0(€>) and thus the above
derivation is a valid derivation of f r (Mb). It is alsó easy to see that if s and t are the 
trees deíined in Example 2.4, then hE% (s) =  8 and (í) =  t. We note that s2 »  k, 
which implies that «  íi, and thus s fa i.
Case.3: The derivation ( f )  of Mb in Example 2.4. The corresponding derivation of
f r (Mb) is the following one.
= di(d2 (si),s2)
^ f r ( M b) di(d2 (q0 (íi)),s2)
= ^ fr(M b) di(gi(íi),s2) (rule £3 )
^ f r ( M h) di(9i(íi),g2 (t2))
^ fr (M b ) 9o(Ö2 (Ö3(íl),Í2)) (rule f i 2)
= 9o(í),
where the trees s, t, S i,íi, and t2 are the same as in the previous case. □
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Lem m a 3.43 Let M  = (Q, £, A, qo, R) be a transformable bottom-up tree transducer, 
and let f r (M )  = (Qm , A a í, qo, Rm ) be the frame transducer of M. Let q 6 QF\Qm ,
then T~M,q 0 ’J~fr(M),q 0
Proo f. First we show that tm ,9 C o Tfr(M),q o h&M. To see this, it is enougli to 
show the following. Let s G 7V and t G TA such that s =$>*M q(t). Then there are trees 
s G 7VW and i  G TAm, such that s =  hxM(s), t = hA u ( i )  and s =>*fr^ q( t ) .  We 
prove this by induction on the length n of the derivation s q(t). If n — 1 , then 
s —> q(t) G R. Then, clearly, s = a, fór somé a G and ||i n f ( s  —► g(f))|| =  0. Let 
7  =  rnp(fi). By Definition 3.16 and Item (iii) of Definition 3.35, it follows that 7  can be 
only a right matching path of //. Then, by Case l.b of Definition 3.38, there are trees 
i  G T^m and i  e TAm such that h%M (s) =  s and HAm (t) =  t, moreover s —> q(i) G Rm .
This implies that s q(t).
Now let us suppose that the statement holds fór n >  1. Fór the induction step 
from n to n +  1, let us assurne that there is a derivation s =77^1 q(t)- Let s = 
a(si, . . . ,  Sk), where k > 1, a G £ ^  and Sy, . . . ,sk 6 Ts . Then there is a rule p -  
cr(q\(xi) , . . . ,  qk{xk)) —> q(r) in R such that the derivation s =>lfl q(t) can be written 
in the following form.
s -  a(si,. .. ,sk)
=>M P(qi{ti ) ,. .. ,qk(tk))
q (r [ t i , . . . , tk}) (rule fi)
= q{t),
where t\,... ,tk € TA. According to the cardinality of inf(p), we distinguish the 
following two cases.
Case 1: ||m/(p)|| =  0. Let 7  =  mp(p). Now, we have the following two sub cases.
Case l.a: 7  is a left matching path of fi (fór example as in the case of P3 applied in 
the derivation ( f )  of Example 3.17). Let n =  length(7 ). Then, by Case l.a of Definition 
3.38, there are rules á i(p i(a :i)) —► p0( x i ) , ... ,án(pn(xi) )  -*  pn- i ( x i ) ,á  —> pn(ő) in 
Rm, where p i , . . . ,pn G Qm , Po =  q, ö\,. . . ,ön € £ $ ,  a G £ ®  and ó G A ^ } , such 
that hzM (á i ... áná) =  s and (£) =  t. Now let s =  á\... áná and t = 5. Clearly 
s =>fr(M) f/(Ö (cf- the derivation appearing in Case 1 of Example 3.42, and the rules 
P4,pe applied in this derivation).
Case l.b: 7  is a right matching path of fi (as in the case of pe applied in the 
derivation (J) in Example 2.4). Then, by Case l.b of Definition 3.38, there is a rule 
á —> q(7 <5>) in Rm , where á G £ ^ ,  7  € (A ^ ) *  and ő G A ^  such that h^M(á) = s and 
hAM(jS) =  t. Let s =  á and t =  7 <5, clearly s =>fr(M) ?(*) (cb the derivation appearing 
in Case 2 of Example 3.42, and the rule pg applied in it).
Case 2: ||m/(p)|| >  1 (fór example as in the case of pi applied in the derivation 
(f ) in Example 2.4). Let i n f ( p )  =  {* !, . . . , «/ },  where l >  1 and ri <  i i  <  ... < U.
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F ó r  e v e r y  i G in f(n ),  th e  s e t  TM,qi is  in fm ite , w h ic h , b y  S t a t e m e n t  ( iv )  o f  O b s e r v a t io n  
3 .40 , im p lie s  t h a t  q, €  Q n  Qm - T h e n ,  b y  in d u c t io n  h y p o th e s is ,  fó r  e v e r y  i G inf(/i ), 
th e r e  a r e  t r e e s  s ,  €  dom(Tfr(M),qi) a n d  ti G r a n ( r y r (AÍ)i9i) , s u c h  t h a t  Sí =  h^M(si) a n d  
íj =
M o r e o v e r , b y  C a s e  2 o f  D e fin it io n  3 .38 , th e re  is  a  ru le  fi =  d ( ^ 1 (x \ ) , . . . ,  qit(xi ))  —+ 
q(f ) )  in  R m, su c h  t h a t  h^M(á)  [ á j , , . . .  , S j J  =  s a n d  h^M(f ) [ t i l , ... .Uf] =  t. L e t  s  =  
é r ( s j , , . . . ,  Sit) a n d  t — r [ í j , , . . . ,  í j , ] .  U s in g  t h a t  h%M a n d  h/\M a r e  t r e e  h o m o m o r p h is m s , 
it  c a n  b e  se e n  t h a t  s =  hzM(s), t =  h&M ( t ) .  F u r th e r m o r e  th e r e  is  a  d e r iv a t io n  o f  f r ( M ) 
o f  th e  fo llo vv in g  fo rm  (c f. th e  d e r iv a t io n  in  C a s e  3 o f  E x a m p le  3 .42 , a n d  th e  ru le  fi2 
a p p lie d  in  it ) .
S — ^(Si,, . . . , 5j()
^/ríM) (íii ))•••) 9í((í*|))
=>fr(M) f/ (T' [ í ' i i , ■ • • ,  í j j )  ( ru le  p.)
=  q(t).
N o w  w e  p ro v e  th e  o th e r  in c lu s io n , n a m e ly  t h a t  hf} o Tfr(M),q o h&M C  t m ,^  T o  
se e  th is  it  is  e n o u g h  to  sh o w  th e  fo llo w in g . L e t  s €  T g M a n d  í  G T/\M su c h  t h a t  
s q(t). T h e n  th e re  a r e  t r e e s  s G a n d  t 6  7 a , s u c h  t h a t  s =  h^M (s),
t =  h'\M (i)  a n d  s =>*M q(t). A g a in ,  w e  p ro v e  th is  b y  in d u c t io n  o n  th e  le n g th  n o f  th e  
d e r iv a t io n  s ? ( í ) -  I f  n  =  1 ,  th e n  s —» q(t) & R m  { a s  a n  e x a m p le  o f  th is  c a s e
se e  th e  a p p lic a t io n  o f  fig in  th e  d e r iv a t io n  in  C a s e  2 o f  E x a m p le  3 .42 ). T h e n ,  it  fo llo w s  
fro m  D e fin it io n  3 .38 , t h a t  th e re  is  a  ru le  in  a (q i (x i ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) q(r ) €  R  w ith  
||m /(/z )|| =  0 a n d , fó r  e v e r y  i G [k], th e re  a r e  t r e e s  s, G dom{TM,qi) a n d  U G ran(TM,qi) 
s u c h  t h a t  e r ( s i , . . .  ,Sk) =  í i s M (s )  a n d  r [t\ , . . . ,  t ]^ =  /í a jV/ ( í )- L e t  s =  < r ( s i , . . . ,  s jt) a n d  
t =  r [ t i , . . . ,  tk\- C le a r ly  s =>*M q(t)  (c f. th e  s u b d e r iv a t io n  7 1  a: ^*Mb q3 (ujujpi) o f  ( í )  in  
E x a m p le  2.4 a n d  th e  a p p lic a t io n  o f  //g in  it .)
N o w  le t u s  s u p p o s e  t h a t  th e  s ta t e m e n t  h o ld s  fó r  n >  1. F ó r  th e  in d u c t io n  s te p  
fro m  n  to  n +  1, le t  u s  a s s u m e  t h a t  th e r e  is  a  d e r iv a t io n  s =>j^ m  ^ q(t). L e t  s — 
d(s\,. . . ,  sí), w h e r e  / >  1, d  G a n d  si , . . . ,§ i  G 7 s M . T h e n  th e r e  is  a  ru le  p =
v(q\(xi ) , ... ,qi(xt))  —> q(r)  in  R m  su c h  t h a t  th e  a b o v e  d e r iv a t io n  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  in  
th e  fo llo w in g  fo rm .
s =  a(su . . . ,s i )
^ ( ffi(í~i)> • • • > Qi{tl))
=>fr(M) q(r[h,  • • • ,  í j] )  ( ru le  p)
=  9 (í)*
w h e r e  t i , . . . , t i  G T a m . N o w  w e  d is t in g u is h  th e  fo llo w in g  tw o  c a s e s .
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Case 1 : l > 1 or (l =  1 and q\ £ Q fi Qm ) (fór instance the case of rule fi2 
applied in the derivation appearing in Case 3 of Example 3.42, since fór this rule 
l =  2). Then by Definition 3.38, there is a rule p =  a(q\( z i ) , . . . ,  qk(xk)) —> q(r ) in 
R, where k > I, such that the following holds. Let inf (n) =  {/'1 such that 
i\ < Í2 < ■ ■ ■ < ip Then, fór every j  £ [/], qXj =  qj and, fór every i £ [/ej, i £ inf(p), 
there are trees Sí 6 dom(rM,q,) and £, £ ran(rM,qi) such that a(s\,. . . ,sk) =  hvu (a) 
and r [ i i , . . . ,  ífc] =  h&M ( f ) ,  where si , . . . ,sk and t i , . . . ,  tk are defined as follows. Fór 
every j  £ [/], sX] =  íj . =  Xj and fór every i £ [fc],i ^ in f(p) ,  Sí =  S{ and ti =  tx.
Moreover, if / > 1 , then it follows from Statement (ii) of Observation 3.40 that, fór 
every i £ [/], qi £ Q H Qm - Then, by induction hypothesis, fór every i £ [/], there is a 
derivation h%M(si) =>*M qi(hAM(ti)). Now let
* =  tr(Si, . . . ,  sk)[hzM (s í ) , . . . ,  hzM(si)] and t =  r[t 1 , . . . ,  ik}[hAM(h), ■■■, (*/)]•
Clearly s — h^M(s), t = hAM(t) and s =>*M q(t) (see the derivation (f )  in Example 2.4 
and the rule pi applied in it).
Case 2: l =  1 and r/i 0 QCiQm (fór example as in the case of rule fia in the derivation 
in Case 1 of Example 3.42). Then, by Case l.a of Definition 3.38, there are rules 
* i (p i(® i)) Po(x i)> • ■ ->án(Pn(x 1 )) - »  Pn-i(xi ) ,á  -> pn(ő) in Rm , where p0 = q and 
Pl =  qi, such that s =  á i ... ana and i  = 8. Moreover, it follows from Definition 3.38, 
that there is a rule a{q\(xi),... ,qk(xk))  q(r) £ R such that ||m/(p)|| =  0 and, fór
every i  £  [fc], there are trees sx £  d o m ( T M , q i ) ,  U  £ raji{TM,qi)  such that cr(si,. . . ,  sk) =  
hzM(s) and r [ í it (t). Let s =  a ( s i , sk) and t = r[tu . . . ,  tk ]. Then
clearly s =>*M q(t). (Fór example see the subderivation cr\(a,a) =r*Mb qi(02) of ( f )  of 
Example 3.17 and the rule pa applied in it). ■
Since by Definition 3.38, a transformable tree transducer and its frame transducer 
have the same initial state, from Lemma 3.43 we immediately get the following corollary.
C orollary 3.44 Let M  =  (Q, E, A , qo, R) be a transformable bottom-up tree trans­
ducer, and let f r (M ) =  (Qm , S mj A m , qo, Rm ) be the frame transducer of M . Then
TM  —  0  Tf r ( M )  0  h 'A M  ■ ®
Now we reconsider again the tree transducer of Example 2.4.
Exam ple 3.45 Let M\, be the bottom-up tree transducer appearing in Example 2.4 
and let, fór every n > 0, an,bn,cn and d„ be the trees defined in that example. Let 
moreover fr(MQ be the frame transducer of AR defined in Example 3.39. We leave 
the complete proof of that TMb =  hff} o Tfr(Mb) 0 hAM(j to the reader, however we 
provide somé help fór that proof. We have already shown in Example 2.4 that, fór
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every n >  0, (an,bn) E TMb,qo and (Cmdn) E TMb,q2- Let a — ö \(<72(xi),ö\ö^) and 
b =  ó2(ó3 (x i),ó 6S7). Moreover, fór every n > 0, let án =  an[<r3], bn =  6n[<54], cn =  <r4 cr5 
and r/n =  <5g<58. It is easy to see that, fór every n > 0, h^Mb(án) = an, h^Mb{cn) =  cn, 
h&Mb(bn) -  K  and h&Mb(dn) =  dn. Moreover, (án,bn) € rjT{Mb)m and (c„.,d„) € 
Tfr(Mb).,n - We note tha.t, fór every n >  0, nőt only an «  bn and cn «  dn hold, bút alsó 
an /j„ and cn ~  dn. ^
The following lemma alsó shows a close relationship between a transformable 
bottom-up tree transducer M  = (Q,Z,A,q0,R)  and its frame transducer f r (M )  =  
(Qm , S jw, A m, 90, # m )- Let us consider two States p, q E Q fi QM and trees s E Te , t E 
TA,u E Tz (X i ) ,v E T&(Xi) as well as trees s € Tem, < E 7a aí, ü € TSm (X i ) , ü E 
TAm(X  1 ) such that ZíEm (S) -  s, ZíEm (ü) -  u,h&M(Í) =  t and /iAa,('«) =  v. While by 
Lemma 3.43 5 p{t) if and only if s =>*fr{M) p(t), the following lemma States that 
ü\p(x 1 )] = »^ (M) q(v) implies that u\p(x 1 )] =>*M q(v).
Lem m a 3.46 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qQ, R) be a transformable bottom-up tree transducer, 
and let f r (M ) =  (Q m ,£ m , A m ,9o,-Rm ) be the frame transducer of M. Let ü E 
T z m( X  1 ), v E TAm(X  1 ) and p,q E Q n Qm such that ü\p(x 1 )] =>£(M) g(ö). Then 
^ A,(ű )b (.x i)] =>m  q(hAM(v)).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction 011 the length n of the occurrence occ(ü,x\). 
If n =  0, then the statement is trivial. Now let us suppose that the statement holds fór 
n >  0. Fór the induction step from n t o n + 1 ,  let us assume that length(occ(ű,x 1 )) =  
n +  1. Then there are numbers l > 1 and j  E [Z] such that ű =  á(s 1 , . . .  ,sj), where 
a E E $ , fór every i E [/], i b  h  € TSm, and Sj E f ^ M(Xi).  Moreover, there is a 
rule fi = &(qi(xi) ,. .. ,qi(xi ) ) —> q(r) in Rm  such that the following conditions hold. 
Fór every i E [Z], i  #  h  «< =>/r(A/) Qifo), where k E TAm, á/bOo)] =>}r(M) qj(tj ), where 
tj E TAm(X  1 ) and v =  r[ t i , ... ,íj].
First we show that, fór every i E [Z] the state qi is in Q. If / >  1, then this is true 
by Statement (ii) of Observation 3.40. If l =  1, then a straightforward computation, 
using Statements (ii) and (iii) of Observation 3.40 and that p E Q, shows that q\ E Q.
Then, since length(occ(sj,x 1 )) =  n, by induction hypothesis, hzM(s j M x 1 )] 
Qj(hAM(ij) ). Moreover, by Lemma 3.43, fór every m 6 [/], rn /  j , there is a derivation 
Zi£M(sm) 9m(Z'Aw (irn))- Furthermore, it follows from Definition 3.38, that there is 
a rule p =  cr(qi(xi),. . . ,  qk(xk)) —<■ q(r) in R, where k > l, such that the following holds. 
Let inf (p )  =  {Z i, . . . ,  ii}, where i\ < i2 < ... <  ii- Then, qix = qu . . . ,  qit =  qt and, fór 
every i E [fc], i inf(p),  there are trees Sí E dom(TM,qi) and í* € ran(TM,q,) such that 
a(si , . . . ,sk) =  hxM(á) and r [ í i , . . . , í fc] =  hAM(r), where su . . . ,sk and th . . . , i k are 
defined as follows. Fór every m E [Z], Sjm =  flm =  xm and fór every i E [A:], 1 inf(p), 
sí — sí and ii =  íj.
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Now let, fór every m € [/], sim = h^M(sm) and tim = hAM(im). Using that hzM 
and hAh1 are tree homomorphisms, \ve get that
<t(s i, • • •, Sfc) a ( s i , . . . .  , . . . ,  Sjj] —
hxM(v)[hzM(s i ) , . . . ,hzM(§i)] =  hzM(á(si,. . . ,si ) )  = h^M(ü)
and
r [ t i , . . . , tk] = r [ t i , . . . , t k}[th , , , í f til] =
hA u (f) [hAlíl( i l ) t . . . ,hAu(ii)\ =  h±M(r[tu ■ ■ ■ ,ti\) =  hAM(v). 
Clearly cr(si,. . . ,  sjfc)[p(x i)] =>*M q(r[ti, . . . ,  tk]) which proves our lemma. ■
3.2.3 P ro p e r t ie s  o f  th e F ram e Transdu cer o f  a Shape P re s e rv in g  
B o tto m -U p  T re e  Transdu cer
^Frorn now on, whenever we consider a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer 
M such that tm is ínfinite, by Lemma 3.36, we will assume that the frame transducer
f r (M )  of M  exists.
Let us consider a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  = (Q, £, A , q0, R) 
and its frame transducer fr (M).  In this subsection we will show somé important prop­
erties of Fór example we will show that f r (M )  is alsó shape preserving and
if cr(qx(xi),... ,qk(xk)) q(yö(yiXi, . . . ,  ykxk)) is an arbitrary rule of /r(M ), then 
h^M(a) »  hAM{ő).
First we show that f r (M )  is shape preserving, however fór thís we need somé prepa- 
rations. In fact we will show the following. Let (s, t) € 7/r(Aí)- Since, by Statement 
(i) of Observation 3.40, f r (M )  is a quasirelabeling, it follows that if f r (M )  scans an 
input symbol á, with ránk different to one, during the derivation s =>fr(M) <?o(í)> then 
it writes out exactly one output Symbol ő with ránk different to one. In the following 
two lemmas we show that the trees h%M (á) and hAu (<5) are, roughly speuking, at the 
same occurrence in the trees h^M(s) and hAM(i), respectively. The key fór the proofs 
of these lemmas is that in Definition 3.38, fór a rule p of M  such that INn/(h)ll í  i, 
we constructed the rules of the frame transducer using the matching path of p.
Lem m a 3.47 Let M  = {Q. E, A , r/0. R ) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer such that tm is infinite and let f r (M )  =  (Qm ,Em , &M,qo, Rm ) be the frame 
transducer of M.  Let p =  á(qi(xi ) , ... ,qi(xi)) - »  qiffS^iXi^ . . ,7^ ) )  be a rule in 
R\i- where l ^  1 , 4 v .... Pqp q € Q n Qm , $ € A $  and y, 7 1 , . . . ,  7/ € (A $ )* .  Let
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(t)
ű[a(si,...,si)}
ü[a(qi(ti),-- ■ , Q l { Ü ) ) }
ülqdSditi , . • • ! l l U ) ) \
=^/r(M) ?o(ü[7^(7líl» •••>7/*/)])
= 90 (í),
be a derivation of fr (M),  where s G T%M, ü G (Ari), s í , . • •, s/ G TsM, t i , . . . , t i  G 
TAm, v G TAm (AT) and t G 7a m. Then a =  py, where a = occ(h^M( ü ) ,x i ) ,  /? =  
occ(hAM (v), x i )  and 7  =  occ(Ii Am (7 ), 27 ).
P roo f. We prove the statement by contradiction. Therefore, let us suppose that a 7  ^
(3y. Let u  =  h z M { ü )  and v  =  h/\M ( v ) .  Since q0,q € Q, by Lemma 3.46, there is a 
derivation n[g(xi)] =>*M qo(v). Now we distinguish the following two cases.
Ca.se 1 : l =  0. Then there is a rule /x =  a(qi(x\),. . . ,  qk(xk)) ~ > QÍr ) i11 R such that 
||m/(/x)|| =  0, rnp(n) =  7  and 7  is right matching path of /x (cf. Case l.b of Definition
3.38). Clearly, there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
( í )
S = u[ff(«i,...,Sfc)]
=>*M u[a(qi(ti ) ,. . .,qk(tk))]
=>M u[q(r[t i , . . . ,tk])] (rule /x)
=>M 90 (»H *l.---»í* ]])
=  Qo(t),
where s, s\,. . . ,  sk G Tg, and t,t\,. . . ,tk G TA. Since M  is shape preserving and 7  is 
a right matching path of /x, it follows from Case 1 of Definition 3.16 and Lemma 3.19 
that a =  /?7 , a contradiction.
Case 2 : l >  1. Then there is a rule /x =  cr(qi(xi) , ... ,qk{xk)) —* q(r) in R, where 
k > l, such that \\inf(fi)\\ = l and 7  =  mp(p) (cf. Case 2 of Definition 3.38). Again, 
there is a derivation ( } )  of M  as in Case 1. Since M  is shape preserving, it follows from 
Lemma 3.22 that a =  /3-y, which is again a contradiction. ■
Lem m a 3.48 Let M  =  (Q, S, A,q0, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer such that tm is infinite and let f r (M ) =  {Qm , &m , Qo, Rm ) be its frame 
transducer. Let cti(p í (a:!)) - »  po(%l), • • • ,ön{Pn(xi)) Pn- i ( * i )  and a -> pn(ő) be 
rules in RM, where n >  1, 07, G a G ő G A ^ ,  p\, . . . ,pn E Qm \ Q
and po G Q D Qm - Let
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S =  «[<Ji . . . (j n (j ]
^/r(M) fiEPof )^)
=  q0( t ) .
be a derivation of f r (M ), where s € TSm, ü g ffcM(Ari), 5 € Ta m (ATi ) and i  € 
7a m. Then £  =  0:7 , where a =  occ(/i£M(ö ).x i).  /? = occ(hAM{v),x 1 ) and 7  =  
OCc(/lEiw (dl . . . CTn), Xi).
P roo f. We prove the lemma by contradietion, so assume that /3 ^  aj.  Let u -  h%M (ű) 
and v =  h&M(v). Since qQ,p0 € Q. by Lemma 3.46, there is a derivation u\po(x 1 )] =>*M 
q0(v). Moreover, there is a rule p =  o{q\{x\\.„.f qk{xk) )  -> po(r) in Ii such that 
\\rnf(p)\\ =  0, rop(/í) =  7  and 7  is left matching path of //. (cf. Case l.a of Definition
3.38). Clearly, there is a derivation of M  of the following form.
s = u[a(s3, . . . , s fc)]
=>M u[a(qi( t i ) , . . . ,qk{tk))]
=>M u\p0(r[tu ...,tk})] (rule p)
=>*M go(u [r[íi,...,ífc]])
=  9o(t),
where s, € Te , and t, t i , . . . ,  ti € T&. Since M  is shape preserving and 7  is a
left matching path of p, it follows from Case 1 of Definition 3.16 and Lemma 3.20 that 
/3 = aj.  This is a contradietion, which proves our lemma. ■
Next we show that if f r (M ) scans an input Symbol a and writes out an output 
Symbol <5 such that these symbols have ránk greater than one, then the trees h^M (a) 
and h&M (ó) have the variables at their leaves at the same occurrences.
Lem m a 3.49 Let M  =  (Q, E ,  A, q0, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer such that tm is infinite and let f r (M )  =  (Qm , Ejv/s A jiíi 9o> Rm ) be its frame 
transducer. Let p =  d ((/ i(x i),. . . ,  qi(xt)) -> q(jó ( j ix i ,  —  Jixi)) be a rule in RM, 
where l > 1, S G A%J and 7 ,7 1 , . . .  , 7/ G (A^1/)*, and let u =  /i£M(d) and v =  h&(l0 ). 
Then, fór every j  € [/], occ(u, xj)  =  occ(v,Xj).
Proo f. We prove the lemma by contradietion. Assume that there is an index j  € [/], 
such that occ(u,Xj) ^ occ(v,Xj). It follows from Definition 3.38 that there is a rule 
p =  a(q i(x i) , ... ,qk{%k)) —* q(r) in R, where k > l such that \\inf(p)\\ =  I and the 
following holds. Let inf(p)  =  { i i , ... , 7 }, where i\ < 1 2  <■■■ < 7 - Then there is 
no occurrence w G occ(stree(r, j i j ) )  such that stree{r, jijuJ) =  Xip where 7  =  mp(p). 
However, by Corollary 3.15, there is exactly one occurrence üi € occ(r) such that 
stree(r,ü) =  .r,f . Furthermore, by Lemma 3.23, j i j  is a prefix of ü, which is clearly a 
contradietion. ■
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Next we define the set of segments of a tree, which consists of those parts of the 
tree which are built up from unary symbols.
D efin ition 3.50 Let E be a ranked alphabet and v G Tg. Let
F(v)  =  { 7 6  ( E ^ )+ | there exist s G T^(X\) and u G Te such that s[7 u] =  u}.
A  7  G F( v) is maximai if there is an s € T^(X\) and a w e T j  such that s ['•/u] =  v and, 
fór every s1 G T^(X  1 ), 7 ' G (E ^ )*  and u' G Te , if occ(s',x\) is a prefix of occ(s,x 1 ) 
and u' is a subtree of v, and s'[y'u'} =  v, then s =  s', 7  =  7 ' and u =  u'. □
Now using our results, we can show the following. Let us consider two maximai 
segments 7 , G F(s) and 7  G F(t)  such that the tree transformed by f r (M )  from 7 . is 
a part of the tree 7 t. Then h^M (7 ) and /i a m (7 ) are at the same occurrence in h^(s) 
and h^(t) , respectively. Moreover, the variable x\ is at the same occurrence in h^M(7 ) 
and /ia m (7 í )-
Let us consider fór example the frame transducer fr(Mb) defined in Example 3,39 
and its derivation
(t)
=
= > f r ( M b) Ü[(T4CT4Cr4g3(^6 8^)]
= > f r ( M b) Ű ^ Í Ő q Öq Sq Ss ) }
^ M M h ) qoivikkkh})
= qo(í),
where ü and v are the same as in Case 2 of Example 3.42. Here, the trees 
and őeóeóe are maximai segments in F(s) and F(t), respectively. One can easily 
check tliat occ(h^Mh(ű),x 1 ) =  occ(h^Mb{v),x\) and that occ(/isMb(ü[cr4d4CT4]),a:i) =  
occ(h.AMb (ü [<56<$6<$6]), £ i )-
We generalize this observation formally in the next lemma. Then the fact that 
the frame transducer of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer is alsó sliape 
preserving will be an easy consequence of this lemma.
Lem m a 3.51 Let M  =  (Q, E, A , qo, R) be a shape preserving tree transducer such 
that tm is infinite and let f r (M )  =  (Qm , E a/, A m , %, Rm ) be the frame transducer 
of M.  Let s € dom(Tfr(M)), %  be a maximai segment in F(s), ü\ G TSm(X  1 ) and 
Ű2 € T%m such that s =  üi [7 1^x2]. Let
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( í )
= Ü l [7 sŰ2]
“ i [ 7 ^ ( 7 Í 3 )'y2)]
« l [ p /(7t(2 )7t(3 )Ü2)]
^ H M )
r~ (1) -  (2) ~ (3) ~ n
<7o ( ^ i [7 é T t T t  v 2\)
= qo(t)
be a derivation of fr (M),  where £7 € TAm (X i ), t,v2 £ TAm and 7t( 1) ,7 t(2) ,7 t(3) € 
(A ^ )* ,  Stich that 7fl í7(2)7í'!') is a maximál segment in F(t). Let 7 ( =  7£'^7t^7í3\ 
« i  =  occ(/iSm (ü i ) , x i ), /?i =  occ(hAM(vi),xi) , ö2 =  occ(/ij]M(üi[7s])) 27 ) and fa. = 
occ(h/\M(v\[7 t]), £ i). Theri ö i =  /3i and a 2 =  /32.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that « i  ^  x y  (The case when üi =  xi 
can be considered similarly, so we left its proof to the reader.) Since 77 is maxi­
mai, üi =  ű í[5 i (5 n , . . . , «!,<_!,* i ,5 i ti+i , . . . , a lfc)], where k > 1, i £ [fc], érj € E$J\ 
ű'i G TSm (X i ) and, fór every j  € [A:], j  ^  i, Sy € TvjVí. Then there is a rule 
Ai =  fa (<?n(zi), • • -,qik(xk)) —> g(7 i 5i (7 n x i , .. • ,7 ifcXfc)) in í ?a/, where <5i 6 A ^  and 
7 i.7 ii. • ■ ■ ,7ifc e (A m )*> such that> for every 3 € [fc], j  7* *. G d o m ( T f r { M )  ^ =  
p' and 7 ü =  7^ .  Moreover, for every j  € [fe], j  /  *, there is a tree Zy G ran(7yr(M) ^ )  
such that űi =  ö i f r i í i (7 1 1*1 1 , ■ • ■ ,x i, .  •. .Tífcíifc)]. for some ví G TAm(X  1 ). Further- 
more, £/,[r/(xi)] => qo(v\). Then the derivation (f )  can be written in the following 
form.
s =  ü i[^ i(sn ,---,7 s^ 2)---i^lfc)]
^fr(M) « í [^ i (9 n (ín ).  • • • »P'(7t(2)7Í3)Ű2), • • • ,qik(hk))] 
= > f r ( M )  [9(7 1^1(711 .f 1 1 , • • •, 7t(1)7t(2)7Í3)'Í2, • • •, 7ifcíifc))]
= > / r ( M )  9o(«í PM l (711 *1 1 . • • • ,7í(1)7Í2)7t(3)Ö2, • ■. ,7lfcílfc)])
= qo(t)-
(rule fa)
By Statement (v ) of Observation 3.40, v[ £ TAm(X  1 ). Let a\ =  occ(hxM(ű [ ) ,x i ) 
and /3[ = occ(hAM(v[),Xi)occ(hAM (7 1 ) , x i). Since k > 1 , by Statement (ii) of Ob­
servation 3.40, the states q,qn, • • • ,9ik are in Q. Then by Lerama 3.47, a\ =  (3[. 
Now, let u> £ occ(h^M(a 1 ))  such that stree(h^M(di),uj) =  Xj. Then, by Lemma 3.49, 
stree(hAM(5\),Lj) =  x, which implies that ö i =  a'ju; =  (3[ui =  fa. Now, it remained to 
prove, that a 2 =  fa. We distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1: fa & s jy  • Then fa =  d2(s2i, • ■ ■, fai), where Z >  1, <x2 G E%} and 
s2i , . . . ,  fai G Ts m (note that 7 S is maximai segment). Moreover, there is a rule 
fa =  fa(chi(xi) , . . . ,q2i (xi )}  p(72^(72i£i,..-,72iZ/)) in Rm , where ő2 £ a £
and 72,721, •••,72/ G (a £ } )*, such that, for every j  £ [Z], s2j £ d o m ( T f r ( M ) / l 2 j ) and 
72 =  yj3). Purthermore, for every j  £ [Z], there is a tree faj £ ran{T^M),q2j) such that 
fa =  <S2 (721*21, . . .  ,72fai)- Then the derivation ( f )  can be written in the form
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a =  -Üi[7.,cr2(s2 1 ,--- ,S 2 / )]
^ * f r ( M )  “ 1 [7 s ^ 2 (9 2 l(Í2 l),  • • • » 92/(*2/))]
=>/r(M) Ül [7sí>(7<'*^2(721*21, ■ • •, 721*2/))] (rule fa)
=>/r(M) 9o(vi[7t(1)7í2)7t3)^2(721 *21, • • • , 721*2/)])
=  <70 (*)•
Since l > 1, by Stateinent (ii) of Observation 3.40, the States p, fax,.. .,  (hl are in Q. 
Then, by Leinrna 3.47, it follows that, a 2 =  occ(h/\M( íq [7 ^ 7^ ] ) ,  X\)occ{hí±M(7^ ),x\). 
Using that I> a m  is a tree homomorphism, vve get the desired equation
(*2 =  occ(/iAM(0i[7É(1)7t(2)7Í3) ]),a;i) =  fa-
Case 2: fa G E ^ .  Then fa =  <t2, fór somé <x2 G E ^  and there is a rule fa =  <r2 —> 
p{fa$'i) in 7?a/, where 72 =  7^ ,  such that ű2 =  <52. Now there are the following two 
sub cases.
Case 2. a: p € Q. Then the proof can be continued similarly as in Case 1.
Case 2.b: p g Q. Then fa has the form d2 —> p (í2) and there are rules d[(pi(x\)) —> 
Po(®i)>--- ,K (p (x i ) )  -*  P n -i(x i) in /Ím , where n > 1, a'v ... ,á'n e E $ ,  p i , ... ,pn- i  € 
Q,v/ \ 0  and po G Q such that %  =  7 ' d í ... á„, fór somé 7 ' G (E ^ )* .  Then the 
derivation (t) can be written in the form
s
^ *}r(M)
űi [faa\ ... fafa]
ű i [ % d [ . . . a ' np { 52)\
Ül[ fapo{fa)\
9o (í>l [Tí 1} TÍ2) ^ 2]) 
9o(*)-
(rule fa)
It follows by Lerónia 3.48, that occ(h%M (ü\[7 ']), x\)occ{hx.M (04 • • • fa), x\) =  fa. This, 
since PvA/ is a tree homomorphism, implies that o 2 =  occ(faM (fa [faöi • • • d„]), x\) =  
fa, which completes the proof of the lemma. ■
Now, we can show that the frame transducer of a shape preserving bottom-up tree 
transducer is alsó shape preserving.
Lem m a 3.52 Fór every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M , if tm is infi- 
nite, then the frame transducer f r (M )  is alsó shape preserving.
P roo f. Let M  =  (Q , E, A, q0, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer such 
that t m  is infinite and let f r (M )  =  (Qm , T,M:A M,q0, Rm ) be the frame transducer of 
M.  Now, we show that f r (M )  is shape preserving by contradiction. Assume that there 
are trees (s, i) G sucb that s <jé t. By Statement (i) of Observation 3.40, f r (M )  is
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a quasirelabeling. Then it follows that 3 and t can difFer from each other only in parts 
which are built up from unary symbols.
More formally, there is a maximai segment 7 ., E F(s), there are trees ü\ E Tyxm (X\) 
and ű‘2 6 T^M with s =  Ü\[')SÜ2\ and there is a derivation of f r (M )  as (J) in Leinma 3.51 
such that lengthdt) 7^  length(%), where 7< =  ■ (Note that by Statement
(v) of Observation 3.40, we can assume that t>i E TAm (X\).)
Now, consider the occurrences c*i =  occ(hzM(űx),x\), a' =  occ(hsM(js),Xi) and 
a2 = occ(hzM(űi[%]),xi).  Moreover, let 0X =  occ(hAM(vi ) ,x i ) ,  0' = occ(hAM ( j t), xQ 
and 02 =  occ(hAM(vi['yt\),xi). Using that h^M and HAm are tree homomorphisms, 
we have that a 2 =  occ(h^M(üi[7a]) ,x i )  =  occ(h-^M(üi)[h’SM(;ys)] ,x i )  = a it*' and 
02 =  occ(hAM(vi['yt] ) ,x i )  =  occ(Ii A m (v\)[hAM (7 t)], a?i) =  0\0'■ Moreover, by Lemma 
3.51. o j =  0i and a 2 =  02 which implies that a' — 0'. Clearly length(a') = length(0'). 
On the other hand, it is easy to see by induction that length(a') =  length(7 ,) and 
length(0 ') =  length(it), which, using that length(jt) i2 Rngth('ys) , implies that 
length(a') /  length(0'). However, this is a contradiction, which proves that f r (M )  
is shape preserving. ■
In the rest of this subsection we show two important properties of the frame trans- 
ducer f r (M )  = (Qm , T,m, A m , qo, Rm ) of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer 
M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R). First we show that if f r (M )  scans an input Symbol a and writes 
out an output Symbol ő such that these symbols have ránk different to one, then the 
trees h^M(á) and hAM(ő) have the same shape.
Lem m a 3.53 Let M  — (Q, E. A , q(), R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer such that tm is infinite and let f r (M )  =  (Qm , S m > ^ m , Qo, Rm ) be the frame 
transducer of M. Let p =  á(qi(x\),... ,qi(xi)) —► 9(7 5 (7 1X1 , • • ■ ,7 ;^ )) be a rule in 
Rm , where l ^  1, 6 E A $  and 7 ,7 1 , . . .  , 7 1 € (A $ ) * .  Then hSM(á) Rs hAM(ő).
Proof. According to l we distinguish the following three cases.
Case 1 : l =  0 and 9 E Q (cf. fór example the rule p<j =  <75 —► 93OM7) of }r(MQ 
defined in Example 3.39, since 93 is a State of Mf,, and note that, fór the symbols 
Ö5 and Ő7, which both have ránk zero, h^Mb(ö5) ~  /í-a A/6(h) )-  By Statement (iv) 
of Observation 3.40, TM,q is infinite. Let 7  =  occ(hAM(:y),x\). Then by Definition 
3.38, there is a rule p =  a(q\(x{),. . . ,  qk(xk)) Q(r ) *n R such that ||in/(/i)|| =  0, 
7  is right matching path of p and the following holds. There is a derivation of M  
as (1) in Lemma 3.18 (note that by Corollary 3.13 we can assume that v E Ta (X i )) 
such that hxM(a) =  stree(s,a) and hAM(ő) =  stree(t,0~j), where a =  occ(u,x\) and 
0 =  occ(v,x 1 ). Since 7  is a right matching path of p, it follows from Definition 3.16 
and Lemma 3.19 that a = 0^. Moreover, since M  is shape preserving, s »  t. Then 
clearly stree(s,a) & stree(t,0 y) which implies that h^M (&) ~  hAhl(ö).
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Case 2 : l =  0 and q g Q (cf. fór instance the rule p5 =  a3 —> pi(ő4) of fr(Mb), since 
Pl is nőt a State of M*,, and note that (d3) rí hAsi (ő4)). Then, by Definition 3.38, 
p = a -> q(5) and there are rules ö\{p\{x\)) —> p0(x i ) , .. .,an(pn(x i ) )  -> pn- i (^ i )  in 
where ra >  1 , áu ...,  an € E^1/, p0 6 Q, px, ... ,p „_i € Qm  \ Q and pn = q. By 
Statement (iv) of Observation 3.40, tm ,Po is infinite. Let 7  =  occ(hy;M(á 1 ... án), x\). 
Then, by Definition 3.38, there is a rule p = a(qi(xi ) , . . . ,  qk{%k)) g (r) in i? such 
that q = po, \\inf(p)\\ =  0, 7  is a left matching path of p and there is a derivation of 
M  as (1) in Lemma 3.18 (note that by Corollary 3.13 we can assume that v E TA (X f ) )  
such that /iEAÍ(d) =  stree(s, a j )  and h&M(5) = stree(t,/3), where a =  occ(u,x\) and 
/3 = occ(v,x 1 ). Since 7  is a left matching path of p, it follows frorn Definition 3.16 
and Lemma 3.20 that 0 7  =  fi. Furthermore, since M  is shape preserving, s ~  t. Then 
clearly stree(s,a7 ) rí stree(t,(3), which implies that fisM(ö) ~  h&M(S).
Case 3: l >  1 (cf. e.g. the rule pi = ö\(q\(x\), 92(^2))  -+ tfoO M ^ O o ),^ )) of 
/r(Mfc), where the symbols <7\ and 4], which are the only symbols with ránk different 
to one, have the property that h'£Mb (a\) rí h&Mb(5\)). In this case we prove the lemma 
by contradiction. Assume that h%M(cr) 96 hAM(6). By Statement (ii) of Observation 
3.40, we have that q,qi, ■ ■ ■ ,qi E Q. Let ü =  v =  hAM(ő). Since Em  and A m
are tree alphabets, ü E T%(Xi) and v E TA(X{). Moreover, by Lemma 3.49, fór every 
i E [/], occ(ü,Xi) =  occ(v,Xi). Then it follows that either (i) there is an occurrence 
in u E occ{u) such that u £ occ{v) or (ii) there is an occurrence in u E occ(v) such 
that u occ(ü). Without loss of generality, assume that Case (i) holds (the proof can 
be continued similarly if Case (ii) holds). Clearly, fór every i E [/], occ(v,Xi) is nőt a 
prefix of u. Moreover, there is a derivation (f )  of f r (M )  as in Lemma 3.47 (note that 
by Statement (v) of Observation 3.40, v E TAm (X\)). Let u\ =  v\ =  ha m (ű),
u2 = hy,M (<t (s i , . . . ,  5/)) and v2 =  hAM ( 7 ^ ( 7 1  h, • • •, 7 lU)). Then, by Lemma 3.43 and 
Lemma 3.46, there is a derivation
s =  u\[u2]
=>AÍ ul f e ) ]
=>M <7o(v i [v2])
= qo(t),
of M,  where s € 7b and t E 7a - Let a =  occ(ui,xi), /3 =  occ(v\,x\) and 7  =  
occ(/ia aí (7)> ^ i )- Since M  is shape preserving s «  t. We will show that au E occ(s) 
while au f* occ(t) which is clearly a contradiction since occ(s) =  occ{t).
It is easy to see that au E occ(ui[u2}) =  occ(s). Moreover, by Lemma 3.47, 
a =  3y. Using that hA/í1 is a tree homomorphism, we have that stree(v2,7 ) =  
stree(hAM(j) [hAM(S(7iii, • • . , ‘7líi))]>7) =  * a w ( í (71éi,- • • ,7 lU))- Then it can be seen 
that u $. occ(stree(v2,7 )). Thus we have that au =  f3yu £ occ(v 1 ^ 2]) =  occ(t) which 
completes the proof of the lemma. ■
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Let us consider now two trees (s,t) E Tfr(My In tlie next lemma we show that 
fór two maximál segments Js € F(s) and 7 , € F (í )  such that these segments are at 
the same occurrence in s and t, respectively, the condition hY,M{0 s) ~  ^a m (7 í ) holds. 
Fór example consider the trees s and t appearing in the derivation (f )  discussed before 
Lemma 3.51. Clearly <74<74(74 and őeéeSo are maximai segments in F(s) and F(t), 
moreover they occur at the same occurrence in s and i, respectively. It is alsó easy to 
see that /íeAÍ(j (<74(74(74) «  /ía AÍ6(<M6 6^)-
Lem m a 3.54 Let M  =  (Q.T,,A,qo,R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer such that t m  is infinite and let f r (M )  = &M,qo, Rm ) be the frame
transducer of M. Let (s,t) E Tfr(M) and %  be a maximai segrnent in F(s). Let 
üi E % „ ( X  1 ), Ü2 E TSm, such that ú =  üi [7 , 112]. Moreover let 7* € (A ^ )* ,  
ül E Ta m (X i ) and ü2 € Ta m such that t =  üipytü2], occ(ü 1 , íci) =  occ(v 1 , a?i) and 
occ{üi{7s],x i)  =  occ{v\[Ít],Xi)- Then hSu{'%) «  ^a m (7í )-
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Fór tliis, let us assume that the condi- 
tions of the lemma hold bút /íem (7s) 96 /ia a/(7 í )-
It is easy to see that there is a derivation (J) of f r (M )  as in Lemma 3.51 such 
that 74 =  7 í ^ 7 (2 7^ í • By Lemma 3.52 f r (M )  is shape preserving, which implies that 
7t is a maximai segrnent in F(t). Let o i =  occ(h^M(üi ) ,x i ) ,  a' = occ(h^M(;ys),xi) , 
a 2 =  occ(/i£M(üi[7a]),x i) ,  A  =  occ(/ía m (í »i ) , x i ), /T =  occ(ha m (7í ) i * i ) and #2 =  
occ(h,AM (v\ [7*]), x i). By Lemma 3.51, 0 1 =  /?i and o 2 =  /%. Using that and /iAm 
are tree homomorphisms, we have that
o 2 =  occ(hzM(ű i[7s] ) ,x i )  =  occ(hzM (Üi )[/í2 m (7*)], x i) =  o io '
and
j32 =  occ(hAM{vi[lt]),x\) =  occ(hAM(ül)[/iAM(7t)],as1) =  A/?'- 
Then it follows that o ' =  0.
Now it is easy to see that either (i) there is an occurrence u € occ(h%M (% )) such 
that u $ occ(/ia m (7í )) or (U) there is an occurrence u; E occ(/íAm (0 ) )  such that 
uj occ(/is m (7s)). Without loss of generality, assume that Case (i) holds. (If Case (ii) 
holds, then the proof can be continued similarly.) Then (3' and u are nőt comparable, 
otherwise u E occ(/íAm (7t))< which would contradict to our assumption.
Let s = hzM (s) and t =  /iAm (i). Using that hzM and hAw are tree homomorphisms, 
we get that s =  /iem ( « i ) [A :aí (7s)[^em ( « 2)]] and * =  ^AM(í i ) [/iAM(7í)[^AM(í 2)]]- It; 
can be seen, that u) E occ(h%M (7 s)[/iem (Ü2)]) and since 0  and u> are nőt comparable, 
u g. occ(hAM(7t)[/iAM(ü2)]). Thus, since 01 =  (3\, we have that aiu; € occ(s) and 
Oiu; =  (3\u £ occ(i), which implies that s t. However, by Corollary 3.44, (s, t) E t m , 
and since M  is shape preserving, s «  í, a contradiction. ■
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3.3 Characterizing the Shape Preserving Property
Here we prove the main result of this chapter, i.e., we show that, every shape preserving 
tree transducer is equivalent to a relabeling. Using this result we can easily characterize 
shape preserving tree transducers by relabelings.
3.3.1 The T op -D ow n  Case
To show that part of the main result which concern top-down tree transducers it is 
enough to show that every shape preserving quasirelabeling is equivalent to a relabeling. 
Then it easily follows from this fact and from the results of Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 
that shape preserving top-town tree transducers are equivalent to relabelings.
Again, we start our work witli somé preparations.
Definition 3.55 Let E and A  be ranked alphabets.
a) We denote by (E, A ) the ranked alphabet defined by (E, A =  E ^  x A^k\ fór 
every k > 0.
b) We denote by E<> and A<> the ranked alphabets which are obtained from E and 
A, respectively, by adding a new unary symbol O to both E ^  and A ^ ).
c) Let Iiy, : T ^ A o )  —> T^(X)  and /ja : T(£oAo) 7a  (A )  defined as follows. Fór 
every k >  0 and (a, 6) € (Eo, A o )^ \  let
hz((<r, S))=
cr(x x , . . . , x k) [ fc r ^ O  
x\ otherwise,
hA((a, ő))-- ő (x i , . . . ,xk) 'ű S ^ O  
xi otherwise.
We note that in this definition a =  O (resp. 6 =  0 ) implies 6 6 AcP (resp. a e  Eo^)- 
Now let h% : T ^  ^o) Tv; and /ja : T(e0iAo) —*■ ?A be the tree homomorphisms 
induced by hs and respectively. □
Observation 3.56 Fór every s € ia ), hz(s) fa /ja(s). Hence, fór every L C )a }> 
the tree transformation h^ 1 o Id(L) o /ja is shape preserving, where Id(L) =  {(s , s) | 
s 6 L}. The same does nőt hold with the ranked alphabet (Eo, A<>). ■
Lemma 3.57 Fór every quasirelabeling M  =  (Q , E, A, qo, R) a top-down tree automa- 
ton T  =  (P , (Eo, Ao),po, RT) can be constructed such that tm  =  h^} ott °  /ía - 
Proof. Fór every rule
/j =  q ( a ( x u . . . , x k ) )  - »  7 Í(7 i? l(® l),...,7 fc9 fc(**)) e
where k ^  1 q,qi,---,qk € Q, a € E ^ ,  6 € A (fc\ and 7 , 7 1 ,. . . , 7* 6 (A ^ ) *  with 
length(7 ) =  n and length(‘y\) =  n i , . . . , length(-yk) =  Tik, construct the rules
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q ( (0 ,7 ( l ) ) í * i ) )  (O ,7 (l ) ) (P i (* 0 ),
P n - i ( (0 ,7 (« ) ) (^ l ) )  (0 ,7 (n ))(Pn (x i)),
pn((a,S){x1 , . . . , xk)) {a,S){pn(xi),. ..,pki(xk)), (t)
as well as, fór every 1 <  j  <  k, construct the rules
pjnj( { o , i j ( nj ) ) ( x i ) )  -  { o , v ( n j ) ) ( q M ) ) ,
where pi , . . .  ,p„ and pjU .. .,pjn. are new States. (In case n =  0 we mean pn = q in 
the rule (f )  and there are no rules above (f). In case nj =  1, we have the only rule 
p j i ( {0 ,7j ( i ) ) ( x i ) )  -+ ( 0 , j j ( l ) ) ( qj(x i ) ) , while in case nj =  0, pjx is rneant to be q-j in 
the rule (f )  and we do nőt need further rules fór the index j.)
Let be the set of all rules constructed from p and Qfl be the set of all States 
appearing in those rules.
Moreover, fór every rule // =  q(a(xi)) —* 7P(;ri) in where q,p € Q, a € and 
7  € (A ^ ) *  with length('j) =  n, construct the rules
9 «0 ,7 (1 )> (z i )) - »  (<> ,7 (l))(P i(a ;i ) ) )
Pn_i(((T,7 (n ) ) (x i) )  (cr,7 (n ))(p (x1)),
where p i , ... ,pn- i  are new States. (In case n =  1, we have the only rule q((a, 7 ( 1 ) ) (# i)) 
—> (a, 7 ( l ) ) (p (x i ) ) ,  while in case n =  0, we have the only rule q((cr, 0 )(® i)) —> 
(a, 0 }(p (x i) ) . )  Again, let be the set of all rules constructed from p and be 
the set of all States appearing in those rules.
Now let T  =  (P, (Eo, Ao),po,-Rr) be the top-down tree automaton, where P  =  
Qni Po =  <7o and Rt  =  [JfieR ^  should be clear that tm = h^} o rT o h&. ■
We will need the following definition.
Defin ition 3.58 Let £ and A  be ranked alphabets. Fór a tree language L C T ^ 0,Ao)» 
we define F{L)  =  F(v)  (cf. Definition 3.50). The tree language L is k-bounded, fór 
k > 0, if, fór every 7  e  F(L),  the approximation \length(h^(^)) — length(h&(/y))\ < k 
liolds. Moreover, L is bounded if it is fc-bounded fór somé k. □
Now we prove a technical lemina. Its proof relies on the simple idea that somé 
States of a finite tree automaton necessarily repeat on sufficiently long paths (and thus 
segments) of a tree.
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Lem m a 3.59 Let £ and A  be ranked alphabets and T =  (P, (£<>, Ao),po>-^r) be a 
top-down tree automaton such that the tree transformation r  =  h .^1 ° tj o h& is shape 
preserving. Then L(T)  is bounded.
P roo f. We prove by contradiction that L (T ) is /c-bounded, where k =  ||P||. Assurne 
that L(T)  is nőt A>bounded, let
Lk =  {7  € F (L (T )) | \length(hx(j)) -  length(hA(y))| >  k}
and let 7  be an element of Lk with minimál length. Then alsó length(7 ) >  k. Moreover. 
fór evcry 0 <  i < length(7 ), let fa,Yi € ((£<>. A o ) (1^ )* be such that length(fa) =  i and
7  =  fan-
Since 7  6 F(L (T ) )  and length(7 ) >  there are s € T p ^ A o )^ ! ) )  u G 7(Eo,Ao}> 
q' 6 P  and 0 <  i < j  < length(7 ) such that sfytx] € L (T ) and
Po(s[7«]) =>f s [?(7«)] =>r s[/W (7»«)] =^T s[/?j<7'(7jw)] =^r s[7«j-
Let faj  € ({£<>, A o ) (1^ )+ be such that fafaj  = fa and thus f a f a j j j  =  7 . Then, fór every 
l > 0, s[fafajYju\ € L (T ) hence fafajij 6 F{L(T)) .
Now length(hx(faj)) ^ length(hA(faj)) because otherwise the tree 7 ' =  fajj £ 
F (L (T )) alsó satisfies IZenpű/if/iE^)) — /enyí/i(/iAÍ7 ,))| >  & thus alsó 7 ' 6 L*,.. This, 
however, is impossible because lengthfa') < lengthfa) and 7  is an element of Lk with 
minimál length.
Thus we can assume that, say, length{h^(faj)) > length(h&(faj)). Then, fór a 
sufficiently big Z,
height(hzl(s[fa(3lij 'yj u})) > height(hA(s[0ifaj'rju\))>
which contradicts the fact, that r  is shape preserving. Hence L (T )  is fc-bounded. ■
The following definition is a key to construct the relabeling equivalent to a shape pre­
serving quasirelabeling. Fór a top-down tree automaton T  =  (P , {£ 0 , A<>), qo, Rt ) such 
that L(T)  is fc-bounded we give another top-down tree automaton V  =  
(P', {£ , A ),P q, Rt >) such that lfal otT’oh & C h^}oTT oh&. Moreover, if h^}oTT oh& is 
shape preserving, then hp1 oTpoh^ C h^oTp/oh^ alsó holds. This automaton T'  will be 
given with the help of a top-down tree transducer N  =  (P/v, (£o> A<>), (£, A ), po, Rn )• 
Intuitively, N  does nothing else bút throws away the © symbols from the input 
trees as follows. The states of N  work like a kind of puffer of symbols in £ (1) and 
A (1h In fact, every state p in P/v is a two component structure such that either the 
first component of p is e and the second component is a word from (A ^ ) *  or the first 
component is a word from (£ ^ ) *  and the second component is e, moreover the length 
of the words which are stored in the States is at most k. The initial state p0 of N  is
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a State of which both components are e. N  can scan an input symbol (a, ő) E (E, A ) 
with ránk different to one if and only if it is in the State po and in this case it writes 
out (a, 6). Now assume that N  is scanning a maximai segment 7  of an input tree and a 
prefix 7 ' of 7  is already proeessed by N. Assume alsó that N  is in the State p =  (u,v), 
where u E (E ^ )*  and v E (A (b)*. If, fór example, length(h^(7 ') )  <  length(h&(7 ')), 
then v is that suffix of h&tf)  by which is longer than h^(7 ') and in this case
u =  e. Now, if in this situation N  scans an input Symbol (<r, 6), where a E E ^  and 
S E A<>\ then it writes out the symbol (a, ő'), where ö' is the first letter of v. The fact 
that L(T)  is /c-bounded ensures that no overfiowing of the words stored in the States 
happens during the work of N.  The formai definitions of V  and N  are as follows.
Defin ition 3.60 Let T  = (P, (E<>, A<>), qo, Rt ) be a top-down tree automaton such 
that L(T)  is fc-bounded. The shape preserving frame o fT  is the top-down tree automa­
ton T ’ = (P 1, (E, A ) ,p 'q, Rt ' ) constructed in the following way. First we construct a 
linear top-down tree transducer N  =  (P v , (E<>, A<>), (E, A),po, Rn ) as follows. Let
• PN =  (E ^ )* ^  x {e }  U {s }  x (AW )*-*,
• po =  [e, c], (We use the brackets [ and ] to denote elements of P y .)
• R/v is the smallest set of rules satisfying the following conditions.
-  Fór every m with 1, cr 6 E^71) and S E A^m\ the rule 
[e,e]{(a,8){x 1 ,.. . ,xm)) —> (<r,<J)([e-,^(a?!) , . . . ,  [e,e](xm)) is in RN.
-  Fór every u E (Ew )*’k~l and /? e E (1>, the rule [u, £■]((/?, 0 ) (x i ) )  -> [u/3,e] (x i ) 
is in Rn .
-  Fór every (3,(3' E E ^ s u E (E (^)*,fc-1 and 7  E A ^ \  the rule 
[/3'u,e]({(3,7 ) (x i ) )  -*  {(3',~i)[u(3,e](xi) is in RN.
-  Fór every (3 E E ^ ,  u and 7  € A^1^  the rule
[/fa,£]«<>,7 )(x 1)) - »  ( A t ) M ( z i ) is in Rn -
-  Fór every v E (A ^ ) * ’*- 1  and 7  € A (1>, the rule [e, u]((0 ,7 )(a?i)) -> [e,u7 ] (x i) 
is in Rn -
-  Fór every 7 , 7 ' 6 A (1), v E (A ^ ) * ’*- 1  and (3 E E ^ ,  the rule 
[£,7 ' í;]((/3,7 ) (x i )) - »  (/?,7,)[e ,v 'y ](si) is in RN.
-  Fór every 7 ' € A ^ ,  v E (A íl))*’fc~ 1 and (3 € E ^ ,  the rule 
[e, Vv](</3,0>(rci)) -> {(3,7 /)[£ ,n ](xi) is in RN.
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Now let L =  ran.('rroTjv). Since linear top-down tree transducers preserve recogniz- 
ability [Rou70] (cf. alsó Corollary IV .6.6 in [GS84]), L is recognizable, hence a top-down
tree automaton V  =  (P', (E, A ),p'0, Rt 1) can be constructed such that L =  dom,(Tr>).
Let T  and T' be the tree transducers appearing in the discussion before Definition 
3.60. In the next two lemmas we show that if h x  1 o  t t  o  /aa  is shape preserving then 
h£ 1 o tt> o h& =  1 o tt o /a a .
Lem m a 3.61 Let T  =  (P , (E<>, A<>), qo, Rt ) be a top-down tree automaton such that 
L(T)  is fc-bounded and T' =  (P ', (E, A ) ,p '0,Rt>) is the shape preserving frame of T. 
Then h % 1 o  t t > o  h &  is shape preserving and o  t t > o  H a  Q  h ^ 1  o  t t  o  H a - 
P roo f. Since T  recognizes trees over the ranked alphabet (E, A ), by Observation 3,56, 
the tree transformation h£ 1 o tt> o Ha is shape preserving.
Since L(T)  is /c-bounded, fór every maximai 7  G F(L (T ) )  and prefix 7 ' of 7 , the 
approximation |length(hz('y1)) — length{h.A{l'))\ < k holds. Now the piece of string 
of length at most k  with which h % ( 7 ') is “ahead” of Ii a ( t ' )  (resp. H a Í " / )  is ahead of 
hs(7 ' ) )  is stored in the first (resp. second) component of the states of N.
Moreover, N  is able to process an input symbol (a, 5) G (Eo, A o ) ^  vvith m ^ l  
only in State [e,e]. Hence it should be clear that N  has the following property. Fór 
every v G ron (rr)i the inclusion v G dom(rjv) holds, if and only if, fór every maximai 
7  € F(v), \length(h%('y)) -  length(fiA(7))| =  0. Moreover, if this is the case. then 
hz(v) =  hz(v') and ha {v) =  hA(v'), where v‘ =  rN(v).
Now we can show that /ív 1 0 t t  ° ha Q 1 ° tt  °  in the following way. Let
(s, t) € h^  o t t ' o h  a - Then, there is a v € ran(TT)r)dom(TN) such that, fór v' -  t n ( v ) ,  
we have hs(v') =  s and Ha W)  =  í. Since v G ran(rT) fi dom{rN), by the above note 
hz(v) =  hs(?/) and ha (v) =  /í a Í'í’O- Hence, alsó (s,t) G h^ 1 0 7 0 Ha - ■
Lem m a 3.62 Let T  =  (.P , (Eo, A o ), Qo, Rt ) be a top-down tree automaton such that 
L(T)  is fc-bounded and T  =  (P ', (E, A ),p'0, Rt ) is the shape preserving frame of T. If 
/a" 1 0 7 0  I>a  is shape preserving, then 0 7 0  H a  Q  0 7 0  hA .
P roo f. Let (s, t) 6 h^ 1 ° tt o Aa , then there is a v G ran(TT ) such that /is (v) =  s and 
/aa (?a) =  t,. Since s «  t, fór every maximai 7  G F(u), j/en3 í/A(/is (7 ) ) -length{hA{l))\ =  
0 holds. Then, by the proof of Lemma 3.61, v G dom(rN) and hz(v) =  hs(v ') and 
/AA (n) =  /a a ('</), where 1/ =  rjy(u). This means (s,t) € h^ 1 o t t  ° Ha - ■
As the last step of the preparation we state an obvious fact.
Lem m a 3.63 Let T  =  (P, (E, A),po,R'r) be a top-down tree automaton. Then there 
is a relabeling M  =  (P, S, A ,po, P a-/) such that h^ 1 o tt ° hA =  Tm -
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Proof. Rm  is constructed as follows. Fór everv rule q((o,8)(x\,... ,Xk)) —> 
(a,6) (qi (x i ) , . . . ,qk{xk)) in RT, let the rule q(ct(x i , ... ,xk)) -> 8(qi (aq ),. . . ,  qk{xk)) 
be in Rm. It should be clear that hf.1 o tt o h& =  t m • ■
Now we can State one of the main results of this chapter.
Theorem  3.64 Every shape preserving top-down tree transducer is equivalent to a top- 
down relabeling tree transducer.
Proof. It follows forrn Lemmas 3.5, 3.31, 3.57, 3.59, 3.61, 3.62, and 3.63. ■
3.3.2 The B o ttom -U p  Case
In this subsection we show that every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  is 
equivalent to a relabeling. First we give the relabeling frame transducer rfr(M) of M  
which is a relabeling equivalent to fr (M).  Then we show certain properties of rfr(M) 
which we will use to finish our work.
The formai definition of relabeling frame transducers is as follows.
Defin ition 3.65 Let M  be a transformable bottom-up tree transducer such that 
fr (M),  the frame transducer of M,  is shape preserving. By Statement (i) of Ob- 
servation 3.40, f r (M )  is a bottom-up quasirelabeling tree transducer. Then there is a 
top-down quasirelabeling M '  equivalent to f r (M )  (cf. the discussion after the definition 
of quasirelabelings in Chapter 2). Moreover, by Theorem 3.64, there is a top-down re­
labeling tree transducer M "  equivalent to M ' . Finally, there is a bottom-up relabeling 
tree transducer rfr(M), such that tm" =  Trfr(M) • Then, clearly, tjr(M) = Trjr(My This 
rfr(M) is called the relabeling frame transducer of M.  □
In the rest of the Thesis, if we consider a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer M  and its frame transducer fr (M),  then, since by Lemma 3.52 f r (M )  is shape 
preserving, we will assume that the relabeling frame transducer rfr(M) exists.
Let M  =  (Q, E, A, r/0, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer, /r(M ) =  
its frame transducer and rfr(M) =  (Qf, Em ) A m > q'0, Rf) its re­
labeling frame transducer. In the following two lemmas we show that if rfr (M)  scans 
an input symbol ö 6 Eaí and writes out an output Symbol ö € A m , then h^M (ö) and 
h/\M (ő) have the same shape.
The next lemma concerns the case when a and <5 have ránk different to one. Let 
p =  <5-(qri(a:i) , . . . ,  qi(xi)) —> q(ő(xi , . . . ,  xi)) be a rule in R!. In the proof of the lemma 
we will show that there is a rule fi =  ö{q\{x{),... ,qi(xi)) —> q(7 (J(7 iaq ,... , 71X1)) € Rm  
which, by Lemma 3.53, easily implies that h^M(a) ss
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Lemma 3.66 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer sucli that tm is infinite, f r (M )  =  (Qm , Em , A m , Qo, Rm ) its frarne transducer, 
and rfr(M) = (Q',Em j^ m ,Qq,R') the relabeling frarne transducer of M.  Let p =  
ö{q\{xi ) , . . . , qi(xi)) —> q(ó(xi , ...,£/ )) be a rule in Rf, where l /  1 and 6 6 A^j. Then 
^ m (^ ) ~  (S).
Proo f. Since every rule in R1 is useful, there is a derivation
«  =  u [d (s i,...,s i)]
^ *rfr(M ) ■ ■ • > Q l ( U ) ) \
=>rfr(M) u[q(Hh ,■■■, */))] (rule p)
ú ( t )
of rfr(M), where s ,s i,...,s/  € TSm, t,tu .. . , t i  G TAm, u  G TEm (X i ) and u G 
7a m ( ^ i )- Since rfr (M)  is a relabeling tree transducer, it is easy to see that a =  (3, 
where a =  occ(u, x\) and (3 =  occ(v, X\).
By Definition 3.65, f r (M ) and rfr(M) are equivalent, which implies that (s, t) G 
Tfr(M)- Then there is a rule p = a(qi(xi ) , ... , « ( x t)) - »  <7(7 ^ (712:1 , • • • ,7m ) )  in Rm , 
where 8' G A ®  and 7 ,7 i , ... ,7/ G (A ^ )* ,  sucli that there is a derivation of f r (M )  of 
the following fönn.
^fr(M) *#(91 (*i), • • •, qi(ti))}
=>fr(M) «[9(7^'(71í 1, ■ • •, 7á l ) ) ]  (rule p )
=>>(M ) 90 (n [7 ^'(7 1 1^ , • • -,7/í/)])
=  9o(í),
where t i , . . . , t i  G 1a m and v G 7a m (A i ). By Statement (v ) of Observation 3.40, 
n € TAm (X\). Let /?' = occ(v[7/],x i). Since f r (M )  is a shape preserving bottom-up 
quasirelabeling tree transducer, it is nőt difficult to see that a =  p’. Clearly the root 
of the tree stree(t,/3) is 8 while the root of the tree stree(t,(3') is 8'. Since /3 =  a = /31, 
this implies that 8' =  <5. Then it follows from Lemma 3.53 that hsM (a) «  hAu (6). ■
The following lemma is a consequenee of Lemma 3.54. We show that, fór every 
rule p =  á(q i (x i ) )  - >  q(8 (x i ) )  of rfr(M), where a G e £ } and 8  G A $ ,  the condition 
~  holds.
Lemma 3.67 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, <70, -R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer such that tm is infinite, f r (M )  =  (Qm , Em , A m , qo, Rm ) its frarne transducer, 
and rfr (M) — (Q', Em , &M,qo, R') the relabeling frame transducer of M.  Let p =
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á(qi(x1))  —> ? ( í (x i ) )  be a rule in R', where a e E ^  and ő e A ^ .  Then h^M(a) ^  
h A M ( S ) .
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that h^M (a) 96 h/\M(ö). 
Since every rule in R' is useful, there are trees s € Tem and t € Ta m such that 
s 9o(í) and the rule p is applied during this derivation. Then there is a
maximai segment % £ F(s), there are trees 71 £ (A aa )*, ü\ £ T-£,M(X  1 ), ü2 £ T%M, 
v\ £ Ta m (X i ) and v2 £ 7a aí such that s =  üi[7sü2], t =  í i [ 7 tí>2], occ(ű i,xi) =  
o c c ( v o c c { ü \ [7 .5] ,aq) =  occ(vi [7 í] ,x i ) and the following holds. There is a number 
i £ [lengthds)] such that /i i ;m (7s(í ))  96 HAm (Tt(*))- Then clearly h^M{%)  $é /ia m (7 í )-
On the other hand, by Definition 3.65, f r (M )  and rfr(M)  are equivalent, which 
implies that (s, t) £ Tfr(My Then it follows from Lemma 3.54 that ss /ia a/(7 t)>
a contradiction, which proves the lemma. ■
We will need the last lemma of this subsection to eonstruct a bottom-up relabeling 
tree transducer M  from rfr(M)  such that rAA =  h^ 1 o Trjr(M) o Ha m- Then we will 
show that this M  is the relabeling which is equivalent to M.
The transducer rfr(M)  scans and writes out symbols which are parts of trees from 
the doniam and the rangé of t m , respectively, as well as f r (M )  does. Moreover, it has 
the property that if p =  ö(q\(x\),... ,qi(xi)) —♦ q(ő(x\,... ,xi)) is a rule in R\ then 
the condition h%M (ér) & Ha m (í ) holds. The bottom-up relabeling tree transducer M  
again will scan and write out symbols from E and A, respectively, like M  does. In 
fact the rule set of M  will contain a subset Rfl of relabeling rules such that M  can 
perform the derivation h-£M (cr)[qi(a;i),... ,qi(xi)\ =>*-; ?(/ia m(^)) using rules only from 
Rfl. Defining fór every rule p £ R' the set RIX) and taking the unión of these sets, we 
will get the rule set of M. In the next lemma we show formally how to eonstruct M, bút 
first we show an example. Let us consider again our shape preserving bottom-up tree 
transducer Mb defined in Example 2.4, and its frame transducer /r(M&) from Example 
3.39. It is easy to see that the relabeling frame transducer rfr(Mb) must have a rule 
p! =  á i (9Í ( x i ) , ^ ( x 2) -*■ q'(S(xi,x2))). By Example 3.39, hzMb{&\) =  cr(®1 ,a ,x 2) and 
hAMb{5i) =  ö(xi, Pi, x2). Then Mb will have, among others, the set of relabeling rules 
Rp> = {a - »  p(i3i),v(q[(xi),p(x2),q'2 (x3)) qf(ő(xi,X2,x3))}, where p is a new State.
Clearly Mb can do the computation hzMb(ö)[q,1 (xi),q'2 (x2)\ Qr(hAMb(ő)) applying 
rules only from the set R ^ .
Lemma 3.68 Let S and D be tree alphabets such that hs : T$(X) —> T%(X) and 
Hd ■ Td {X) —> Ta (X),  where E and A  are ranked alphabets. Moreover, let M  =
(Q,S,D,qo,R) be a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer such that, fór every rule 
p = a(qi(xi) , . . . ,qi(xi ) )  -> q(S(x i , . . . ,xt)) in R, the condition hs(&) «  hD(ő) holds.
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Then there is a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer M  =  (Q,E} A,q0, R) such that 
t m  =  h s l  0 T M °  h D .
P roo f. We define the bottom-up relabeling tree transducer M  in the following way. 
First, fór every rule p =  a(qi(x\),... ,qi(xi)) —> q(6(x\,... ,xi )) in R , we define the sets 
Qtl and RM as follows.
Since S and D are tree alphabets and hs{ö) «  hp(ő), we have that hs(cr) = 
v(s i , . . . ,  sk) and ho{ 5) = S(t\,.. . ,  tk), fór somé A > l, a 6 <5 € A^k\ s i , . . . ,sk €
Tx(Xf), tu . . . , tk € Ta (X i ). Moreover, <r(si,. . . ,  sk) 6 T^(Xi), ö(tu . . . , t k) € f A(X t) 
and, fór every i € [A:], either sl =  ti =  Xj, fór somé j  6 [/], or sí € Te , ti € TA and
S{ ta ti.
Let I  =  { 21, . . .  ,2/}, i i , ... , 2/ 6 [A], i\ < Í2 < ... < if such that, fór every i € [A],
i £ I  if and only if there is an index j  £ [I] such that Sí — Xj.
Now let, fór every i e  [A], i (jL I . =  (Qf}\ S, A, qjt\R$)  be the bottom-up rela­
beling tree transducer which computes the tree transformation {(,Sj, ti)}. Furthermore,
let =  U iG[fc],i^ Q Í ] U {q, qi, . . . ,  qi} and let
Rn=  (J  R $  U{o{px{xi) , . . . ,pk{xk)) q(S (xi , . . . ,xk))},
ie[k\,i0
wliere, fór every i 6 [A], p, =  if i g /, and pi = qj, if i =  ij fór somé j  € [/].
Finally let Q =  U^ r Qi1 and ^  =  U neR^u- ^  should be clear that M  is a 
relabeling bottom-up tree transducer and tAi =  hl} 1 o tm o hD. ■
We immediately have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.69 Let M  =  (Q , S, A, go, R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer such that tm is infinite and let rfr(M) — (Q', £ A/, A m , q'o, R ') be the relabel­
ing frarne transducer of M . Then there is a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer 
M  =  (Q, £, A, q'0, R ) such that rA/ =  o rr/r(A/) o HAm.
Proof. By Lemma 3.66 and Lemma 3.67, fór every rule fi =  a (q i (x i ) , ... ,qi(xi)) —> 
q(ő(x\,. . . ,  xi)) in R', the condition h-£M(cr) & hAM(ő) holds. Then, by Lemma 3.68, 
there is a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer M  = (Q, S, A, q'0, R) such that ta7 =
0  Tr f r ( M )  0  ®
Now we can State the second main result of this chapter.
Theorem 3.70 Every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  is equivalent to 
a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer.
Proof. Let M  be a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer. If tm is finite then it 
is easy to see that M  is equivalent to a relabeling (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.30 in case
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7  =  e). Therefore let us suppose that tm is infinite. Since M  is shape preserving, by 
Lemma 3.36, it is alsó transformable. Then let f r (M )  be the frame transducer of M. 
By Lemma 3.52, f r (M )  is alsó shape preserving. Let rfr(M)  be the relabeling frame 
transducer of M.  By Corollary 3.69, there is a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer 
M  such that rAy =  o o h/\M. By Definition 3.65, rryr(Af) =  and, by
Corollary 3.44, o r fr(M) 0 ^a m = TM ■ This clearly implies that rA/ =  ta,/, which
proves the theorem. ■
Now, using Theorems 3.64 and 3.70, we can end this chapter with the following 
characterization of shape preserving tree transducers.
Corollary 3.71 SHAPE = QREL.
Proof. By Theorems 3.64 and 3.70 we have that SHAPE  C QREL. Now the state- 
ment follows from that, clearly, QREL  C SHAPE.  ■
Chapter 4
Decidability Results
In the previous chapter we showed that shape preserving tree transducers and rela- 
belings are equivalent. In this chapter we show more practical results. Namely, we 
show that it is decidable if a tree transducer is shape preserving or nőt and that the 
equivalence problem fór shape preserving tree transducers is decidable.
4.1 Decidability of the Shape Preserving Property of Tree 
Transducers
In the following we give algorithms which decide whether a tree transducer M  is shape 
preserving or nőt. Moreover we show that if M  is shape preserving then a relabeling 
M  equivalent to M  can be constructed. We will use this M  later when we show that 
the equivalence problem fór shape preserving tree transducers is decidable.
First we deal with top-down tree transducers.
4.1.1 The Top -D ow n  Case
We only need a few preparations to give the desired algorithm mentioned above. As 
we will see later, the most of the results which are necessary to give an equivalent 
relabeling to a shape preserving top-down tree transducer were already proved in the 
corresponding subsections of the previous chapter. It remains only to prove somé 
decidability results, which we will do in the following lemmas.
First we show that it is decidable whether a top-down tree transducer is periodic 
or nőt.
Lem m a 4.1 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a top-down tree transducer. Then it is 
decidable whether M  is periodic or nőt.
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Proof. Let q{u) =>*M V [g(x’i)] be a derivation of M , where q G Q, u G Te (X i ) such 
that length(occ(u,x\)) <  ||Q||, and v G Ta (X i ). Then two trees u' € T^(X j)  and 
7/ G T a ( X \ )  can be given such that occ(u',xi) =  occ(u,xi), occ(v',x\) =  occ(v,xi), 
height(u') <  2||Q|| and q(u') =>*M v'{q(x\)\. This clearly implies that it is decidable 
whether M  is periodic. ■
Now, we prove a technical lemma which uses standard pumping arguments to show 
that it is decidable whether a recognizable tree language L C where E and
A  are ranked alphabets, is bounded or nőt.
Lem m a 4.2 Let E and A  be ranked alphabets and T  =  (P, (E<>, A<>),po, Rt ) be a 
top-down tree automaton. Then it is decidable if L(T)  is bounded and, moreover, if 
L(T)  is bounded, then we can cornpute the smallest k fór which L(T )  is fc-bounded. 
Proof. Let n — ||P|| and define fór every p,q G P
Li l  =  Í 7  e  «E o ,  A o ) (1))* | p(7 ) =»T 7 í ( * i )  aild length(7 ) <  n}.
It should be clear that Lp',] is a finite and computable set.
a) First we show that it is decidable whether L(T)  is bounded. To see this we
(n)prove that L(T)  is bounded if and only if, fór every p G P  and 7  G LpJ, the condition 
[lengthfo-z^)) — length(liA(7 ))| =  0 holds.
Assume that L(T)  is bounded and there are p G P  and 7  G Lp^  such that 
\length(hz(/y))  — length(ha (7 ))! >  0. Then, since all states in p are useful, there 
are s G f (s<,A o )(X  1 ) and u G T(e0)Ao> such that s^u] G L(T), hence 7  G F(L{T)) .  
Since p{7 ) =>*r yp(xi), fór every l > 0, s[ylu] G L (T ) and thus 71 G F(L (T ) ) .  This 
means that L(T)  is nőt bounded, which is a contradiction.
Next assume that L(T)  is nőt bounded. Let
Ln =  {7  e F (L (T ) )  I \length{hs(rf)) -  length(hA(7 ))! >  n}
and let 7  be an element of Ln with minimál length. Then certainly length(7 ) >  n and 
thus there are 7 1 , 72,73 € ((E<o, A<>)^)* such that 0 <  length(72) <  n and 7  =  717273, 
moreover, there are States p,q G P  such that q(717273) =>t  7 i p (7273) =>r 7 i 72P (73)- 
Then 72 G L^p and 7173 G F(L (T ) ) .  Now it can be seen that \length(hx(~/2)) ~ 
length(hA('y2))\ > 0. Indeed, if {lengthfizi^)) -  length(hA(72))! =  0, then, clearly, 
|/enpí/i(/is(7 i73))-/enpí/í(^A(7 i73))| >  n and thus 7173 G Ln, which is a contradiction 
because length(7 17 3 ) <  length(7 ).
(n )Now since it is decidable if, fór every state p G P  and 7  G LVJ, the condition 
\length{h ,^(Y)) ~ length(hA{7 ))| =  0 holds, it is alsó decidable if L (T ) is bounded.
b) Now assume that L (T ) is bounded. Let
k =  max{\length(h-z(7 )) -  length{h^{'i))\ \ 7  G Lj$,p,q € Q}-
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Certainly there is no k' < k such that L (T ) is AAbounded. On the other hand, we can 
show that L (T ) is A>bounded.
Let us suppose that L (T ) is nőt Cbounded and let
Lk =  {7  E F (L (T )) | \length{h^)) -  length(hA{j))\ > k}
and 7  be an element of Lk with minimál length. Now, by the definition of k, length(7 ) > 
n and thus there are 7 1 , 72,73 € ({Eo, A<>)^)* and States p,q E P  with the same 
properties as in Case a). Then \length(hy,{^2)) — length(h&(72))! — 0, bccause L (T ) 
is bounded, see Case a). Moreover, llengthíh^hiyi)) — length(h&(7 17 3 ))! >  k, hence 
7 i73 € Lk. This is a contradiction because length{7173) < length(7 ) and 7  is an 
element of Lk with minimál length, Hence L (T ) is fc-bounded. ■
Now let us consider a top-down tree automaton T — (P, (E<>, A o ),qo, Rt ) such 
that L (T ) is k-bounded, and its shape preserving frame V  =  (P f, (E,A),p'0,RT>). By 
Lemma 3.62, if h^1 o tt o h/\ is shape preserving then h~Tl 0 7 0  h& C hL 1 o tt > o 
holds. In the next lemma we show that it is decidable if the above inclusion holds.
Lem m a 4.3 Let T  =  (P, (Eo, A<>), qo, Rt ) be a top-down tree automaton such that 
L (T ) is fc-bounded and V  =  (P ', (E, A ),p'0, Rt1) the shape preserving frame of T. Then 
it is decidable, if h^ .1 o vp °  h/\ C h^1 o Tp> 0 h& holds.
P roo f. We show that h^} o vr o h& C h%1 o tt > o h& if and only if ran(rr) C dom(r^).
Assume that, h^1 o tt °  h& C h^f o tt> o h& and let v E ran (rr). Let s =  hp,{v) 
and t =  h&{v), then (s,t) E o tt  o h& and thus (s,t) E h^1 o tt > o h&. Then, 
there is a v' € ran(rT o tn) such that s =  hp(v’) and t =  h&(vr). Since v' E T/v a ), 
by Observation 3.56, s «  t holds, which implies that fór every maximai 7  E F(v), 
\length(hz(/y)) -  length{h&(~f))\ =  0 holds. Consequently, v E dom{rN).
Now assume that ran (rr) C domtjM) and let (s ,t) E hf.1 o r^ o  /i a - Then, there 
is a v E ran{rp) such that s =  h%(v) and t =  h&{v). Now v E domfr^r) alsó holds, 
which implies that there is a v' E ran(ryv) such that t n ( v )  — v'. It follows froin the 
construction of N  that s =  h^(v') and t — /i a (u'). Then (s, í) E o (r r  o 77/) o h-A, 
cf. the proof of Lemma 3.61. Consequently, (s, t) E hb1 o t t > o /ia .
Then the decidability of orr °^ A  <= 07-7V oh,a  follows from the fact that both
ran(TT) and dom(ra ) are recognizable tree languages and that the inclusion problem 
is decidable fór recognizable tree languages (cf. Theorem 10.3 in Chapter II. of [GS84]). 
■
Now w e  c a n  S ta t e  our first  d e c id a b ilit y  re s u lt.
Theorem  4.4 It is decidable if a top-down tree transducer M  =  (Q, E, A, q0. R) is 
shape preserving or nőt. Moreover, if M  is shape preserving, then a relabeling M  can 
he constructed such that tm =  tm -
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Proof. We give an algorithm that terminates with yes if M  is shape preserving, other- 
wise it terminates with no. Furthermore, if M  is shape preserving, then the algorithm 
outputs a top-down relabeling tree transducer M  which is equivalent to M. The algo­
rithm is as follows.
1 . Check if M  is permutation top-down quasirelabeling or nőt. If nőt, then halt 
with no because, by Lemma 3.5, M  is nőt shape preserving.
2. Cheek whether M  is periodic. (By Lemma 4.1, it is decidable if M  is periodic.) 
If M  is nőt periodic, then halt with no because, by Lemma 3.28, M  is nőt shape 
preserving.
3. Compute the relation on Q (Definition 3.24) according to Lemma 3.27. If there 
are States qi,...,qk  fór somé 1 <  k <  ||Q|| sucli that q\ =  % and qi < q% < ■ ■ ■ ^ 
qk, then halt with no, because, by Lemma 3.29, M  is nőt shape preserving.
4. Eliminate the permutation rules from M  in the following way (cf. Lemma 3.31). 
Take a permutation rule fi with a maximai state in its left-hand side with respect 
to Check, if the condition (* ) described in the proof of Lemma 3.31 holds. 
(Note that the tree language dom(TM,q _1( ,) is recognizable by Tlieorem II.l of 
[Rou70]. Moreover, since M  is linear, ')ij ran(rM,qi .) is alsó recognizable [Rou70] 
(cf. alsó Corollary IV .6.6 in [GS84]). Therefore these languages are effectively 
computable.) If the condition (* ) does nőt hold, then halt with no, because M  
is nőt shape preserving. Otherwise eliminate the rule /í . (Finally M  becomes a 
quasirelabeling.)
5. Construct the top-down tree automaton T  =  (P, {£<>, Ao),Po> Rt ) such that 
t m  — oTT ohA (Lemma 3.57).
6. Check if L (T ) is bounded (Lemma 4.2). If nőt, then halt with no, because, by 
Lemma 3.59, M  is nőt shape preserving. If yes, then compute k such that L (T ) 
is A:-bounded (Lemma 4.2).
7. Construct the shape preserving frame T ’ — (P ', (E, A ), ;>q, Rt1) of T  (Definition 
3.60).
8. Check, if h ^1 o t t  o h&  C h ,^1 o tjv o h&  (Lemma 4.3). I f nőt, then halt with no, 
because, by Lemma 3.62, M  is nőt shape preserving. 9
9. Let M  be the relabeling equivalent to h^1 o tt> 0 (by Lemma 3.63 M  can be 
constructed). Then halt with yes (by Lemmas 3.61 and 3.62, h^1 ottoHa =  r$).
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4.1.2 T h e  B o tto m -U p  Case
In this subsection we show that the shape preserving property of bottom-up tree trans- 
ducers is alsó decidable. Moreover, similarly as in the previous subsection, we show 
that an equivalent relabeling can be effectively constructed to every shape preserving 
transformable bottom-up tree transducer.
Using the results obtained in the previous chapter we can easily prove the next 
lemma.
Lem m a 4.5 Let M  = (Q, £, A, qo, R) be a transformable bottom-up tree transducer. 
Then it is decidable whether M  is shape preserving or nőt. Moreover, if M  is shape 
preserving, then a bottom-up relabeling tree transducer M  can be constructed such 
that. t m  =  Tfj.
Proof. We give an algorithm that terminates with yes if M  is shape preserving, oth- 
erwise it terminates with no. Moreover, if M  is shape preserving, then the algorithm 
outputs a relabeling M  which is equivalent to M. The algorithm is as follows.
1. Construct the frame transducer fr (M ) of M. (Note that fór every rule 
a (q i(x i) , ... ,qk(xk)) —> ?(r ) in R such that TM,q is infinite and \\inf(p)\\ =  0, the 
set mp(p) can be easily determined, if we consider a derivation of M  in which /t 
is applied.)
2. Construct a top-down tree transducer Mt  such that ryr(M) =  tmt ■ (By Item (i) of 
Observation 3.40, fr (M ) is a quasirelabeling. Then it is effectively equivalent to a 
top-down quasirelabeling, cf. the discussion after the definition of quasirelabelings 
in Chapter 2 .)
3. Check whether M r  is shape preserving. (By Theorem 4.4, it is decidable if M r  
is shape preserving or nőt). If Mt  is nőt shape preserving, then halt with no, 
because then fr (M ) is nőt shape preserving and, by Lemma 3.52, it follows that M  
is alsó nőt, shape preserving. Note that since M  is transformable, tm is infinite.)
4. Construct the top-down relabeling tree transducer M t  such that tmt =  t^ t . 
(By Theorem 4.4, Mt  can be constructed.)
5. Construct the relabeling frame transducer rfr(M ) =  (Q1, A jw, q'0, R ') of M  
(rfr (M ) can be effectively constructed from M t , cf. again the discussion after the 
definition of quasirelabelings in Chapter 2).
6. Fór every rule a (q i(x i) , . . . ,  qk(%k)) <l(ö(x i, ■..,£*:)) in R' check whether 
/isM(cr) «  /ia m (^)* I f not> tk® 11 I*3! !  with S2 because, by Lemma 3.66 or by 
Lemma 3.67, M  is nőt shape preserving.
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7. Construct the bottom-up relabeling tree transducer M , such that °Trfr(M) o 
h&M = Tm . (By Lemma 3.68, M  can be constructed.) Then halt with yes. (Now 
M  is equivalent to M , because, by Definition 3.65, Tryr(^ ) =  Tfr(M) and, by 
Corollary 3.44, o  t fr(M) ° — rM, which implies that rAy =  tm . Hence
M  is shape preserving.)
It should be clear that if it is decidable whether a bottom-up tree transducer M  
is transforrnable, then the shape preserving property of M  is alsó decidable. So, it 
remains to show that it is decidable if M  is transforrnable or nőt. However, to do so 
we need a rather big preparation.
First we define two special bottom-up tree transducers, namely periodic and occur- 
rence preserving bottom-up tree transducers. We show' that the occurrence preserving 
property is decidable fór periodic tree transducers. These properties, briefly, express the 
following. Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer, q € Q, u G T^(X i) 
and v € T&(Xi). If M  is periodic, length(occ(u,xi ) )  <  ||Q|| and there is a derivation 
u[q(xi)] =>*AÍ q(v), then length(occ(u, x i ) )  í= length(occ(v, x i )). If M  is occurrence 
preserving, tm ,9 is infinite and there is a derivation «[g (x i)] =>*M qo(v), then occ(u: x\) 
and occ(v,x\) are comparable. It can be seen that in both cases M  can have rather 
restricted trees in its certain derivations. We show that if M  is periodic, then it is 
enough to examine a finite number of derivations of M  to decide whether it is occur­
rence preserving. After this we show that if M  is periodic and occurrence preserving, 
then it is decidable whether M  is transforrnable or nőt. On the other hand, we will 
show that if M  is shape preserving, then it is periodic and occurrence preserving as 
well.
Summarizing the above discussion, to decide the shape preserving property of A/, 
we have to do the following. First we decide whether M  is periodic and occurrence 
preserving. If M  is nőt periodic or nőt occurrence preserving, then M  can nőt be shape 
preserving. Otherwise we check whether M  is transforrnable. If M  is nőt transforrnable, 
then it is again nőt shape preserving. However, if it is transforrnable, then we can decide 
whether it is shape preserving or nőt (cf. Lemma 4.5).
First we make somé observations, which will be helpful in the rest of the Thesis. 
The first observation expresses an easy fact concerning words.
Observation 4.6 Let a, /? € N* such that a and (3 are incomparable. Let ai and fí\ 
be common prefixes of a and 0. Let a'x,0[ € N* such that length{ot\) -  length{a\) =  
length{0\) -  length((3[). Moreover, let a =  aie*2 and 0 =  0\02, fór somé c*2,02 G N*. 
Then the words Ctla2 and 0[02 are alsó incomparable.
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Proof. If o\ and P{ are incomparable, then clearly a'lot2 and ft\ 02 are alsó incompara- 
ble, so let us suppose that a\ and (3[ are comparable. Let n be the smallest number in 
N such that a (n ) ^  /3(n) and let m =  length(ai) — length(a\). Clearly rn <  length(ot\) 
and, since n > length(ot\), we have that rn < n. Moreover a[a2(n -  m) ^ {3{f32(n -  rn) 
which clearly implies that a\ot2 and /3[/32 are incomparable. ■
The next observation will be useful when we consider certain derivations of a 
bottom-up tree transducer.
Observation 4.7 Let u G Te (A i ) and ui,u2 G T%(Xi )  such that u =  i/i[^2]* Then 
« i ,«2 € Tz(X  1 ).
Proof. We prove the staternent by contradiction. Let us suppose that u\ 0 T^(X  1 ) or 
u2 £ Te (X  1 ). Then there are two possibilities. Either (i) u\ G or u2 G Te , or (ii) u\ 
and u2 contain x\ at least once and one of them contains xj more than once. In Case 
(i) u G Te , while in Case (ii) u contains x\ more than once. In both ceises we have a 
contradiction, which proves the staternent. ■
Throughout the rest of the Thesis, whenever we consider a tree alphabet E and 
trees u G Te (X i ) and u\, u2 G T^{X\) such that u =  u\[u2\, then, by Observation 4.7, 
we will assume that u\,u2 e T^(X i).
Now we define periodic and occurrence preserving bottom-up tree transducers.
Definition 4.8 Let M  = (Q. E, A , f/o, /?.) be a bottom-up tree transducer. We say that 
M  is
(a) periodic if, fór every derivation u[g(xi)] =>*M q(v), where q G Q, u G T^(X\) such 
that length(occ(u, x 1 )) <  ||Q|| and v G T/\(Xi), we have that length(occ(u, x i ) )  =  
length(occ(v, x i));
(b) occurrence preserving if it satisfies the following condition. If it[q(xi)] <lo(v) 
is a derivation of M ,  where q €  Q such that rM,q is infinite, u G T e ( A ' i ) and 
v G Ta (ATx), then occ(u,x 1 ) and occ(v, x j ) are comparable.
The following statements are similar to the corresponding ones concerning top-down 
tree transducers (cf. Lemmas 4.1 and 3.28). They can be proved analogously to the 
top-down case therefore their proof are ornitted.
Lemma 4.9 Let M  = (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer. Then it is 
decidable whether M  is periodic or nőt. ■
Lemma 4.10 If M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R ) is a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer, 
then it is periodic a s  well. ■
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Next we prove two technical lemmas concerning periodic bottom-up tree transduc- 
ers. We will use these lemmas when we show that it is decidable whether a periodic 
bottom-up tree transducer is occurrence preserving or nőt. The proof of the first one 
relies on the simple idea that a State of a bottom-up tree transducer necessarily repeats 
during a derivation of an input tree which has a sufficiently large height.
Lem m a 4.11 Let M  =  (Q, T,, A,qo, R) be a periodic bottom-up tree transducer. 
Moreover, let u G T%(Xi )  and v G T/\(X\) such that length(occ(u,xi ) )  >  ||Q|| 
and there is a derivation u[q(xi)] =>*M p(v), where p,q G Q. Then there are trees 
v! e T%(Xi)  and v' € T/\(X\) such that length(occ{v!,x\)) <  ||Q||, it'[q(a:i)] p(vr) 
and length(occ(u, x i ) )  — length(occ(u', x i ) )  =  length(occ(v, x i ) )  — length(occ(v', x i)). 
P roof. It is enough to show that we can give two trees ü G T^(X i) and v G Í a (X i ) such 
that length,(occ(ü,xi ) )  < length(occ(u, x i)), ü[q(xi)} =>*M p{y) and length(occ(u, x i) )  — 
length(occ(ü,x\)) = length(occ(v,xi)) — length(occ(v,x\)). Since length(occ(u, x j ) )  > 
IIQII, there are trees u\,U2 , u% G T s (X i),  ü i , u2 , G T&{X\) and a State q' G Q such 
that u =  iii[it2 [ «3]], 1 <  length(occ(u2,x \)) <  ||Q||, v =  v\ a n d  u[<jr(xi)] =  
«i[«2[tt3[9(®i)]]] =>m  « i [<J>2M ) ]  =»M P ^ i h N l )  =  p(v). Let
ü =  u\ [u3] and v =  vi [1 3^]- Since u2 ^ x\, length(occ(ü,x 1 )) <  length(occ(u,x 1 )). 
Moreover, it is easy to see that there is a derivation ü[g(xi)] =>*M p(v) of M. Fur- 
thermore, since M  is periodic, length(occ(u2 ,x i)) =  length(occ(v2, x { )). Then we have 
that length(occ(u, x 1 )) — length(occ(ü,x 1 )) =  length(occ(v,x 1 )) — length(occ(v,x\)) 
which proves the lemma. ■
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the previous one.
Lemma 4.12 Let M  — (Q, S ,  A, qo, R) be a periodic bottom-up tree transducer. Let 
u G T%(X 1 ) and v G T&(Xi) such that there is a derivation u[q(xi)] =>*M p(v), where 
p, q € Q. Let a =  occ(u,X\) and (3 =  occ(v,x\). Then length(a) — length{(3) <  ||Q||. 
P roo f. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let us suppose that length(a) — 
length((3) > ||Q||. Then clearly length(a) > ||Q|| and by Lemma 4.11 there are trees 
u' G T z (X i) and 1/ G T/\(X 1 ) such that length(occ(u',x 1 )) <  ||Q||, u'[q(x 1 )] =>*M p(v') 
and length(a) — length(occ(u', x\)) = length(í3) — length{occ(v',x\)). On the other 
hand, since length(a) — ||Q|| >  length{f3) and length(occ(u',x 1 ))  <  ||Q||, we have 
that length(a) — length(occ(u',x i)) > length(/3). Clearly this is a contradiction which 
proves the lemma. ■
Now, we show that it is decidable if a periodic bottom-up tree transducer is occur­
rence preserving or nőt.
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Lem m a 4.13 Let M  — (Q , S, A, r/o, R) be a periodic bottom-up tree transducer. Then 
it, is decidable whether M  is occurrence preserving or nőt.
P roo f. Let us assume that M  is nőt occurrence preserving. Then by Item (b) of Defi- 
nition 4.8 there is a derivation u [ q ( x \ ) \  =>*M  q o ( v )  of A7, where u  G T ^ ( X j), v  G T a ( X i ) 
and q G Q, such that t m ,q is infinite and the occurrences o c c ( u ,  X \ )  and occ(v, x \ )  are 
incomparable. Let a  =  o c c ( u , x \ )  and (3 = occ(v,xi). Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that h e i g h t ( u ) <  l e n g t h ( a . )  +  \\Q\\. Indeed, if h e i g h t ( u )  > l e n g t h ( a )  + \\Q\\, 
then we can easily give trees v !  G T ^ ( X i )  and v '  G T & { X \ )  such that o c c ( u ' , x i) =  a, 
o c c ( v ' , x i )  =  0, u ' { q ( x i)] =>*M q o { v ' )  and h e i g h t ( u ! )  < l e n g t h ( a )  +  ||Q||.
Moreover, we can assume that a is with the minimál length, i.e. there are no trees 
v! G Tr;(X\), v' € T&(X i) and State q' G Q such that r\í,q> is infinite, u'\q'{x\)\ =>*M 
qo(v'), occ(u' ,x\) and occ(v',xi) are incomparable and length(occ(u',x\)) <  length(a).
We show that length(a) is bounded by a number which only depends on M. This 
clearly implies that it is decidable if M  is occurrence preserving or nőt, since it is 
enough to examine a finite number of its derivations.
Let us consider the derivation u[g(xi)] Qo(v) in more detail. Let u =
u i[a (s i,. . . ,  si+ l, ..., sk)}, fór somé uí fu2 € T%(X i), k 6 N,z G [fc], a G S (fc)
and « i , . . . ,  Sj_i, si+ i , . . . ,  Sfc G Ts such that the following holds. There is a rule 
g =  a(q\(x\),... ,qk(xk)) —> p(r) in R such that the above derivation can be writ- 
ten in the following form.
u[g(xi)] = U l [ c r ( s i , . . . , « 2 [ 9 ( * l ) ] f . . - : . * * ) ]
. . . ,q i(v2) , . . . > % (* * ) ) ]
=>M ui\p(r[ti,.. • ,V2 .  • • • . * * ] ) ]
qo(vi[r [h ,.. . ,v2, . . . , t k] ] )
= Qo(v),
(rule fi)
where v\,v2 € T/\(Xi )  (cf. Observation 4.7) and t i , . . . , U - 1 , L + i , . . . ,  tk G 7a . More­
over, there is an occurrence u> G occ(r) such that 0\u>, where 0\ = occ(vi ,x i ) ,  is the 
longest cominon prefix of a and 0. Let Q =  0\uj, ot\ =  occ(ui ,x i ), a2 = occ(u2,Xi) 
and 02 = occ(v2,x i ) (cf. Figure 4.1). It is easy to see that r contains x2 exactly once, 
otherwise r [ í i , . . . ,  űj_i, x i, í j + i ... ,tk] ^ T&{X\), which contradicts Observation 4.7. 
Now we distinguish the following two cases.
Cffl.se 1: ü) is a prefix of a.\ (cf. Figure 4.1). First we show that in this case 
u2 =  xi. On the contrary, let us suppose that u2 ^  xi. Let us consider the tree 
=  tti[<T (si,...,S i_i,x i,S i+ i,...,S fc)]. Clearly length(occ(u^, x i ) )  <  length(a), 
and there is a derivation u^[<ft(a:i)] =>*M qo{v^) of M , where the tree =  
u i[r [íi, ... Since TM,q is infinite, tjií,9í is alsó infinite. Moreover
it is easy to see that occ(u^\xi)  and occ(v^l\ x\) are incomparable. This contradicts
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Figure 4.1: u =  (5\u is the longest common prefix of a and (3 in Lemma 4.13.
the fact that length(a) is minimál, which implies that U2 =  x\.
Since ü is a prefix of a-i, u\ =  itn [iii2], fór somé un,u \2 € T%(Xi), such that 
occ(un ,x i) =  ü>. Clearly, r tn [«i2[p(^i)]] =>*m  un [q'(vi2)] =>*M <70(^1 1 ^ 12]), fór somé 
q' € Q and v\\,v\2 € Í a (-^i ), such that vi =  un[ui2]- Let an =  occ(un, x i), 012 =  
occ{u\2,x\), /?n =  occ(un,xi) and [3\2 =  occ(vi2,X i) (cf. Figure 4.2).
Now we show that length(an) <  ||Q||. To dérivé a contradiction, assume that 
length(an) > ||Q||. Then, by Lemma 4.11, there are trees, u'n € T^(X  1 ) and 
v'n  € T&(X 1 ) such that the following holds. length(occ(u'n ,x  1 )) <  ||Q||, length(an) — 
length(occ(u'n ,x  1 ))  =  length(Pn) — length(occ(v'u ,x  1 )) and u'n [q'(x\)\ =>*M qo('Un)- 
Let u^ > =  tí/1 1 [ni2[cr(s1 , . .. ,S i_ i,x i,S i+ i,...,Sfc)]]. Clearly length{occ(u^2\x  1 ))  < 
length(a) and there is a derivation u^[qi{xi)] =>*M qo(v^) of M , where v^> — 
v'n [ui2 [r [t i,. . . ,  t j+ i, . . . ,  ífc]]]. It can be seen alsó, with the help of Observation
4.6, that occ(u(2) ,x i )  and occ(v^2\x\) are incomparable, which again contradicts that
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Figure 4.2: Case 1 of Lemma 4.13: u>(— PnPnv  =  « n )  is a prefix of a i (=  anocu)-
Figure 4.3: Case 2 of Lemma 4.13: a\i is a prefix of u>(= (3\u =  a\ia2i)- 
a is minimál, thus length(an) < ||Q||.
Since length(an) <  ||Q|| and au  =  ü>, it follows that length(ü) <  ||Q||. Then 
clearly length(f3\2) <  ||Q||, which by Lemma 4.12 implies that length(ai2) <  2||<5II-
Summingup, we have that length(a) — length(oi\) + l+length(ot2) — length(an )+  
length(a\2) +  1 <  3||Q|| +  1 .
Case 2: a\i is a prefix of ü. Then U2 =  ^21^ 22], fór somé ^21,^22 6 T%(X 1 ), 
such that occ(ui[o-(si,...,Si_i,n2i,si+i , . . . , s fe)],xi) = ü > .  Clearly, U 2 \ [u 2 2 [q {x \ ) ] ]  
U2iW (v22)\ qi(v21 [^22]), fór somé q' G Q and ^21,^22 € Ta (X i ) such that v2 =
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V2i[v22}- Let £*21 =  occ(u21, an), a22 =  occ(u22,2:1 ), 021 =  occ{v2l,xx) and 022 = 
occ(v22 ,x\) (cf. Figure 4.3).
First we show that length(a22) =  1. Clearly length(a22) ^ 0, otherwise a would 
be a prefix of 0 contradicting the condition that a and 0 are incomparable. Now we 
show the claim by contradiction. Therefore, let us suppose that length(a22) > 1. Then 
u22 = U22[u22]i f°r somé u22, u22 G T%(Xi)  such that occ(u22. X \ )  G N. Clearly, there 
is a State q G Q and there are trees f 22)v22 G T/\(x\) such that ££32[^2 2 1 )] 1 
^22 7^(^22)] =>*m <ÍW22[v%2]) and v22 =  v'22[v%2].
Let u(1) =  Ux [cr(S l). . . ,  s j-i, u21 [u22], si+u . . . ,  s*)]. Then it(1) [<7(2:1 )] =>%, q0(v ^ ), 
where = v i[r [t i,. . . ,  £j_i, u2i[u22], U+i , ...,  t*,]]. It is easy to see that tm,<] is infinite, 
occ(iÁ1\x  1 ) and occ(v^\x\) are incomparable, and length(occ(%0x\x\)) < length(a) 
which contradicts that a is minimál.
Now we show that length(a\) <  ||Q||. To dérivé a contradiction, assume that 
length(a\) >  ||Q||. Then, by Lemma 4.11, there are trees, u\ G Ts(X  1 ) and v[ G 
Ta {X\) such that length(occ(ui,xi)) <  ||Q||, length(a\) — length(occ{u\,x\)) =  
length(0i) -  length(occ(v[,x 1 )) and u^pixi)] =>*M qo(v[).
Let u ^  — í/Jo^ s i , . . . ,  S{-i,u2, Si+i, . . . ,  Sfe)]. Clearly length(occ(u^2\ x 1 )) < 
length(a) and there is a derivation í/2) [<7(2:1 )] =>*M qo(v^) of M, where =  
v [[r [t i,... ,U - 1 ,u2, ti+1 , . . . ,  tf.]]. It can bee seen (cf. Observation 4.6) that occ(uí2\x  1 ) 
and occ(y(2\x  1 ) are incomparable, which again contradicts that a is minimál.
Now, since length{ot\) <  |]Q||, it is easy to see that length{a\ia2\) = length{0\uj) < 
(IIQII +  1 )mx, where
mx =  max{height(r) | 3g £ R, p e Q : p (r) is the right-hand side of g}.
Then length(a) =  length{a\ia2ia22) <  (||Q|| +  l)m x +  1.
So, we have proved that length(a) <  ma2; {3 ||<2 || +  1,(||Q|| +  1 )mx +  1}, i.e. it is 
bounded by a number which depends on M , what we wanted to show. ■
In the following lemma we show that a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer 
is alsó occurrence preserving.
Lem m a 4.14 Let M  =  (Q,12,A,qo,R) be a shape preserving bottom-up tree trans­
ducer. Then M  is occurrence preserving.
P roo f. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Therefore let us suppose that M  is 
nőt occurrence preserving. Then by Item (b) of Definition 4.8, there is a derivation 
u[<7(a;i)] =>*M qo(v) of M , where <7 G Q such that tm ,9 is infinite, u G T%(X 1 ) and 
v G Ta (X  1 ), such that a and 0 are incomparable, where a =  occ(u,x 1 ) and 0 =  
occ(v,X\). Since TM,q is infinite, there are trees u\,ü\ G dom(TM,q) such that « i  56 ü\. 
Then there are derivations s =  « [ í<i ] =>*M u[<7(v i)] =>*M <7o(w[wi]) =  qo(t) and s =
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u[üi] =>*M u[q(vi)] =>*M qo(^[^i]) =  Qo(t), where t,t,v i,v i G T&. Since M  is shape 
preserving, s ~  t and s ~  t. Then, since a and (3 are incomparable, u\ =  stree(s, a) ~  
stree(t,a) =  stree(t,a) ~  stree(s,a) — ü\, which contradicts that ui 96 ü\, proving 
the lemma. ■
Let us consider now a bottom-up tree transducer M  — (Q, £, A , q0, R). In the 
definition of the transformable tree transducer (cf. Definition 3.35) we required the 
transformable tree transducer to have the property that if a rule /i of the transducer 
satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.16, then ||mp(/j)|| =  1. Therefore, to decide 
whether M  is transformable or nőt, we have to compute the set mp(fi) fór every rule 
p in R which satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.16. In the next two lernmas we 
show that mp(p) is computable fór periodic and occurrence preserving transducers as 
follows. Let us suppose that M  is periodic and occurrence preserving. Moreover let p 
be a rule in R such that ||m/(/x)|| =  0 and tm ,<7 is infinite, where q is the State occurring 
in the right-hand side of p. Let 7  G mp(p) be a matching path of p. We show that 
there is a derivation u[q(x 1 )] qo(v) of M , where u 6 T^(X\) and v G 7a (X i ), 
such that a — (37  if 7  is a right matching path of p and (3 =  0 7  otherwise, moreover 
length(a) < n where n is a positive number depending on M. This clearly implies that 
the set mp(p) is computable.
Figure 4.4: The derivation appearing in Lemma 4.15.
Lemma 4.15 Let M  = (Q, £, A, qQ, R) be a periodic and occurrence preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer, and let jubea rule in R such that \\inf(p)\\ =  0 and TM.q is 
infinite, where q is the State occurring in the right-hand side of p. Let 7  G mp(p) be a 
right matching path of p. Then there are trees u' G T s (X i )  and v' G T&(X\) and there
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is a derivation u'[q(xi)] (ja(v') of M  such that a' =  0'7  and length(a') < 3jjQ||.
wliere a' = occ{u\x\) and /3 =  occ(v',x  1 ).
Proof. Since 7  is a right matching path of /*, by Definition 3.16, there is a derivation 
^[9(^ 1 )] =>*m Qo(v) fór somé u E T^ (X  1 ) and v E T&(X  1 ) such that a = /?7 , where 
Q' =  occ(u,x 1 ) and [3 =  occ(v, 37 ).
Let «  =  u j f u o ] ,  where u\,U2 E T^(X i),  such that occ(u\,x\) =  (3. Then 
occ('U2,a.'i) =  7 and there is a State p E Q such that the derivation í/[^(rci)] =>*XI qo{v) 
can be written in the forrn u[q(xi)j =  ui[u2[g(xi)]] =>*M ui\p(v2)} =>*M 90(^1 N D  =  
9o(v), where v\,v2 E T^ (X i) .  Let 0\ = occ(v\,xi) and 02 = occ(v2,x\) (cf. Figure 
4.4).
If length(P) > \\Q\\, then by Lemma 4.11, there are trees u\ E T%(Xi)  and v[ E 
T&(Xi)  such that length^oc^u^xi))  < ||Q|j, u\\p(x\)} =>*M qo(v[) and
length(0) — length(occ{u\,X\)) =  length(01 ) — length(occ(v[,x  1 )). (4.1)
Now let üi =  u\ , ü i  =  v\ if length((3) <  ||Qj| and let üi =  u[, v\ =  v[ otherwise. 
Moreover let 07 =  occ(fíi, 37 ), v! = üi[u2] and v' =  ö i[^2]- Clearly length(á\) < ||Q|j, 
u'[g(;ri)] =>*M qo(v') and since M  is occurrence preserving, a' and f3' are comparable, 
where a' = occ{u',x\) and (3' =  occ{v',x\). It can be seen that a' =  0 77 . Moreover, 
by equation 4.1, we have that 07 =  (3'. Thus a' =  (3'7 . It remains to show that 
length(a') < 3||Q||.
Since ő i =  (3' we have that length{0') < ||Q||. Then, since length((32) <  length{0') 
and, by Lemma 4.12, length,{7 ) — length(02) <  ||Q||, it follows that length(7 ) <  2||Q||. 
Then length{a') =  length(á 1 ) +  length(7 ) <  3||Q|| which proves the lemma. ■
Lemma 4.16 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, q0, R) be a periodic and occurrence preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer, and let p be a rule in R such that \\inf(p)\\ =  0 and 
is infinite, where 9 is the State occurring in the right-hand side of p. Let 7  € mp(p) 
be a left matching path of p. Then there are trees u' E T s (X  1 ) and v' E  Ta (A 'i ) and 
there is a derivation u'[q{x\)\ qo(v') of M  such that (3' =  a'7  and length(a') < 
(||Q||+l)m .x+2||Q||, where a ' =  occ(u’,x  1 ), 0' =  occ(v',x 1 ) andmx =  rnax{height(r) | 
3p E R,p E Q : p(r) is the right-hand side of p}.
P roo f. Since 7  is a left matching path of p, by Definition 3.16 there is a derivation 
w[g(xi)] =>*M qo(v) where u E Te (A  1 ) and v E Ta (X i ) such that 0 =  0 7  and cr is a 
proper prefix of 0, where a =  occ(u,x 1 ) and 0 =  occ(v,x  1 ).
Now let 07 be the longest oceurrence in occ(u) such that the following holds. There 
are trees u\,u2 6 T e  ( A j )  and vi,v2 E T&(X  1 ) such that u\[xl2} =  u, 1 7 ^ 2] =  v, 
occ(w i,xi) =  ah « i [u2[9( * i )]] =>*m  «i[p (u2)] =>*M 9o(v iM ) ; fór somé p € Q, and 
occ(vi,xi)  is a prefix of a. Let a2 =  occ(u2,x i ) ,  0\ =  occ(vi , x i )  and 02 =  occ(v2,x  1 ).
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Figure 4.5: The derivation appearing in Lemma 4.16.
Since a is a proper prefix of (3, it is easy to see that u2 7^  x\. Then there are 
trees U2\,U22 € T^{X  1 ) such that 112 — ^21 [^22] and occ(u2i , x i )  = n fór somé n e N. 
Moreover there is a derivation 112 =  ^21 [^22 [9(^ 1 )]] =^m  « 2i|p '^ 22)] =>*m  p (^21 [^22]) =  
p{v2) of M  fór somé p' € Q and ^21,^22 € Ta (X\) (cf. Figure 4.5).
If length(ai) >  ||Q||, then by Lemma 4.11, there are trees u\ €  T%(X  1 ) and v[ G 
Ta (X  1 ) such that length(occ{u'x,X\)) <  ||<5 ||, there is a derivation u'x\p(x\)\ =>*M qo(v[) 
and
length(a\) — length(occ(u[, x 1 )) =  length(Pi) — length(occ(v[,x 1 )). (4.2)
Now let üi =  u\ and öi =  v\ if length(ai) <  ||Q|| and let üi =  u[ and v\ =  v[ 
otherwise. Moreover, let ö i =  occ(üi,£ i),  v! =  üi[u2]> v' =  v\[v2\, a' =  occ(u',x 1 ) and 
P' — occ(v',x 1 ). Clearly length(á 1 ) <  ||<2|| and there is a derivation u'[q(x 1 )] — qo(v') 
of M. Additionally, since M  is occurrence preserving, we have that a' and are 
comparable. Then it can be seen with the help of equation 4.2 that /?' =  a'7 . It 
remains to show that length(a') — length(á 1 ) +  length(oL2) <  (||Q|| +  l)m x  +  2||Q||. 
Since length(ái) <  ||Q||, it is enough to show that length(a2) <  (||Q|| +  l)m x +  ||Q||.
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First we show that 7  < \\Q\\mx. If length(a') < j|Qj|. then it is easy to see that 
length(B') <  ||Q||mx. Then length(7 ) <  ||Q||ma; alsó holds. So let us suppose that 
length(a') >  ||Q||. Then, by Lemma 4.11, there are trees ü G T-z{X\) and v G T&(X 1 ), 
such that length(a) < ||Q||, where 5 =  occ(ü,xi), there is a derivation ü[g(xi)] =7 *^  
qo(v) and
length(a') — length(á) =  length{0') — length(/3), (4.3 )
where 0 =  occ(v, x\). Since is M  occurrence preserving, á and 0 are comparable. Then 
0 =  07, fór somé 7 6  N‘ . It can be seen by equation 4.3 that length(7 ) =  length(7 ). 
Moreover, since length(á) <  ||Q||, it follows that length(B) <  \\Q\\rnx. This implies 
that length(7 ) =  length(7 ) < ||Q||m.T.
Now we show that length(a2) <  (||Q|| +  l )m i -f- j|Q|| as follows. It is easy to 
see that length(occ(v22, 2:1 )) <  length(7 ) <  ||(5 ||ma- and that length{occ(v2\,x\)) < 
m i. Then length , { 0 2) < (||Q|| +  l)m x. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.12, we have that. 
Iength(a2) -  length(02) < ||<2 || which implies that length(a2) <  (||Q|| +  l)m x -f ||£?||-
Now, using Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16, we show that mp(p) is computable, since it will 
be enough to examine a finite number of the derivations of M  to compute it.
Lem m a 4.17 Let M  =  (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a periodic and occurrence preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer, and let /í =  a (q i(x i) , ... ,qk(%k)) —> q(r) be a rule in 
R such that tm ,9 is infinite and ||m/(/i)|| ^ 1. Then mp(p) is computable.
Proof. If \\inf(p)\\ > 1 then mp(p) is computable by Definition 3.16. So let us suppose 
that \\inf(p)\\ =  0. Let 7  G mp(p). We give a derivation s1 =>*M goit'}, where s' G Tg 
and t' € 7a , such that 7  can be determined írom this derivation and height(s') is 
bounded by a number which depends only on M. This will clearly imply that mp(p) 
is computable.
Let us assume that 7  is a right matching path (resp. 7  is a left matching path) of 
/i. Then, by Definition 3.16, there is a derivation
s =  u[cr(si,...,sfc)]
=>M «[9 (r[íi,...,ífc ])J  (rule p)
9o(v[r[ti,...,íifc]])
=  <7o (t)
of M, where s G 7e , u £ Ts (X i ) ,v  G f&(X\), s\,...,Sk € Te , G 7a , t e T a
such that a =  /?7 (resp. 0 =  0 7 ), where a =  occ(u,x 1 ) and =  oec(u, aq). Let 
M i  =  mox{(||(5|| 4- l)m x +  2||Q||,3||Q||}, where mx =  max{height(r') j 3p' G R,p G 
Q : p(r') is the right-hand side of //}.
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By Lemma 4.15 (resp. by Lemma 4.16), there is a derivation u'[q(x\)] qo(v') 
of M , where v! € Tc(AT) and v' E ? a (X i ), such that a' = (3'7 (resp. (3' =  a 'y ) and 
length(a') < Mx, where a1 =  occ(v!,x\) and (3' — occ(v',x 1 ). Then it is easy to see 
that there are trees ü' E T^(X\) and v' E T&(Xi) such that height{v!) < M x  +  ||Q||, 
occ(ü',x 1 ) =  a', occ(v', .X]) =  (3' and there is a derivation ü'lq(xi)} =$>*M qo(v') of 
M. It can be seen alsó that there are trees s [, ... ,s'k e  Tv and t\ , . . . ,  t'k E T& such 
that, fór every i E [fc], height(si) <  ||Q|| and there is a derivation <j(s[,... ,s'k) =>*M 
a (gi(íi),...,9fc(<fc)) =>aí q (r[t\ ,...,t’k\) of M. Let s' =  ö'[<t(s'i , . . . ,  s’k)] and t! =  
v' [r [ í ) , . . . ,  t'k]]. Clearly there is a derivation of M  of the form
s' =  ü'{(7 (a í , . . . , « 'fc)]
=>*M ü '[a (qi(t\ ),...,qk{t'k))]
=>M ü'[q(r[t'v ..., t'k])] (rule g)
=>M • • •, í*.]])
and height(s') < M x  +  2 ||Q|| +  1 , which implies that rnp(g) is computable. ■
Now let M  be a periodic and occurrence preserving bottom-up tree transducer. The 
next lemma shows that it is decidable whether M  is transformable.
Lemma 4.18 Let M  =  (Q, E, A , qo, R) be a periodic and occurrence preserving 
bottom-up tree transducer. It is decidable whether M  is transformable.
Proof. Let q be a State in Q. By Corollary 3.12 of [Eng75], dom(ryu)(/) is recognizable, 
therefore it is decidable if is infinite (cf. Theorem II. 10.4 in [GS84] and note tliat 
T\[(] is infinite if and only if dom(TM,q) is infinite). Then it is alsó decidable if tm is 
infinite. Let g =  a (q i(x i),.. .,qk(xk)) -* q(r) be a rule in R such that rM,q is infinite. 
Since in f(g ) is computable, it is decidable if \\inf(g)\\ 1. We show that conditions
(i)-(iv) of Definition 3.35 are alsó decidable. Condition (i) is clearly decidable. By 
Lemma 4.17, the set rnp(g) is computable, therefore Condition (ii) is alsó decidable.
Now, assume that ||mp(/^ )|| =  1, \\inf(g)\\ =  0 and let 7  =  mp{g). Using Lemma 
4.17 one can decide whether 7 is either a right matching path or a left matching path 
of g. Moreover, since ||m/(/x)|| =  0, the sets S =  { a ( s i , . . .  , s k) \ Vi E [fc] : s, E 
dom(rM,qi)}  and T  =  {r[*i, . . . , t k] | V* € [k] : ti E ran{TM^ )}  are computable. If 7 is 
a left matching path of g. then one can decide whether fór every s E 5, 7 € occ(s) or 
nőt. Likewise, if 7 is a right matching path of g, then one can decide whether fór every 
t E T , 7  E occ(t) or nőt. This implies that Condition (ifi) is decidable.
Finally, let us suppose that ||mp(/x)|| =  1 and ||m/(p)|| >  1. Let 7 =  mp(g). Then 
one can easily decide whether Condition (iv) holds or nőt. ■
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Now, using Lemmas 4.5 and 4.18, we can decide wliether a bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer is shape preserving or nőt as follows.
Theorem  4.19 Let M  = (Q, E, A, qo, R) be a bottom-up tree transducer. Then it, is 
decidable whether M  is shape preserving or nőt.
P roo f. We give an algorithm that terminates with yes if M  is shape preserving, oth- 
erwise it terminates with no. The algorithm is as follows.
1. Check whether tm is finite (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.18). If tm is finite, then go 
to Step 2, otherwise go to Step 3.
2. Check if M  is shape preserving or nőt. (It is clearly decidable whether a finite 
tree transformation is shape preserving or nőt.) If M  is shape preserving, then 
halt with yes, otherwise halt with no.
3. Check whether M  is periodic and occurrence preserving or nőt. (By Lemma 4.9 
it is decidable whether M  is periodic, and if M  is periodic, then by Lemma 4.13 
it is decidable whether M  is occurrence preserving.) If M  is nőt periodic or it is 
nőt occurrence preserving, then halt with no, because by one of the corresponding 
lemmas (Lemmas 4.10 and 4.14), M  is nőt shape preserving.
4. Check whether M  is transformable. (By Lemma 4.18 it is decidable whether a 
periodic and occurrence preserving bottom-up tree transducer is transformable
or nőt.)
5. If M  is nőt transformable, then halt with no. (Since tm is infinite, by Lemma 
3.36, M  is nőt shape preserving.)
6. Check whether M  is shape preserving (Lemma 4.5). If M  is shape preserving, 
then halt with yes, otherwise halt with no.
4.2 Decidability of the Equivalence of Shape Preserving 
Tree Transducers
Here we show that the equivalence problem fór shape preserving tree transducers is 
decidable. This is a consequence of that, as we have seen in the previous section, fór 
every shape preserving tree transducer, an equivalent relabeiing tree transducer can be 
constructed, and the fact that the equivalence problem fór relabelings is decidable.
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C orollary 4.20 Let M  and N  be two shape preserving tree transducers. Then it is 
decidable whether tm — ry.
P roo f. As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.18 it is decidable if a bottom-up tree 
transducer computes an infinite tree transformation. Using Theorem II . l of [Rou70], 
the analogous result can be shown fór top-down tree transducers.
If tm and ry  are finite, then it is clearly decidable if tm =  ry. I f only one of thexn 
is finite, then tm i1 ty. Therefore assurne that tm and ty  are infinite. By Theorem 
4.4 and Lemmas 3.36 and 4.5 two relabelings M  and Ár can be constructed such that 
tm — tm and ry  =  ry. Moreover, by Theorem 1 of [AB93], the equivalence problem 
of relabelings is decidable, hence it is decidable whether tq =  t^ holds or nőt. Thus 
it is alsó decidable if tm =  tn - ®
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
As the first main result of the Thesis, it was showed that shape preserving (top-down 
or bottom-up) tree transducers and relabeling tree transducers compute the same tree 
transformation eláss (cf. Corollary 3.71). In this way a dynamic property of tree trans- 
formations, i.e., the shape preserving property was characterized, by a static property 
of tree transducers, i.e. that they are relabelings. Our result alsó naturally generalizes 
the analogous characterization of length preserving gsm’s.
The second main result of the Thesis is that the shape preserving property is decid- 
able fór both top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree transducers. Moreover, as 
a byproduct of the above results, it was shown that the equivalence problem of shape 
preserving tree transducers is alsó decidable.
In the following, we show two examples of the application of our results. First we 
recall a result concerning top-down relabeling tree transformations. In [LST98] the 
smallest eláss of transductions which contains length-preserving rational transductions 
and is closed under unión, composition and iteration, was considered. They gave several 
interesting characterizations of this eláss. Recently Z. Fülöp and A. Terlutte were 
going to generalize the results of [LST98] to the eláss of shape preserving top-down 
tree transducers [FT02]. However, they could generalize the results only to the eláss 
of relabeling tree transducers. They gave a characterization of U CI(Q REL), where 
U, C and / stand fór unión, composition and iteration, respectively, in terms of a short 
expression built up from QREL with composition and iteration. They alsó gave a 
characterization of U C I(Q R EL) in terms of one-step rewrite relations of very simple 
term rewrite systems. Now, using Corollary 3.71, QREL  in the above deseription can 
be replaced by SHAPE. In this way, the results of [LST98] can be generalized to shape 
preserving tree transducers.
Next, let us consider a well known result from the theory of tree transducers that. 
linear tree transformations preserve recognizability of tree languages [Rou70], [Eng75].
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Clearly relabeling trce transducers áré alsó linear, thus it easily follows frorn Corollary 
3.71 that shape preserving tree transducers alsó preserve recognizability.
Finally, we recall another famous result, namely that BOT = QRBL o HÓM  
(Theorem 3.15 of [Eng75]), which expresses that every tree transformation r  computed 
by a bottom-up tree transducer can be decomposed as r =  t \ o T2, where ti and 7-2 
arc computed by a relabeling tree transducer and a homomorphism tree transducer, 
respectively (this latter transducer is a top-down or bottom-up tree transducer which 
has only one state, can read every input Symbol, and does nőt have different rules witli 
the same left-hand side). By Corollary 3.71 the eláss QREL in this equation can be 
replaced by the eláss SHAPE.
Summary
In this Tliesis shape preserving top-down and bottom-up tree transducers were studied. 
As the first main result of the Thesis, we gave a characterization of these transducers by 
relabelings. In fact we showed that SHAPE — QREL (Corollary 3.71), where SH APE  
and QREL are the classes of tree transformations computed by shape preserving top- 
down or shape preserving bottom-up tree transducers and relabelings, respectively. The 
shape preserving property is a semantical property of the tree transducers, since it is a 
property of the tree transformations computed by them. On the other hantd, relabelings 
have strict restrictions on their syntax, i.e. on their rewriting rules. Therefore, the above 
result characterizes a semantical property of tree transducers by a syntactical one. As 
the second main result of the Thesis, it was shown that the shape preserving property of 
both top-down tree transducers and bottom-up tree transducers is decidable (Theorems 
4.4 and 4.19).
In Chapter 1 we gave a brief introduction concerning tree transducers. The first sec- 
tion described the role of tree transducers in the theory of syntax-directed translation. 
In the next section top-down and bottom-up tree transducers were discussed. Then we 
considered the shape preserving versions of these transducers. We described the reason 
of that a shape preserving top-down tree transducer can nőt delete the direct subtrees 
of a node of an input tree, while shape preserving bottom-up tree transducers can do 
it. Finally, we described the problems which we have solved in the Thesis, and gave 
the outline of the Thesis.
In Chapter 2 the necessary definitions and preliminary results were given. Addi- 
tionally, we gave two examples of shape preserving tree transducers, a top-down and 
a bottom-up one, and we examined their certain derivations. In fact, we used these 
transducers and derivations as running examples throughout the Thesis.
Chapter 3 deals with the first main result of the Thesis. Here we proved the above 
mentioned characterization of shape preserving tree transducers, i.e. that SH APE =  
QREL. It is obvious that relabelings are shape preserving tree transducers. To show 
that SH APE  C QREL we needed the following preparation.
In Subsection 3.1.1 useful properties of shape preserving top-down tree transducers
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were given. In fact we showed that, fór obvious reasons, a shape preserving top-down 
tree transducer can nőt delete or copy the direct subtrees of a node of an input tree. 
However, it turnéd out that it can permutate those subtrees. Using these results, we 
showed that every shape preserving top-down tree transducer is a permutation top- 
down quasirelabeling tree transducer (Lernma 3.5).
In Subsection 3.2.1 we gave an algorithm which eliminates the permutation rules 
from a shape preserving permutation quasirelabeling. In this way we proved that every 
shape preserving top-down tree transducer is equivalent to a top-down quasirelabeling 
(Lemma 3.31).
A top-down quasirelabeling is a tree transducer which scanning an input symbol 
with ránk k ^  1 writes out exactly one output Symbol witli ránk k, and maybe somé 
additional unary output symbols. In Subsection 3.3.1 we developed a method which, 
roughly, deals with these additional unary symbols. Using this method it was shown 
that every shape preserving top-down quasirelabeling is equivalent to a top-down rela- 
beling.
Summarizing the above results we could prove that every shape preserving top- 
down tree transducer is equivalent to a top-down relabeling tree transducer (Theorem 
3.64).
In order to show the other main result of this chapter, namely that every shape 
preserving bottom-up tree transducer is alsó equivalent to a relabeling, we made the 
following preparation steps.
In Subsection 3.1.2 useful properties of shape preserving bottom-up tree transducers 
were given. Then, in Subsection 3.2.2, the concept of transformable tree transducers 
was introduced (Definition 3.35). Using the results obtained in Subsection 3.1.2 we 
showed that a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer is transformable, provided 
that it computes an infinite tree transformation (Lemma 3.36).
Then we introduced the concept of the frame transducer of a transformable tree 
transducer (Definition 3.38). It turnéd out that there is a strong connection between a 
transformable tree transducer M  and its frame transducer fr (M ). In fact, we showed 
that tm =  g~l ° Tfr(M) 0 h, where g and h are certain tree homomorphisms determined 
by the input and output ranked alphabets of fr (M ) (Corollary 3.44).
In Subsection 3.2.3 it was shown that if the tree transformation computed by a 
shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer M  is infinite, then the frame transducer 
of M  is alsó shape preserving (Lemma 3.52). Using Theorem 3.64, we introduced the 
relabeling frame transducer of M  (Definition 3.65), which is a bottom-up relabeling 
tree transducer equivalent to the frame transducer of M.
In Subsection 3.3.2 we showed certain properties of the relabeling frame transducer 
of a shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer. Then, using these properties and the
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above results, we concluded the second main result of the chapter, namely that every 
shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer is equivalent to a bottom-up relabeling 
tree transducer (Theorem 3.70).
In Chapter 4 somé decidability results were given. In Section 4.1 we showed that 
the shape preserving property of a top-down or bottom-up tree transducer is decidable 
as follows.
In Subsection 4.1.1 an algorithm was given which decides whether a top-down tree 
transducer is shape preserving or nőt. Moreover, if it is shape preserving, then the 
algorithm outputs a relabeling equivalent to it (Theorem 4.4).
In Subsection 4.1.2 the analogous result was given fór bottom-up tree transducers. 
First, based on the results of Chapter 3, we showed that it is decidable if a transformable 
bottom-up tree transducer is shape preserving or nőt (Lemma 4.5). Moreover, we 
showed, that it is alsó decidable if a bottom-up tree transducer, which satisfies certain 
decidable conditions, is shape preserving or nőt (Lemma 4.18). Using these result, we 
concluded, that it is decidable if a bottom-up tree transducer is shape preserving or 
nőt (Theorem 4.19).
In Lemma 4.5, we alsó showed that if a transformable bottom-up tree transducer 
is shape preserving, then an equivalent relabeling can be constructed. Moreover, it 
is nőt difficult to see that if the tree transformation computed by a bottom-up tree 
transducer is shape preserving and finite, then again an equivalent relabeling can be 
given. Using these results and that every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer 
which induces infinite tree transformation is transformable (Lemma 3.36), we concluded 
that fór every shape preserving bottom-up tree transducer, an equivalent relabeling can 
be constructed.
It was shown in [AB93] that the equivalence problem fór relabeling tree transducers 
is decidable. As a corollary of this result and the fact that we can construct an equiv­
alent relabeling fór every shape preserving (top-down or bottom-up) tree transducer, 
we showed that the equivalence problem of shape preserving tree transducers is alsó 
decidable (Corollary 4.20).
In Chapter 5 somé conclusions were given. We recalled several results from the 
theory of tree transducers which concern relabelings. Then, using the equivalence 
of shape preserving tree transducers and relabelings (Corollary 3.71), we generalized 
these results to the eláss of tree transformations computed by shape preserving tree 
transducers.

Összefoglalás 
(Summary in Hungárián)
Az értekezésben alakmegőrző felszálló és leszálló fatranszformátorokat tanulmányoz­
tunk. Az értekezés első fő eredménye ezeknek a fatranszformátoroknak átcímkéző 
fatranszformátorokkal való jellemzése. Lényegében megmutattuk, hogy SH APE = 
QREL  (3.71. Következmény), ahol SH APE  az alakmegőrző leszálló illetve az alak­
megőrző felszálló fatranszformátorok által, QREL pedig az átcímkézők által kiszámolt 
fatranszformációk osztálya.
Az alakmegőrző tulajdonság egy szemantikus tulajdonsága a fatranszformátorok­
nak, mivel ez az általuk kiszámított fatranszformációk tulajdonsága. Másrészről, az 
átcímkézőknek szigorú megkötéseik vannak a szintaxisukat, azaz az átírási szabályaikat 
tekintve. Ebből adódóan, a fenti eredmény a fatranszformátorok egy szemantikus tulaj­
donságát jellemzi egy szintaktikussal. A  értekezés második fő eredményeképpen meg­
mutattuk, hogy a felszálló fatranszformátorok és a leszálló fatranszformátorok alak­
megőrző tulajdonsága eldönthető (4.4. és 4.19. Tétel).
Az 1. fejezet a fatranszformátorok egy rövid bevezetése. Az első alfejezet leírja 
a fatranszformátorok szerepét a szintaxis-vezérelt fordításban. Az ezt követő alfe- 
jezetben a felszálló és leszálló fatranszformátorokat ismertettük. Ezután ezen fatransz­
formátorok alakmegőrző változatait tárgyaltuk. Megmutattuk, hogy egy alakmegőrző 
felszálló fatranszformátor miért nem tudja törölni a bemeneti fa egy szögpontjának 
közvetlen részfáit, amíg az alakmegőrző leszálló fatranszformátor ezt megteheti. Végül 
ismertettük azokat a problémákat, amelyeket az értekezésben megoldottunk, és megad­
tuk az értekezés felépítését.
A  2. fejezetben tárgyaltuk a szükséges definíciókat és jelöléseket. Emellett ad­
tunk két példát alakmegőrző fatranszformátorokra, egy felszállót és egy leszállót, majd 
megvizsgáltuk ezek néhány déri vációját. Később ezeket a fatranszformátorokat és de- 
rivációkat, mint alkalmas példákat, többször is felhasználtuk az értekezés folyamán.
A 3. fejezet az értekezés első fő eredményét ismerteti. Bebizonyítottuk a fent em­
lített tulajdonságát az alakmegőrző fatranszformátoroknak, azaz megmutattuk, hogy az
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általuk kiszámolt fatranszformációk osztálya megegyezik az áteímkézők által kiszámí­
tott osztállyal. Az nyilvánvaló, hogy az áteímkézők alakmegőrző fatranszformátorok. 
A másik irány megmutatása jelenti a fejezet érdemi részét.
A 3.1.1. alfejezet az alakmegőrző felszálló fatranszformátorok hasznos tulajdonságait 
tárgyalja. Megmutattuk, hogy nyilvánvaló módon egy alakmegőrző felszálló fatransz­
formátor nem törölheti vagy másolhatja egy bemeneti fa szögpontjainak közvetlen 
részfáit. Viszont, az is kiderült, hogy permutálhatja a szögpontok ezen részfáit. Ezen 
eredmények segítségével megmutattuk, hogy minden alakmegőrző felszálló fatransz­
formátor egy permutációs kváziátcímkéző (3.5. Lemma).
A 3.2.1. alfejezetben egy algoritmust adtunk, amely eltávolítja egy alakmegőrző 
permutációs kváziátcímkéző permutációs szabályait, megőrizve az eredeti fatransz­
formációt. így bebizonyítottuk, hogy minden alakmegőrző felszálló fatranszformátor 
ekvivalens egy kváziátcímkézővel (3.31. Lemma).
A felszálló kváziátcímkéző egy olyan fatranszformátor, amely egy f  /  1 rangú 
input szimbólumot beolvasva, pontosan egy, az input szimbólummal megegyező rangú 
output szimbólumot ír ki és esetleg még néhány unáris output szimbólumot. A 3.3.1. 
alfejezetben kidolgoztunk egy módszert, ami ezeket az unáris szimbólumokat kezeli. A 
módszer segítségével megmutattuk, hogy minden alakmegőrző felszálló kváziátcímkéző 
ekvivalens egy felszálló átcímkézővei.
A fenti eredményeket felhasználva bebizonyítottuk, hogy minden alakmegőrző fel­
szálló fatranszformátor ekvivalens egy felszálló átcímkéző fatranszformátorral (3.64. 
Tétel).
Annak érdekében, hogy megmutassuk a fejezet másik fő eredményét, nevezetesen, 
hogy minden alakmegőrző leszálló fatranszformátor is ekvivalens egy átcímkézővei, a 
következő előkészületeket tettük.
A 3.1.2. alfejezet az alakmegőrző leszálló fatranszformátorok hasznos tulajdonságait 
tárgyalja. A  3.2.2. alfejezetben bevezetjük a transzformálható fatranszformátorokat 
(3.35. Definíció). A  3.1.2. alfejezet eredményeinek segítségével pedig megmutatjuk, 
hogy egy végtelen fatranszformációt kiszámító alakmegőrző fatranszformátor transz­
formálható (3.36. Lemma).
Azután bevezettük a transzformálható fatranszformátorok keret-fatranszformátorá- 
nak fogalmát (3.38. Definíció). Megmutattunk egy erős kapcsolatot egy M  transz­
formálható fatranszformátor és annak fr{M ) keret-fatranszformátora között. Nevezete­
sen, megmutattuk, hogy tm =  g~l 0 t> (m ) 0 h, ahol g és h olyan fahomomorfizmusok, 
amelyek fr (M ) bemeneti és kimeneti rangolt ábécéinek segítségével határozhatók meg 
(3.44. Következmény).
A  3.2.3. alfejezetben bebizonyítottuk, hogy ha egy M  alakmegőrző leszálló fatransz­
formátor által kiszámított fatranszformáció végtelen, akkor M  keret-fatranszformátora
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szintén alakmegőrző (3.52. Lemma). A 3.64. tétel segítségével definiáltuk M  átcímkéző 
keret-fatranszformátorát (3.65. Definíció), ami egy, az M  keret-fatranszformátorával 
ekvivalens átcímkéző fatranszformátor.
A 3.3.2. alfejezetben megmutattuk a keret-fatranszformátorok néhány fontos tu­
lajdonságát. Felhasználva ezeket a tulajdonságokat, valamint a fenti eredményeket, 
kimondtuk a fejezet második fő eredményét, nevezetesen, hogy minden alakmegőrző 
leszálló fatranszformátor ekvivalens egy leszálló átcímkéző fatranszformátorral (3.70. 
Tétel).
A 4. fejezetben eldönthetőségi problémákkal foglalkoztunk. A 4.1. alfejezetben azt 
mutattuk meg, hogy egy tetszőleges felszálló vagy leszálló fatranszformátorról eldönthe­
tő, hogy alakmegőrző-e.
A 4.1.1. alfejezetben foglalkoztunk a felszálló esettel. Megadtunk egy algoritmust, 
amely eldönti, hogy egy felszálló fatranszformátor alakmegőrző-e. Továbbá, ha a 
fatranszformátor alakmegőrző, akkor az algoritmus megkonstruálja a vele ekvivalens 
átcímkézőt (4.4. Tétel).
A 4.1.2. alfejezetben mutattuk meg azt, hogy a leszálló fatranszformátorok alak­
megőrző tulajdonsága is eldönthető. A következőképpen jártunk el. Először, a 3. 
fejezet eredményeit felhasználva, megmutattuk, hogy eldönthető, vajon egy transz­
formálható leszálló fatranszformátor alakmegőrző-e vagy sem (4.5. Lemma). Megmu­
tattuk továbbá, hogy egy, bizonyos eldönthető tulajdonságokkal rendelkező, leszálló 
fatranszformátorról eldönthető, hogy transzformálható-e (4.18. Lemma). Ezen ered­
mények felhasználásával megállapítottuk, hogy a leszálló fatranszformátorok alakmegőr­
ző tulajdonsága is eldönthető (4.19. Tétel).
A 4.5. Lemmában azt is megmutattuk, hogy ha egy transzformálható fatransz­
formátor alakmegőrző, akkor megkonstruálható egy vele ekvivalens átcímkéző. Nem 
nehéz belátni azt, hogy egy véges alakmegőrző fatranszformációhoz is megadható egy 
őt kiszámító átcímkéző. Ezt felhasználva, valamint azt, hogy minden végtelen alak­
megőrző fatranszformációt kiszámító leszálló fatranszformátor transzformálható (3.36. 
Lemma), megállapítottuk, hogy minden alakmegőrző leszálló fatranszformátorhoz meg­
adható egy vele ekvivalens átcímkéző.
Ismert eredmény továbbá, hogy az átcímkéző fatranszformátorok ekvivalenciája 
eldönthető [AB93]. Felhasználva ezt, valamint azt, hogy a fenti eredmények alapján 
minden alakmegőrző (felszálló vagy leszálló) fatranszformátorhoz megadható egy vele 
ekvivalens átcímkéző, megállapítottuk, hogy az alakmegőrző (felszálló vagy leszálló) 
fatranszformátorok ekvivalenciája szintén eldönthető (4.20. Következmény).
Az 5. fejezetben megadtuk az értekezés eredményeinek néhány következményét. 
Felidéztünk néhány, a QREL osztályra vonatkozó, eredményt és a 3.71. Következmény 
felhasználásával ezeket az eredményeket általánosítottuk az alakmegőrző fatranszfor­
mátorok osztályára.
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Glossary
=*M Reflexive, transitive closure of =>m , 6, 7, 19
=H/ Derivation relation computed by M , 18
-< Strict partial order over state sets, 45
C Proper subset relation, 15
c Subset relation, 15
0 Empty set, 15
IW I Cardinality of A, 15
A* Set of strings over A, 16
A *'k Set of strings in A* with length at most k, 16
A+ A* -  {e },  16
A —> B (partial) mapping from A to B, 15
bn(s) Branch number of s, 26
dec(s) Decomposition of s, 53
dom(p) Domain of p, 15
£ Empty string, 16
f r (M ) Frame transducer of M , 58
71 Notation of 7  [f], 16
height(s) Height of s, 17
inf(p) {i € [/c] | TM,qi is infinite} (k is the arity of the Sym­
bol scanned by g and qi,. ■. ,qt are the States on the 
left-hand side of g), 33
[k] Set of natural numbers 1 ,2 ,..., k, 15
length(w) Length of w, 16
mp(g) Set of matching paths of g , 34
N Set of all natural numbers, 15
occ(s) Set of occurrences of s, 17
OCc(s,Xi) Unique occurrence of Xi in s, 17
Q(A) {<?(«) \q € Q and a € ^4}, 17
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QREL
ran(p)
rfr(M)
p(a)
P~l 
Pl ° P2 
R \  o R ‘2 
s «  t 
SHAPE
(S Í1))*£(*0
a(k)
<£,A)
So
stree(s, w) 
t m
TM,q
Te
Tx(A)
?x (X k)
t[tu . . . , tk]
tn
w(i)
wbn(s)
X
X k
Set of tree transformations computed by relabelings, 
9, 21
Rangé of p, 15
Relabeling frame transducer of M,  82 
{b I (a, b) G p}, 15 
Inverse of p, 15
Composition of relations p\ and p2, 11, 15 
Composition of relation classes 7?i and Ro- 15 
s and t have the same shape, 17 
Set of tree transformations computed by shape pre- 
serving transducers, 1 2 , 21 
Notation of Tzw(Xi), 16 
Set of symbols in E with ránk k 
, 16
Symbol with ránk k, 16
Ranked alphabet obtained from E and A  by
(E, A )W  =  E(fc) x fór every k >  0, 77
Ranked alphabet E with a unary Symbol O, 77
Subtree of s at w, 17
Tree transformation computed by M, 19
Tree transformation computed by M  in a State q, 19
Set of trees over E, 16
Set of trees over E indexed by the elements of A , 16 
Smallest subset of T%(Xk) containing those trees in 
Ty,{X) which contain the variables from X k in the 
order x\ <  X2 <  ... <  xk, 16 
Tree substitution, 16
t[t[... [í]]], where t occurs n times in the substitution, 
16
ith letter of w, 16 
Weighted branch number of s, 26 
Set of all variable symbols, 16 
Set of variables x\, X2, . ■ ■, xk, 16
Index
alphabet, 16
ranked, 3, 16 
input, 5, 18 
output, 5, 18 
tree, 53
attributed tree transducer, 4
Backus Naur Form, 2 
bottom-up
quasirelabeling tree transducer, 21 
relabeling tree transducer, 21 
tree transducer, 5, 6, 18 
linear, 21 
nondeleting, 21 
sliape preserving, 21 
bounded, 79 
k-, 79 
branch
number, 26 
weighted, 26 
symbol, 26
comparable occurrences, 16 
compiler, 1
composition of relations, 15 
context free grammars, 2 
copying state, 30
decomposition of a tree, 53 
deleting state, 30 
derivation
relation, 18
reflexive, transitive closure of, 19
tree, 2
equivalence relation, 16 
equivalent tree transducers, 19
final state, 6, 18 
frarne transducer, 59 
relabeling, 83
generalized sequential machine (gsm), 12 
length preserving, 12
height of a tree, 17
incornparable occurrences, 16 
initial state, 5, 18 
inverse of a relation, 15
fc-bounded, 79
language 
object, 1 
programrning, 1 
source, 1 
target, 1 
tree, 16
length of a string, 16 
linear size increase, 1 1
macro tree transducer, 4 
mapping, 15 
matching path, 34 
left, 35 
right, 35
maximai segment, 71
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Mealy automaton, 12
occurrence preserving bottom-up tree trans- 
ducer, 93 
occurrences, 17
parsing, 2 
tree, 2
part of a tree, 52 
partial
mapping, 15 
periodic
bottom -up  tree transducer, 93 
top-dow n tree transducer, 47 
perm utation  
degree, 45 
o f a set, 15 
quasirelabeling, 20 
rule, 45 
State, 45
top-down quasirelabeling tree trans­
ducer, 20 
prefix, 16
proper, 16
quasirelabeling, 20, 21 
permutation, 20
ranked alphabet, 3, 16 
input, 5, 18 
output, 5, 18
recognizable tree language, 10 , 21 
relabeling, 20, 21 
relabeling frame transducer, 83 
relation, 15
domain of, 15 
ir reflexivé, 15 
rangé of, 15 
reflexive, 15 
symmetric, 15
transitive, 16 
rewriting rule, 5, 18 
rule, 18
left-hand side, 18 
permutation, 45 
rewriting, 5 
right-hand side, 18 
useful, 20
segment
maximai, 71 
of a tree, 71 
semantics
of a tree transducer, 5 
of the compilation, 2 
set of strings (words), 16 
shape
preserving
bottom-up tree transducer, 21 
frame, 80
top-down tree transducer, 21 
tree transformation, 17 
same, 8, 17
single-use restriction , 11 
State, 18
copying, 30 
deleting, 30 
designated, 18 
final, 6, 18 
initial, 5, 18 
noncopying, 30 
nondeleting, 30 
permutation, 45 
useful, 20
strict partial order, 16 
subtree, 17 
at w, 17 
proper, 17 
syntax, 1
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-directed 
compilation, 2 
semantics, 2 
of a tree transducer, 5 
of the source language, 1
top-down
quasirelabeling tree transducer, 20 
permutation, 20 
relabeling tree transducer, 20 
tree automaton, 21 
tree transducer, 5, 18 
linear, 20 
nondeleting, 20 
shape preserving, 21 
with regular look-ahead, 10 
transformable tree transducer, 54 
translation of the input program, 2 
tree, 2
alphabet, 53 
derivation, 2 
homomorphism, 18 
input, 5, 20 
language, 16 
fc-bounded, 79 
bounded, 79 
recognizable, 10, 21 
node of, 2 
output, 5, 20 
over E indexed by A, 16 
parsing, 2 
part of, 52 
root of, 2 
seginent of, 71 
substitution, 16 
transformation, 4, 5, 16 
computed by M,  6, 7, 19 
shape preserving, 17 
tree transducer, 18
attributed, 4 
bottom-up, 5, 6, 18 
occurrence preserving, 93 
periodic, 93 
macro, 4 
relabeling, 8 
shape preserving, 8 
top-down, 5, 18 
periodic, 47
with regular look-ahead, 10 
transformable, 54
useful
rule, 20 
state, 20
variable symbols, 16 
weighted branch number, 26
